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ABSTRACT 

With the rapid increase in the amount and complexity of data that is needed to be preserved, manual preservation 

activities produce complex, lengthy, and costly processes. Therefore, automation of preservation processes, 

together with modeling of workflows and streamlining, can help reduce costs and enhance the focus on 

preservation processes.  Accordingly, the research question is defined as: “How to establish an automated many-

to-many interaction between Information Systems and digital preservation systems?” 

This research proposes a model and instantiation of middleware as a standalone system, which could be hosted in 

the cloud, for bridging between ISs and DPSs including three sub-parts making both many-to-many capacity and 

automation of interactions possible: pre-ingest workflow, Context-aware Preservation Manager (CaPM), and 

error-handling workflow. A Design Science Research (DSR) approach was taken to conduct this research 

consisting of three design cycles to design and develop each of the three sub-parts of the solution artifact, i.e. the 

middleware.  The middleware consists of several action-based components and an administrative component 

(CaPM) which carries out the automation of the tasks in the middleware. The action-based components are 

designed to complete a pre-ingest workflow to prepare digital content sent from an information system to be 

transferred into a digital preservation system. The path for the pre-ingest workflow, i.e. which components are 

going to process the digital content and in what order, is automatically defined by CaPM according to the 

information system’s preservation policies. Standard interfaces are used for middleware’s internal or external 

communications to promote its scalability in the long run as well as its capability of embedding additional 

workflows or processes developed in the future, e.g. post-access workflow.  

An additional outcome of this research is proposing five design principles aiming to contribute to the knowledge 

for future design practices: DP1. Provide rule-based definition of workflow execution path so that the middleware 

affords IS to implement their preservation policy and metadata extraction requirements. DP2. Provide capability 

of executing alternative workflow routes so that the middleware affords IS to ensure a successful encapsulation 

and submission of SIP. DP3. Provide features for gathering preservation data in the middleware so that the 

middleware affords preservation planning support. DP4. Provide an automated error-handling workflow with 

compensating action so that the middleware affords to minimize manual intervention in case of errors in a 

workflow. DP5. Provide capability of executing concurrent workflows so that the middleware affords IS and DPS 

many-to-many interactions via the middleware. 

The results of this thesis contribute to the state-of-the-art in a few aspects:  

• Compared to existing solutions, such as pre-ingest tool developed for Finnish National Archives and 

UAM for Estonia, that need to be installed on a user’s system, integration with the middleware is carried 

out with less complexity. This is achieved by designing the middleware as a standalone system that could 

be hosted in the cloud along with using standard communication interfaces, which further make the 

middleware adaptable to changes or upgrades in the environment it operates in. Such capability of the 

middleware in handling many-to-many interactions goes beyond what was introduced in previous 

middleware architectures for Digital Preservation System’s integration with Information Systems.  

• The middleware solution for pre-ingest in this thesis, in comparison with the similar recent solutions, 

promotes automation capabilities especially for preserving complex digital content (e.g. databases, 

workflows), automatic execution of the pre-ingest workflow, or in case of a need for using multiple 

external digital preservation solutions or services.  

• CaPM monitors the execution of workflows and can update or abort a workflow path if needed. An 

aborted workflow caused by an error/failure will automatically be replaced by an error-handling workflow 

with compensation action, hence increasing the level of automation. Automation of such functionalities, 

as well as the approach for handling errors, has not been applied in previous tools.  

• CaPM can also contribute to the current stream of research on decisions making regarding preservation 

planning and strategies by providing logged data about the digital objects passing through the middleware. 

While the solution artifact of this research provides middleware to perform as a bridge for automated many-

to-many interactions between information systems and digital preservation systems, the resulted design and 

implementation of the middleware components cover only one direction of such interaction, from information 

system to digital preservation system (pre-ingest).  
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 

The terminology in this thesis is made according to the OAIS standard (CCSDS 2002). The following terms are 

used to categorize the challenges in the text: 

 

Archival Information Package (AIP): An information package, consisting of content information and 

Preservation Description Information (will be referred to as metadata in this thesis) associated with the content 

information. AIP refers to packages that are preserved within an OAIS (CCSDS, 2012). 

Archive: An organization, including people and systems, to preserve information and make it accessible for use 

by a Designated Community (CCSDS, 2012). 

Artifact Mutability: Mutability of designed IS artifacts enforces them to be almost constantly in change, however, 

the degree of the mutability of an artifact allows it to evolve only to a limited extent (Gregor and Jones, 2007) 

Artifact: An entity, not apart from nature, which is adapted to the human purpose to satisfy a human desire (Simon, 

1978). 

Automation: To convert a work process or procedure to automatic rather than human-operated or controlled. 

Automation does not simply transfer human functions to machines but involves a deep reorganization of the work 

process, during which both the human and the machine functions are redefined (Gerovitch, 2003). 

Compensation action: A backward crash recovery process in case of an error or abortion in a transaction. 

Compensation action is a counteraction performed to undo the transaction, which may not be the exact opposite 

of the activity that has to be undone (Garcia-Molina and Salem, 1987). 

Consumer: The role of people or systems who interact with OAIS systems or services to find preserved 

information of interest and to access it in detail. This role can also include other OAISs, as well as internal OAIS 

persons or systems (CCSDS, 2012). 

Design Principle: A design principle ‘… is a statement that prescribes what and how to build an artifact to achieve 

a predefined goal’ (Chandra Kruse et al., 2015, p. 4040).  

Designated Community: ‘An identified group of potential Consumers who should be able to understand a 

particular set of information. The Designated Community may be composed of multiple user communities. A 

Designated Community is defined by the Archive and this definition may change over time’ (CCSDS, 2012, pp. 

1–11). 

Digital Object: ‘An object composed of a set of bit sequences’(CCSDS, 2012, pp. 1–11). 

Digital Preservation System (DPS): An archive responsible for preserving digital information and making it 

available for the designated community (Giaretta, 2011). 

Independently Understandable: A characteristic of information making it sufficiently complete for it to be 

interpreted, understood and used by the Designated Community without having to resort to special resources not 

widely available, e.g. creators of the information (CCSDS, 2012). 

Ingest: The process of running services and functions that accept Submission Information Packages from 

Producers, prepares Archival Information Packages for storage, and ensures that Archival Information Packages 

and their supporting Descriptive Information become established within the OAIS (CCSDS, 2012). 

Long Term Preservation: Maintaining information over the long term while making sure that it will be 

independently understandable by a Designated Community and with evidence supporting its authenticity (CCSDS, 

2012). 

Long Term: A period of time long enough to create concerns about the impacts of changing technologies (e.g. 

support for new media and data formats) and changing the Designated Community, on the information being held 

in an OAIS. This period extends into the indefinite future (CCSDS, 2012). 

Metadata: ‘Data about other data’(CCSDS, 2012, pp. 1–13). 

OAIS (Open Archival Information System): A reference model for archives to meet a set of responsibilities to 

allow them to be distinguished from other uses of the term “archive”. 

Pre-ingest: Activities that precede ingest (Innocenti et al. 2009) and of the features that are not presented in OAIS. 

Preservation Planning: Monitoring the environment of the OAIS and analysis of changes in the environment to 
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provide recommendations for preservation activities aiming to ensure accessibility and understandability of 

information stored in the OAIS by the Designated Community over the long term, even if the original computing 

environment becomes obsolete (CCSDS, 2012). 

Producer: The role of people or client systems that provide information to be preserved in OAIS. The role can 

also include other OAISs or internal OAIS human actors or systems (CCSDS, 2012). 

Submission Agreement (SA): The agreement between an OAIS and a producer that specifies a data model and 

other arrangements needed for the data that is to be submitted to the OAIS. This data model identifies format, 

contents, and the logical constructs used by the producer and the way they are represented while submitting data 

to OAIS (CCSDS, 2012). 

Submission Information Package (SIP): An information package that is delivered by the producer to the OAIS 

the information of which is used creating an AIP updating one or more AIPs or their associated Descriptive 

Information (metadata) (CCSDS, 2012). 

Workflow: The automation of a process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or tasks are 

passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules (Coalition, 1999). 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

AIP: Archival Information Package 

CaPM: Context-aware Preservation Manager 

CMIS: Content Management Interoperability Services 

CV: Content Value 

DBMS: Database Management System 

DP: Digital Preservation 

DPS: Digital Preservation System 

DSR: Design Science Research 

ERM: Enterprise Record Management 

ESB: Enterprise Service Bus 

IDST: Information Systems Design Theory 

IS: Information System 

LLT: Long-Lasting Transaction 

MB: Memory Buoyancy 

MVP: Minimum Viable Product 

OAIS: Open Archival Information System  

PAIMAS: Producer Archive Interface Methodology Abstract Standard 

PIMO: Personal Information Model 

PoF: Preserve or Forget 

PV: Preservation Value 

SA: Submission Agreement 

SIP: Submission Information Package 
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1 THESIS INTRODUCTION 

This section provides an introduction into the problem area, research purpose and research question, the elements 

that are not included in the research scope, and the project environment in which this research was conducted. 

1.1 Introduction 

In this age, Information and data are crucial assets to scientific and cultural organizations and businesses in both 

public and private sectors. With the impact of Information Technology on both producing data and using data in 

the production process of goods and decision making (Kooper et al., 2011), organizations’ valuable information 

assets are now created and stored in digital format (Dappert and Enders, 2010). Dependency on the increasing 

amount of digital information brings upon challenges for organizations and individuals to ensure its sustained 

accessibility against threats imposed by rapid changes in technology and organizations (Burda and Teuteberg, 

2013). Such a warrant could be possible by means provided by Long-term Digital Preservation, or in short, Digital 

Preservation (DP) (ibid). Increasing awareness of the importance and challenges of preserving digital information 

(hereafter digital objects) is increasingly attracting the focus of several organizations and research. 

DP can be defined as maintaining digital objects accessible, understandable and usable in the distant future 

regardless of changes in technologies and in the designated communities that are the main users of those digital 

objects (Rabinovici-Cohen et al., 2011). According to OAIS (CCSDS, 2012), a digital preservation system (DPS) 

is defined as a digital archive consisting of an organization of people and systems with the responsibility of 

preserving information and make it available for a designated community. A designated community refers to an 

identified group of potential consumers of a particular set of archived information who should be able to understand 

that information because of their knowledge base (CCSDS, 2012).  OAIS (ibid) is a reference model for archives 

to meet a set of responsibilities to allow them to be distinguished from other uses of the term “archive”. An OAIS 

is separated into six functional entities: Ingest, Access, Administration, Preservation Planning, Data Management, 

and Archival Storage (CCSDS, 2012). The Ingest Functional Entity, which will be referred to later in this thesis, 

contains the services and functions that accept digital content from information systems, prepares the digital 

content in a format for archival storage (AIP: Archival Information Package), and ensures that AIPs are well 

established within the OAIS (ibid). 

DP is not merely responsible for maintaining the bitstreams. It is about maintaining a digital object’s semantic 

meaning and its content, its provenance and authenticity, its interrelatedness, and securing information about the 

context of its creation and use (Burda and Teuteberg, 2013; Ross, 2006). Access to digital objects is dependent on 

their perceived or actual recurring value which arises from the use of objects for their commercial, evidential, or 

information value (Ross, 2012). Recurring value has different time-depths and some digital objects, just like their 

physical counterparts, go out of use and have to survive a long time of “benign neglect” (Tibbo, 2003, p. 48) until 

they become a subject of interest again (Ross, 2012). However, with the constant evolution of technology and the 

degradation of storage media, benign neglect is a bigger issue for digital objects than for physical material (Ross, 

2012). Therefore, it is crucial to invest enough effort to preserve digital material in ways that ensure their 

reusability.  

Digital record producers and preservation organizations need to establish and maintain cooperation for long-term 

digital preservation through tools that automatically capture metadata supporting provenance and the appraisal 

process (Hedstrom et al., 2008). The users of DPSs might need to know how, where, by whom, and why digital 

objects were created and how they were submitted into a DPS (e.g. the way of validating the success of the 

submission or the technology used for it). They also may need information about the way digital objects were 

maintained in a DPS after being submitted. This information is preserved together with a digital object as 

“provenance metadata”. Provenance is central to archival practice and the ability to validate, verify the authenticity 

of, and contextualize digital objects (Abukhanfusa and Sydbeck, 1993). The metadata, including provenance, that 

is preserved together with a digital object is of critical importance to another archival concept, appraisal, where 

the disposition of digital objects is a matter of concern (Ross, 2012). The significance of metadata can be clarified 

by a belief by historians that “…if material was to be retained in its original order, researchers would be able to 

hear the voices in the documents more accurately, more richly, and with a more precise semantic appreciation” 

(Ross, 2012, p. 53). 

The variety of the types of metadata, and users’ need for it, increases with the interval between the point at which 

a digital object was created and deposited in a DP system and the time it will be used (Ross, 2012). The increase 

in the amount of metadata, and the rapid growth of digital information needed to be preserved, has resulted in an 

extensive amount of work needed to handle the process of metadata gathering for a digital object that is to be 

submitted to a DP system. A process as such will be labor-intensive and time-consuming if man-operated, hence 
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highly improved by more automated procedures:  

[T]he ingest of heterogeneous materials [to DPS] … will only be viable if the processes can be 

automated, authenticated, and made scalable. Even where it is possible to ingest and effectively 

document the digital materials …, these materials will remain in an environment susceptible to 

constant technological change. As a result, digital [preservation] must be continuous and dynamic; 

this can only happen if it is automated … (Ross, 2012, p. 56). 

The five-year review of OAIS provides some suggestions among which the one addressing the “[i]nteraction with 

internal and external services” (Nicholsson and Debreva, 2009, p. 4 of 8) is particularly relevant to this research. 

This suggestion is based on the realization that while OAIS considers archives as insulated systems, in reality, they 

are more likely to be in close interaction with other systems or part of a bigger organization (Nicholsson and 

Debreva, 2009). The emphasis on the issues to be addressed by this suggestion is on the need for clarification and 

detailed knowledge on the processes related to the production of digital content and before it is ingested to a DPS 

(pre-ingest), essentially meaning closer integration between ISs and DPSs. Literature addressing automation of 

pre-ingest emerged many years ago, however, projects developing pre-ingest tools and elements of different 

automated solutions originated not before the mid-2010s (Kärberg, 2016; Lehtonen et al., 2017; Päivärinta et al., 

2015). For example, in the context of establishing a national DP service in Finland, Lehtonen et al. (2017) 

developed modular, modifiable and easy-to-integrate pre-ingest workflows, to receive digital content from several 

digital content producer organizations and their potentially many ISs. While the solution developed by Lehtonen 

et al. (2017), and few similar ones, cover noticeable necessities needed to be focused on, they still have 

shortcomings such as being limited to the machine they are running on or limited level of automation in performing 

their operations (ibid). With ISs and DPSs changing rapidly over time and evolution of services and storage 

facilities on cloud (Afrasiabi Rad et al., 2014), additional concerns come into attention that needs to be taken into 

account regarding interactions between ISs and DPSs. 

The questions and problems investigated in this research are mainly based on problems and opportunities found in 

the literature. The existing literature has been the leading factor in this research. The state-of-the-art shows that 

there is little automation support in place for interaction between ISs and DPSs. The research question is defined 

accordingly: “How to establish an automated many-to-many interaction between Information Systems and 

digital preservation systems?” 

The purpose of this research is to develop a model and proof of concept for the automation of many-to-many 

interaction between ISs and DPSs to improve the current status of long-term Digital Preservation. Since the 

purpose as stated is not measurable, it is broken down into the following four objectives: 

1. Design a model for automation of many-to-many interaction between ISs and DPSs. 

2. Design and develop a workflow model and instantiation for pre-ingest activities, in the designed model, 

that can be used to increase the level of automation of interactions between ISs and DPSs.  

3. Design and develop a model and instantiation for the administration of activities in the designed model 

for interaction between ISs and DPSs that can be used to improve the level of automation of interactions 

between ISs and DPSs. 

4. Design and develop a model and instantiation for handling errors, in the designed model, that can be used 

to improve the level of automation of interactions between ISs and DPSs.  

To accomplish the purpose, a scientific method is used to identify the problem areas and subsequently define 

objectives for the solution artifact. The solution artifact is aimed to be of the type of an “insular stand-alone 

archive” (Nicholsson and Debreva, 2009, p. 4 in 8) suggested in a five-year review of OAIS supporting a need for 

promoting processes in pre-ingest (production) and post-access (re-use) (Nicholsson and Debreva, 2009). This 

research is addressing automation and administration of pre-ingest workflow (IS-DPS interactions from IS to DPS) 

in addition to creating a suitable platform for incorporating post-access processes developed in the future. 

Promoting knowledge on and the state of pre-ingest activities leads to smooth and closer integration between 

information producers (ISs) and DPSs. The future challenges for research and development of automated pre-

ingest solutions are addressed based on the experimental tests conducted in the context of the ForgetIT project 

(Gallo et al., 2018).  

1.2 Research Environment 

This research is conducted as part of ForgetIT project (2013 to 2016) which is an EU project part of the 7th 

Framework Program of the European Union. The aim of the project requires overcoming three different obstacles: 

managed forgetting, synergic preservation, and contextualized remembering. The main outcomes of the project 

are the flexible “Preserve-or-Forget” framework to achieve intelligent preservation management, and two 
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application pilots: one for personal preservation with a focus on multimedia coverage on personal events and the 

other for organizational preservation targeting smooth preservation in organizational content management. The 

overall goal and description of the project can be found in (Kanhabua et al., 2013), the project’s emphasis on the 

importance of preserving the context of digital content can be found in (Rabinovici-Cohen et al., 2014, p.), and 

more about the approach to automation of DP activities is also available in (Pellegrino et al., 2015). 

 

1.3 Research Scope 

There are some elements that are excluded from the scope of this research. The digital preservation system (DPS) 

as it is referred to in this study is of the type of OAIS-compliant excluding otherwise complying DPSs. 

Nevertheless, considering the widespread adoption of OAIS, this study includes the majority of the digital 

preservation systems.  

Another feature that remains outside of the scope of this research, while being an essential feature of bi-directional 

interaction between ISs and DPSs, is designing and developing a post-access workflow in the middleware. This 

research started with the aim of designing both pre-ingest and post-access workflows to support IS-DPS 

interactions in both directions via the middleware. However, due to the prominence of pre-ingest procedures in 

the objectives of the ForgetIT project as the research environment, a substantial contribution of this thesis is to the 

automation of pre-ingest workflow rather than post access. That said, the middleware is designed and developed 

as a flexible and scalable system with the capability of embedding a post-access workflow that could potentially 

be developed in the future.  

1.4 Thesis organization 

The rest of this thesis is organized into five main sections.  

The next section, background, is formalized based on the existing literature in the field of DP to illustrate an initial 

picture of the context of this research. The background, starting with a wide selection of literature to describe the 

facts and concepts, later narrows down to derive the knowledge gaps. This section is divided into three parts to 

smoothly direct the red line towards problem area: a. the first part provides definitions, seminal research and 

existing challenges in DP according to the literature, b. the second part gives a summary of scholars suggesting 

DP issues that are believed crucial but not yet addressed, and finally c. narrows down such DP issues to one which 

is important for the purpose of this thesis to formalize the problem area. These three parts are followed by a list of 

knowledge gaps, derived from the problem area, that is aimed to be addressed in this thesis. This section continues 

with an explanation of the research purpose and objectives. 

Section three provides a representation of Design Science Research (DSR) which is the selected method for 

conducting this research. It also includes arguments for the selection of the method and a brief description of the 

approach for literature studies. It continues with a description of the research method, DSR, as it was practiced in 

this research by the researcher. Details about the researcher’s role, arguments for decisions made, and activities 

performed during the design of the solution artifact are expressed in the Research process section.  

Section four gives a detailed overview of the results of this research in three parts:  

• Summary of the publications including their contributions and the researcher’s role in each one of them. 

• The evolution of the artifacts describing details of the design and development of the solution artifact. 

• Design principles as the result of the design process and learning proposed by the researcher. 

Finally, section five declares the contributions of this research both in practice and theory including suggestions 

for design principles. This section ends with a conclusion stating the limitations of the outcome of this research 

and suggestions for future research. 

In addition to the five main sections of the thesis, the appended articles that are published in relevant academic 

outlets are given at the end of this booklet.  
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH 

This section gives an outlook to the research domain by providing a wide selection of literature to describe the 

concepts in the DP field ending up in the identification of knowledge gaps. The red line from the literature towards 

the knowledge gap follows as a. definitions, seminal research and existing challenges in DP, b. issues in the DP 

field that are believed crucial but not yet addressed, and c. issues in the DP field that are important for this thesis 

formalizing the problem area followed by a list of knowledge gaps. This section continues with an explanation of 

the research purpose and objectives. 

2.1 Digital Preservation in previous research 

The prevalence of Information Technology has transformed the way information is created, published, accessed, 

and managed. Organizations’ dependence on Information Technology has created an enormous supply of 

information that is to be maintained or disposed, which in some cases brings the information to the preservation 

systems. E-commerce and e-government initiatives continuously raise awareness for reliable information sources 

(Ross 2005). Handing over this perception is highly dependent on the survival of digital data in an accessible and 

authentic manner (ibid). As a result, preservation impacts the working of public and private organizations. 

Meanwhile, many factors cooperate to make digital material inaccessible. Technological advances and 

organizational change foster obsolescence of access mechanisms and expedite loss of material (Burda and 

Teuteberg, 2013). DP has means to provide a series of managed activities necessary for ensuring continued access 

to digital material for as long as necessary (Jones, Beagrie 2001), though not merely to maintain the bitstreams. 

DP is about maintaining a digital object’s semantic meaning and its content, its provenance and authenticity, its 

interrelatedness, and securing information about the context of its creation and use (Burda and Teuteberg, 2013; 

Ross, 2006). It is critical to notice that DP is a risk management activity in the longevity pathway (Ross and 

McHugh, 2005). Organizations and individuals need to adopt a certain level of risk according to their preservation 

objectives and capabilities to be able to undertake preservation planning and action (Ross, 2012). It is 

recommended to take a “digital object responsive” (Ross, 2012, p. 45) approach towards preservation to be able 

to make sufficient measurements in handling variant digital objects. Such an approach refers to what and how 

much information needs to be preserved at the time of ingest to be able to make a digital object understandable at 

the time of access. For some digital objects, only retaining the content will be enough, while for others the 

environment and context of creation and use must be retained as well. Yet for some digital objects, we should be 

able to recreate the experience of use to make sure that the true representation and information is passed to the 

future. 

The Open Archival Information System (OAIS) (CCSDS, 2012) has been widely adopted to promote the 

development of preservation tools, establish workflows and technical implementations (Digital Preservation 

Coalition, 2020). It defines a set of DP functions such as ingest, access, preservation planning, and administration 

together with six mandatory but high-level responsibilities that if capable to measure up to them, an archive will 

be counted as OAIS compliant (CCSDS, 2012). OAIS is an operational standard that provides a systematic 

framework for designing and comparing operations and architecture of archives in addition to understanding 

archival concepts and implementing a system for long-term digital preservation and access. The OAIS framework 

includes defining roles and the information model to be adopted and a description of processes and methods needed 

for long-term preservation (CCSDS, 2012)1. An OAIS is defined as an archive, an organization, which may be 

part of a larger organization that has accepted the responsibility to preserve information and make it available for 

a Designated Community (CCSDS, 2012). Designated Community is a group of potential consumers of digital 

material who should be able to understand a particular set of information (ibid). DP aims to ensure the value of 

digital objects. Working with digital objects requires users to make sure that they are what they purport to be, they 

are complete, have not been altered or corrupted (InterPARES 2002). These concepts are encapsulated in the term 

authenticity and integrity. Lacking authenticity and integrity in digital objects limits their value as evidence or 

usefulness, therefore the ability to guarantee the authenticity of a digital object is crucial. Since authenticity 

depends on establishing identity and demonstrating integrity (InterPARES 2002), users of information require 

 

1 In addition to OAIS, a few operational standards exist which cover other areas of digital preservation than an archive (Digital 

Preservation System) in itself (e.g. PAIMAS that provides a methodological framework for procedures developed to 

transfer digital content from producers to digital archives). Other standards provide a framework for long-term 

management of digital information in the office environment. ISO 14489:2001 is a framework providing definition of 

roles and methods for long-term access in a Record Management System. ISO 16175:2011 includes principles and 

requirements for long-term management of digital content in Record Management Systems as well as Enterprise Content 

Management Systems.  
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services to draw inferences about the status of the digital material (Ross 2004).  

The approach of the OAIS is archival centric, therefore it becomes limited considering the complete life-cycle of 

a digital object to be archived (Wittek, Darányi 2012). Thus, SHAMAN (Sustaining Heritage Access through 

Multivalent Archiving) project confounded by the European Commission to investigate long-term preservation of 

a large number of digital objects in a distributed environment, by developing a framework that is verifiable and 

extensible (Innocenti et al. 2009). In order to understand broader concepts of ready to preserve digital objects, 

SHAMAN defines features that are not presented in OAIS (Rimal et al. 2011), such as activities that precede 

ingest, called pre-ingest, activities that succeed access phase, called post-access, and further activities to ensure 

the information necessary to guarantee long-term access to information available (Innocenti et al. 2009). The 

importance of promoting processes in pre-ingest and post-access is also stated in the five-year review of OAIS 

(Nicholsson and Debreva, 2009). Accordingly, Wittek and Darányi (2012) suggest a middleware approach 

reflecting the ideas of SHAMAN, OAIS, and the requirements toward a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). 

The architecture suggested by Wittek and Darányi advances the state of the art in digital preservation for the 

following reasons: 

• “The procurement of an expensive server can be replaced by service level agreements with a cloud 

provider; 

• The flexibility is unprecedented in terms of scale and document process design; 

• Ad-hoc peak computations that are typical in document processes are easily addressed; 

• Persistent storage in the cloud is a viable alternative to local servers” (Wittek, Darányi 2012, p.147); 

Since digital material resides in an environment where technology constantly changes over time, DP activities 

cannot be a one-off event but should be continuous and dynamic during the life-cycle of digital material (Ross, 

Hedstrom 2005). Following is an explanation of how constant access to digital material can be possible with the 

existence of metadata attached to the digital objects. 

Common experience shows that users have expectations that access to digital material will maintain (Watry 2008). 

They typically expect a measure of consistency across the records as common metadata attributes (ibid). One of 

the roles of metadata is to support the processes of validating the authenticity of the record (ibid). A general 

agreement holds from the point of view of preservation that the right metadata is the key to preserving digital 

objects (Van Ballegooie, Duff 2006). It is common to classify metadata by function: descriptive, structural, 

administrative, and contextual (Ross 2005). Despite the importance of metadata, “[w]e do not have enough 

experience to indicate whether the metadata these systems record or plan to record, are adequate for the purpose” 

(PREMIS working group, 2015, p. 5). PREMIS has proposed a Data Dictionary that provides a set of preservation 

metadata along with a detailed description in the form of a Data Dictionary (PREMIS working group, 2015). The 

point of view that PREMIS adopted to identify the crucial metadata is based on the functionality of those metadata 

that were “maintaining viability, renderability, understandability, authenticity, and identity in a preservation 

context” (PREMIS working group, 2015, p. 9). 

In addition to methodologies to guarantee the authenticity and integrity of digital objects, a few strategies exist to 

ensure such characteristics about digital material. Digital material can be stored on any medium that can represent 

bits (Kyong-Ho et al. 2002). A bitstream is a meaningful sequence of bits with no intervening spaces, punctuation, 

or formatting (Rothenberg 1995). For data not to be lost, and to preserve the integrity of digital objects, DP includes 

copying the digital material onto a newer media before the older media becomes so obsolete that the digital material 

cannot be accessed. At this level, well-established techniques exist to preserve the integrity of digital material 

(Waters, Garrett 1996). However, simply copying the digital material is not always enough as a preservation 

strategy (ibid). Existing preservation strategies can be broadly classified into two main approaches: preserve the 

technological environment and overcome technological obsolesce of file format (Kyong-Ho et al. 2002). The first 

is the more conservative approach where the original technological environment is fully preserved for decoding 

the digital information in the future (ibid). This approach is further divided into two preservation strategies. The 

first, technology preservation, aims to preserve the working replicas of all computer hardware and software 

platforms for future use (Waters, Garrett 1996). The second, technology emulation, is to program the newer 

computer systems to emulate the older obsolete platforms (Rothenberg 1995). The latter approach can also be 

divided into two strategies. The first, information migration, means the transformation of a digital object into a 

format that is independent of the particular hardware and software that were employed to create the original digital 

object (Waters, Garrett 1996). The second strategy, encapsulation, aims to preserve the digital material together 

with anything that is required to provide access to that object (Waugh et al. 2000). The most successful preservation 

strategies contain elements of migration based on standardization (Kyong-Ho et al. 2002). Migration strategies for 

digital objects containing simple data are widely employed and accepted, however, the preservation community 

has started to address migration of more complex digital material (ibid).  
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2.2 Contemporary challenges in Digital Preservation 

Research into digital preservation is going on from its early days (Ross and Hedstrom, 2005). The related topics 

of research and development in DP include digital preservation strategies (Mayer et al., 2012; Page et al., 2012; 

Ross, 2012), systems, solutions and services (Strodl et al., 2011), and processes to preserve digital information 

objects (Hitchkock, 2011). Primarily, articles address the development of IT artifacts for DP, such as preservation 

software prototypes (Antunes et al., 2009; Gladney, 2004; Lorie, 2002; Ma et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2009), DP 

strategy systems (Becker et al., 2008; Ferreira et al., 2007) or architectures for DP (Nguyen and Lake, 2011; 

Rechert et al., 2010) while empirical evidence for the adoption of DP solutions and strategies in an organization is 

lacking.  For example, a study by Becker and Rauber (2011) reports the lack of cost-benefit techniques to support 

DP decision making activities from an economic point of view. Empirical and organizational investigation of DP 

challenges suffers a shortcoming in pertinent DP literature (Burda and Teuteberg, 2013). Besides, analyzing the 

related literature in the area of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) shows that only the case study of Munkvold 

et al. (2006) merely mentions and that of  Vom Broke et al. (2011) explicitly addresses issues towards digital 

preservation and disposal of digital objects. At the same time, the issue of digital preservation is emerging 

especially in the field of e-government (Decman and Vintar, 2013). For example, in Sweden alone, investments in 

electronic archiving solutions and services including 117 state-level government organizations are expected to rise 

up to between 1,1–1,7 billion SEK between 2014 and 2016 (Rydberg, 2014), while this estimate does not cover 

the rest of Swedish state-level organizations or municipalities and regions, which have similar challenges 

(Päivärinta et al., 2014). 

Several approaches towards digital preservation are limited and labor-intensive (Ross and Hedstrom, 2005). Such 

approaches depend upon awareness of many risks such as technology obsolesce, alteration of digital material, 

interruptions in funding and management processes, and incompetent handling (ibid). Also, the scalability of DP 

solutions has not yet been tested, neither against a diversity of types of digital objects nor against the same digital 

object. As technology will evolve, new types of digital material will be created and therefore new user expectations 

will rise. In addition, the quality and quantity of the digital material to be preserved will expand. According to 

Ross and Hedstrom (2005) new research projects in digital preservation need to “(a) concentrate on a specific 

aspect of digital preservation; (b) focus on tangible deliverables; (c) place more emphasis on engineering and 

computer science that is informed by archival issues and long-term DP requirements, and (d) recognize that digital 

entities are the raw materials for the industries of the 21st-century intellectual capital” (Ross and Hedstrom, 2005, 

p. 318). 

Preservation of digital material has little value if it cannot be interpreted and trusted. For this purpose, the solutions 

to maintain the integrity and authenticity of digital material are essential. Research in digital preservation needs to 

restrain the problem of scalability, mainly because the available methods for audit and develop trust in DPSs have 

not yet been elaborated, developed, tested, or evaluated (Ross, Hedstrom 2005).  

While the amount of digital content to be preserved expands, the diversity of methods to capture, store and organize 

the content for preservation raises a challenging problem (Schmidt et al., 2010). Moreover, modern preservation 

tasks may involve rather complex digital objects, such as relational databases (E-ARK, 2018; Freitas and Ramalho, 

2009), advanced product data and models (Heutelbeck et al., 2009) and even whole workflows with business 

semantics (Mayer et al., 2012; Page et al., 2012). As a result, modern preservation systems need to operationalize 

both advanced data models for the content to-be-preserved and rich (and varying) models for managing metadata, 

i.e., add-on data about the content (CCSDS, 2012) itself. The repositories available in ISs rarely include automated 

methods for preservation workflows or support for preservation metadata. Such shortcoming in ISs makes DP 

activities more manual and labor-intensive (Schmidt et al., 2010)  

Research within digital preservation needs to be conducted within the context of a digital material’s lifecycle (Ross 

and Hedstrom, 2005). Such a requirement means that preservation processes need to be addressed at different 

stages of a digital material’s lifecycle for which a variety of skills is required. This also means that memory 

institutions, governmental and commercial organizations need to recognize their shared roles and responsibilities 

(Ross and Hedstrom, 2005) including issues of cost. Tailored preservation projects from contemporary ISs to 

preservation services are also costly. For example, it is estimated that each one-time preservation project to 

transform information from an enterprise system to a DP solution will cost between 100 – 400k SEK (Päivärinta 

et al., 2014). While an example from ten Swedish municipalities alone revealed hundreds of systems from which 

such preservation project would be needed sooner or later, a need for innovative solutions for automated 

preservation from organizational ISs to DP solutions is obvious (Päivärinta et al., 2014). As the diversity in new 

technologies, organizational contexts, types of digital materials, legislative frameworks, and purposes for digital 

preservation grows, the need automation of preservation activities becomes prevalent.  
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2.3 State-of-the-art automation in Digital Preservation 

DPSs preserve digital material from one of four main classes each of which has its unique properties which impacts 

an archive’s ability to select, manage, preserve and provide access to digital objects (Ross, 2006). The classes of 

digital objects include the following: portable objects, including CD-ROMs, tapes, solid-state devices, and other 

portable media. The diversity of organizations producing digital objects on portable media and the variety of types 

of objects mean that archives are facing an expanding range of digital objects. The second class of digital objects 

is those that are usually arrive as digital transfers from within the organization itself. The third is unpublished 

personal digital material. And the last class is objects that are outputs of digitization programs. The nature of the 

digital objects has an impact on the efforts that are taken to bring the digital object into an archive (Ross, 2006). 

Therefore, the pre-ingest process needs to be able to identify the class of digital object before it starts to establish 

a workflow for pre-ingesting a digital object into an archive. Whether this step is going to be accomplished 

manually or automated there is a need for interaction between the producer of the digital objects, which is an IS, 

and a DPS. The reason is that where preservation functionality can interact with systems that are employed to 

create digital objects, the cost of preservation activities can be reduced (Ross, 2006). Generally, DPSs rarely have 

control over the construction of digital objects that they preserve (Ross, 2006). For example, in the case of 

Australian governmental publications “[t]here is no standard approach by government agencies for creating, 

describing, and organizing their publications, and each is different”(Auty et al., 2005, p. 310). As the variety and 

amount of digital information quickly grow, the complexity of the types of metadata and its amount grows rapidly 

as well. Thus, it is crucial to improve the functions and processes that are performed already before the ingest of 

digital information to DPSs. Such functions and processes are grouped into activities executed at pre-ingest.     

Pre-ingest is not addressed by the OAIS standard. The Producer Archive Interface Methodology Abstract Standard 

(PAIMAS) (CCSDS, 2004) identifies four phases comprising the transfer of information from a producer (IS) to 

archive (DPS). Although PAIMAS refers to the first phase as “pre-ingest or pre-accessioning” (CCSDS, 2004, pp. 

2–3), the activities in the four phases fall under the pre-ingest workflow since they are not already covered by 

OAIS. PAIMAS identifies the objectives, actions, and expected outcomes of each phase as following (CCSDS, 

2004): 

• The Preliminary Phase, also known as a “pre-ingest or pre-accessioning” (CCSDS, 2004, pp. 2–3) phase, 

including the initial contacts between the IS and DPS resulting in feasibility studies, a draft of the 

submission information package (SIP) definition, and a draft submission agreement, 

• The Formal Definition Phase which includes completing the submission agreement with precise 

definitions of SIP and precise contractual transfer conditions, 

• The Transfer Phase including the actual transfer of the SIP from IS to DPS. The transfer and validation 

phases are often carried out partially in parallel, because of iteration when all the information to be 

submitted is not submitted at once, 

• The Validation Phase includes the actual validation processing of the SIP by the archive and any required 

follow-up action with the IS to ensure that the information content of the SIP and its accompanying 

metadata is according to the submission agreement. 

PAIMAS (CCSDS, 2004) is an international operational standard that provides a methodological framework for 

procedures developed to transfer digital content from producers to digital archives. PAIMAS describes what 

requires to be considered during the establishment of a submission agreement between an IS and a DPS such as 

identifying the digital content to be preserved and to what amount, the confidentiality of the digital content, access 

rights, and the cost of preservation (CCSDS, 2004). The first two phases, namely the Preliminary Phase and Formal 

Definition Phase, consist of 82 steps which in total end up in forming a complete submission agreement in a data 

definition language. The steps in the Preliminary Phase mainly cover aim, feasibility, the definition of data objects, 

and estimating required resources. The Formal Definition Phase includes steps that make the agreements in the 

Preliminary Phase into a complete submission agreement written in a data definition language. In total, PAIMAS 

includes 87 steps divided into four above-mentioned phases for covering the transfer of a digital object from IS to 

DPS:  

• Preliminary phase (46 steps) 

• Formal Definition Phase (36 steps)  

• Transfer Phase (2 steps) 

• Validation Phase (3 steps)  

These phases are illustrated in Figure 2-1 with a brief description of the phases. 
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Figure 2-1 PAIMAS main phases (CCSDS, 2004, pp. 2–5) 

Considering the number of steps in Figure 2-1 together with the work required in each step, the pre-ingest workflow 

is regarded as a taxing preservation activity. Especially, with an increasing amount, size and complexity of digital 

content, it is not feasible to manually deal with the preparation of material for DP, considering the cost of staff as 

well as the complexity of manual processes (Ross, 2012; Kärberg, 2016; Lehtonen et al., 2017). Therefore, there 

is a need for automating the pre-ingest processes involving archiving staff only when a human decision is necessary 

(Hedges et al., 2009). In other words, we need to aim to transfer most of the preservation workflow activities from 

manual to automatic. Automation of preservation workflows can help reducing costs, integrating services, 

standardizing loggings and eliminating errors (Ross, 2006).  

Several works suggest the need for automating the early stages of the preservation process (Birrell et al., 2010; 

Kärberg, 2015; Nicholsson and Debreva, 2009). Many early efforts aimed to support the extraction of metadata 

(Greenberg et al., 2005; Ross and Hedstrom, 2005; Ross and Kim, 2005) while typically neglecting other tasks of 

pre-ingest workflows (Kärberg, 2016). The Chronopolis project (Hutt et al., 2008) is an early effort for developing 

preservation metadata. The project suggested a workflow model for determining the materials to deposit, agreeing 

on the submission format, and establishing the source and transfer mechanisms. The Chronopolis pre-ingest 

workflow allows the submitted data to be non-compliant with the standardized SIP definitions (Hutt et al., 2008). 

Later, the PROTAGE (Preservation Organizations using Tools in Agent Environments) project identified issues 

in the pre-ingest phase among archives to facilitate their procedures including automated metadata creation and 

extraction, use of automated tools and standards, automation in the creation of submission packages, and support 

in the appraisal and transfer processes (Olvera and de la Rosa, 2015). The main focus of PROTAGE was to link 

digital objects to long-term DP processes by using agent-based software technology (Hägerfors et al., 2009). The 

PROTAGE agent prototype did not receive enough drive for further development because of its technical 

complexity (Kärberg, 2016). 

The Estonian National Archives created a pre-ingest tool, the universal archiving module (UAM), that allows 

archivists in government agencies to prepare digital records for archiving. The UAM resides in the archivist’s 

computer supporting format identification and characterization, automatic generation of file-level metadata and 

migration (Kärberg, 2016). CAST is another pre-ingest tool designed to collect websites and support a semi-

automated delivery process of submission packages between a producer and an archive (Andersson et al., 2011). 

CAST provides support in specifying archiving purpose and boundaries (creating a submission agreement), 

harvesting content according to the submission agreement, metadata extraction, validation of the SIP, and 

transferring SIPs to DPS. However, such workflow is designed and implemented to support preservation for only 

webpages. Lehtonen et al. (2017) described a pre-ingest tool aiming at modular and flexible workflow 

configuration in the context of delivering digital content to a Finnish national solution for DP. Both Kärberg 

(2016) and Lehtonen et al. (2017) address the emergence of tools for creating SIPs for different kinds of long-term 

preservation repositories since the mid-2010s, for instance, software such as RODA (Kaljuvee et al., 2017) and 

Rosetta SIP Factory (NLZ, 2017). However, the workflows of the previous solutions have been regarded as either 

monolithic or narrow, i.e. not easily configurable for changing source system contexts or target services or complex 

(Kärberg, 2016; Lehtonen et al., 2017). For example, RODA (Kaljuvee et al., 2017) does not support the 

creation/updates of the submission agreement, considering it non-mandatory and leave the process to be manually 
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handled. Besides, there is no common format decided in RODA for a submission agreement, whereas for each 

different content type, such as ERM or databases, a specific policy needs to be defined. In the case of databases, 

for instance, a DBMS functionality is used for selecting an “archivable subset” (Kaljuvee et al., 2017, p. 8 of 29). 

Rosetta SIP Factory (NLZ, 2017) is a workflow to create the SIPs for contents to be preserved, however lacking 

the transfer of SIP to the DPS. Rosetta SIP Factory does not support the creation or adoption of a submission 

agreement and the metadata types, the extraction of which is embedded in the code, are limited.  

The Estonian UAM tool (Kärberg, 2015) needs to be installed on the computer of the agencies delivering records 

to the national archive. Similarly, while the Finnish solution (Lehtonen et al., 2017) takes good steps towards 

configuring a pre-ingest tool with modular metadata extraction, the pre-ingest tool needs to be installed on the 

computer system of the users who wish to submit information to a DPS. Another shortcoming of the pre-ingest 

tool (Lehtonen et al., 2017) is lacking a workflow where each component’s process is performed separately when 

a component-specific script is executed manually by the user of the system (CSC - IT Center for Science Ltd., 

2017). The components can be called to perform metadata extraction in any desired order, however not 

automatically in a workflow or a queue. 

To sum up, a summary of how pre-ingest phases in PAIMAS (CCSDS, 2004) are addressed by each of the above 

solutions is provided in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1 Assigning pre-ingest phases based on PAIMAS addressed by latest solutions for pre-ingest 

 PAIMAS main phases 

Existing solution or tools 
Preliminary 

Phase 

Formal Definition 

Phase 
Transfer Phase Validation Phase 

CAST (Andersson et al., 2011) 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

Manual set-up of 

submission 

agreement 

Automatic 

harvesting of 

webpage content 

and metadata 

extraction 

Automatic 

validation of 

content and 

metadata before 

the transfer of SIP 

UAM (Kärberg, 2016) 

Manual 

description of IS 

into UAM 

Automatic 

creation of 

classification 

scheme with 

additional manual 

steps 

Automatic pre-

ingest workflow 

using pre-defined 

rules 

Validation based 

on pre-ingest 

workflow’s 

success  

Pre-ingest tool (Lehtonen et al., 

2017) 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

Automatic 

metadata 

extraction and 

creation of SIP, 

however lacking a 

workflow 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

RODA (Kaljuvee et al., 2017) 

Manual process of 

content definition, 

technical 

feasibility, and 

legal issues 

Manual creation of 

transfer agreement 

Automatic data 

selection and 

metadata 

extraction for 

ERMS + manual 

compilation of 

none ERMS 

content (e.g. DB) 

Automatic post 

packaging control 

Rosetta SIP factory (NLZ, 

2017) 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

Automatic 

metadata 

extraction and 

creation of SIPs 

for a directory of 

files and folders 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 
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Additional implementation and evaluation efforts are needed to improve functionality and automation level of pre-

ingest methods and tools for long term preservation of records beyond the solutions of the national archives to 

cover parts of the pre-ingest workflow beyond the task of metadata extraction and to be possible to integrate 

dynamically and with potentially varying service providers of DP. 

2.4 State-of-the-practice of automation of pre-ingest  

With the rapid growth in the amount of digital content in the last three decades, many organizations nowadays 

provide DP services (Wittenberg et al., 2018). Today, over 20 years have passed since the establishment of Digital 

Preservation Coalition (DPC)2 and the creation of preservation services such as Portico (Gifford Fenton, 2006) 

and LOCKSS (Rosenthal et al., 2015). Since the recognition of the crucial need to attend to the challenges of DP, 

the European Commission has identified research and development in DP as important in 1998 and has funded 18 

projects in DP field to this date. The European Commission Framework Programmes for Research and Technology 

Development has raised the expenditure in DP projects from €0.9m in FP5 (1998 to 2002) to €68m in FP7 (2007 

to 2013) (Billness, 2012; Strodl et al., 2012), while the focus of the projects gradually dispersed by time making 

the whole picture fragmented (Guercio, 2012; Strodl et al., 2012). Moreover, in the United States, the Library of 

Congress created the National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program (NDIIPP) in 2000 to 

develop a strategy for addressing DP challenges and issues. To maintain this strategy, a network of national cultural 

heritage preservation institutions are committed to pursue and carry forward the strategy (Meghini, 2013). 

The most influential solution for promoting the state of DP functions in Europe is the outcomes of the E-ARK 

(European Archival Records and Knowledge Preservation) project providing high-quality low-cost DP technical 

specifications, methods and open-source tools (E-ARK, 2018). RODA (Kaljuvee et al., 2017) is the pre-ingest tool 

created within E-ARK. These specifications and tools created the basis for “CEF3 eArchiving” aiming to facilitate 

a set of universal standards for describing, transfer and archiving of information (CEF eArchiving, 2019). The aim 

of eArchiving is to primarily address the challenges faced by three groups of stakeholders: operations managers, 

repository owners, and solutions providers (CEF eArchiving, 2013) on both public and private sectors, hence 

covering the majority of DP users. In addition, newer DP search technologies developed within the context of E-

ARK increases the speed of ingest and enables quick search through the entire DPS. CEF, the Building Blocks for 

eArchiving together with SIARD has helped the Danish National Archives to already start the transformation into 

open specifications (CEF eArchiving, 2019).  

Along with solutions such as E-ARK that cover a broader range of DP challenges, a few tools have been developed, 

under the European program for promoting DP practices, mainly aiming at the automation of pre-ingest processes 

such as the pre-ingest tool developed for Finnish national archives (Lehtonen et al., 2017). The pre-ingest process 

is very time-consuming, requires skills and competence, and therefore can be very costly. The pre-ingest tool 

(Lehtonen et al., 2017) is developed to facilitate the creation of Submission Information Packages (SIP) through a 

set of modular software components that can extract all metadata types conforming to Finnish national DP 

specifications storing them in METS file formats. The pre-ingest tool is integrated into the back-end systems of 

partner organizations to integrate with the Finnish national DP service (Helin, 2019). While the pre-ingest tool can 

automatically extract metadata, it lacks an automatic workflow for creating a SIP and requires to be installed on 

the user’s system. File Scraper is another tool developed to identify files, collect their respective metadata, and 

check their well-formedness by using a third-party software to extract and validate metadata (Helin, 2019). The 

File Scraper is used by the Pre-ingest tool (Lehtonen et al., 2017) providing it with a Python dictionary of metadata, 

a Python dictionary of the software used and its output, and the result of validation (Helin, 2019). Both tools are 

available under the LGPLv3 license at GitHub. 

Besides the increasing focus on promoting the state of DP practices in Europe, in the United States, Portico has 

lately been working on “next-generation” technical infrastructure by developing new analytics services in the 

systems.  The role of analytic services is automating the monitoring of storage policy, triggering replication, 

reporting failures, and triggering the disposition of redundant processing of content that is archived and replicated 

(Morrissey, 2019). The contribution of analytic services to the automation of pre-ingest processes are summarized 

in a set of implemented functionalities called “straight-to-ingest” providing a few benefits including bringing 

information about all content into the metadata storage, the capability of quickly addressing urgent content defects, 

minimize manual work to correct defective content, and gaining more and detailed information about the state of 

content (Morrissey and Kirchhoff, 2019). Note that Protico’s improvements on preparing digital content for 

 
2 https://www.dpconline.org/  

3 Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) programme aims at supporting the Digital Single Market by providing cross-boarder 

digital infrastructure and services, funding reusable Digital Service Infrastructures (DSI) also known as Building 

Blocks. For more information, see https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDIGITAL/The+Vision  
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preservation are considered as pre-ingest processes because those services and activities are not included in the 

OAIS definition of ingest. That said, Portico does not provide a separate pre-ingest tool, but a DPS including pre-

ingest and ingest processes, as well as archival storage and access functionality (Morrissey and Kirchhoff, 2019). 

It is for this reason that Protico is not included in the tools and solutions listed in state-of-the-art section of this 

thesis, because it does not seem reasonable to compare with the purpose of this study.   

To switch the attention from large-scale solutions developed for wider use, it is worth to mention the level of 

automation in the current practice of DP service providers. Veritas™ Enterprise Vault.cloud4 is a cloud-based DP 

service helping organizations meet their data governance requirements more effectively. Enterprise Vault.cloud 

seamlessly interfaces with Office 365, Google G-Suite Enterprise, and several e-mail service providers to ensure 

proper preservation of organizational information, providing standard DP management compliance through 

automation and simplifying DP processes. Doxis45 is another DP service that automatically triggers preservation 

processes through pre-defined preservation periods and access rights. Doxis4 can be integrated into an 

organization’s ECM and, similar to Enterprise Vault.cloud, supports automated preservation of information from 

specific applications and email service providers. Several of the existing DP service providers, as per the examples 

mentioned above and more of the reviewed ones6, can integrate into limited CMS applications and e-mail service 

providers, thus support metadata extraction for a limited range of data types. The above DP service providers are 

limited in their services and purpose. They can integrate with only a few specific types of ISs that are recognizable 

to them and capable of gathering and updating limited types of metadata. 

The subject of automation for DP processes includes a high level of complexity due to the rapid development in 

technology and the increasing role of organizational factors (Guercio, 2012). Besides, since designing for DP is 

an interdisciplinary field of research and innovation, facing such challenges requires an accurate, detailed, and 

contextualized approach (ibid). The innovative aspects of the European archival community contributions have 

been limited and could not have been recognized and exploited across Europe or internationally because of two 

main limitations: lack of a strategy for a systematic approach for digital record management and DPSs at the 

European level, and the archival and record management community prevented by such shortcoming from 

effectively contributing to research and innovation in the DP field (Guercio, 2012). 

2.5 Knowledge gaps 

Identification of knowledge gaps, in this thesis, is the result of reviewing the existing literature on the matters. The 

following knowledge gaps have been identified during the research: 

A. Many-to-many interactions between IS and DPS: With the growth of digital information and related 

network and memory institutions for the management of that information, many organizations have 

operated cloud services to perform their daily tasks in long- and short- term. Exploiting clouds for 

managing DP tasks brings new issues to consider. One main concern is when many ISs demand 

interaction with one or many DPSs. Many-to-many interactions between ISs and DPSs have not been 

addressed in the literature. The latest available tools for pre-ingest such as UAM (Kärberg, 2015) and 

pre-ingest tool design to integrate ISs with Finnish national archives7 (Lehtonen et al., 2017) are required 

to be installed on the archivist or the use of an IS, respectively, making them incapable of interacting with 

many systems on one side. Also, for a system to be able to handle interactions with many systems, it 

should be able to receive communication of several formats. Such adaptability is currently available for 

only a few types of information exchange between ISs and DPSs. To perform such interactions, both ISs 

and DPSs need to utilize appropriate interfaces to interact with each one of the ISs and DPSs. 

B. The problem of automation of interactions between IS and DPS: With the amount of data that is needed 

 
4 https://www.veritas.com/en/uk/insights/enterprise-vault-cloud  

5 https://www.sergroup.com/en/electronic-archiving.html 

6 Examples such as  

• ABBY https://www.abbyy.com/en-eu/solutions/digital-document-archiving-and-management/ , 

• MicroFocus https://www.microfocus.com/en-us/products/compliance-information-archiving/overview ,  

• Versity Archive Fabric Module https://www.versity.com/product-afm , and  

• ArchTitan by TitanHq https://www.titanhq.com/arctitan/ . 

 

 

7 The pre-ingest tool by Lehtonen et al. (2017) is open-source and available for use by anyone, even though it was initially 

implemented for Finnish national archives (CSC - IT Center for Science Ltd., 2017).  
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to be preserved, the human interaction with the preservation systems only causes complexity and delay 

in the workflows. Therefore, preservation workflows need to be automated to reduce linger time. 

Automation, together with modeling of workflows and streamlining, can help reduce costs and to focus 

on preservation processes (Ross 2005). However, the literature or tools addressing the problem of 

automation have lacking elements in one way or another. For example, a few projects that introduced 

automated metadata extraction and even additional automated creation of SIPs carried such shortcomings 

that prohibited them from receiving enough drive. High technical complexity prevented PROTAGE 

(Olvera and de la Rosa, 2015) from being further developed, and RODA (Kaljuvee et al., 2017) and 

Rosetta (NLZ, 2017) was considered too complex or not adaptable to the changes in ISs. On the other 

hand, the pre-ingest tool introduced by Lehtonen et al. (2017) provides a combination of components that 

automatically carry out metadata extraction, however, without an automatic flow of selected components 

executing in a raw to form a SIP (CSC - IT Center for Science Ltd., 2017). After all, little serious efforts 

have been spent on automation of other DP processes and preservation workflows. 

2.6 Purpose and objectives 

The many-to-many interaction between ISs and DPSs is not yet implemented and automation of DP processes 

suffers a great deal from many different aspects. Why is it so and what causes this? The state-of-the-art, as it has 

described in the problem area, shows that there is little automation support in place for IS-DPS interaction. 

The purpose of this research is to develop a model and proof of concept for the automation of many-to-many 

interaction between ISs and DPSs to improve the current status of long-term Digital Preservation. 

The purpose is broken down into the following four objectives: 

1. Design a model for automation of many-to-many interaction between ISs and DPSs. 

2. Design and develop a workflow model and instantiation for pre-ingest activities, in the designed model, 

that can be used to increase the level of automation of interactions between ISs and DPSs.  

3. Design and develop a model and instantiation for the administration of activities in the designed model 

for interaction between ISs and DPSs that can be used to improve the level of automation of interactions 

between ISs and DPSs. 

4. Design and develop a model and instantiation for handling errors, in the designed model, that can be used 

to improve the level of automation of interactions between ISs and DPSs.  

Since both purpose and objectives should be possible to be measured, the models and instantiations (objectives 1, 

2, 3, 4) were designed according to design criteria and are available in papers 1, 3, 4 and 5.  

The thesis addresses the identified knowledge gaps as follows in the objectives above: 

A. Many-to-many interactions between ISs and DPSs – objectives 1, 2, 3. 

B. The problem of automation of interactions between IS and DPS – objectives 1, 2, 3, 4. 

The research objectives lead the research process while applying the method described in the following section. 

The goals for the design of each model, workflow, or instantiation stated in the research objectives are defined to 

achieve the overall objectives of the research which in turn are embodied in the design and development of the 

solution resulted from this research. 
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3 RESEARCH METHOD AND PROCESS 

According to Yin (2013), in general, research should be well planned using a research strategy to reach the research 

purpose. Research purpose and research question are the starts for the planning. The research plan is outlined with 

consideration of the limitations and resources available. This chapter describes the research process in this thesis, 

where the research has been carried out according to the design science research methodology. The data collection 

and data analysis methods used in this approach are described at the end of each design cycle. 

3.1 The selection of method 

The nature of the Research topic together with a researcher’s goal influences the selection of a research strategy 

(Benbasat and Zmud, 1999), which means that certain approaches are more appropriate for certain types of 

problems and research settings. Besides, the prior knowledge can impact to a certain degree what approach to 

select and use (ibid). IS a discipline concerned with how IT intersects with organizations and how it is managed 

(Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010). IS research has produced knowledge by two distinct paradigms: behavioral 

sciences and design sciences. Design science is a problem-solving paradigm whose end goal is to develop an 

artifact that must be built and evaluated. Central to this paradigm is working with the technology, going through 

the process of construction, and understanding the salient issues with the artifact (Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010). 

Knowledge gained by this process can help understanding how this artifact can more efficiently solve the problem, 

therefore it is better than the current solutions. The term artifact is used to describe something that is made by a 

human, hence artificial, as opposed to something that occurs naturally (Simon, 1978). Such artifacts must either 

improve an existing solution to a problem or provide a new solution to a problem. IT artifacts, which are the end 

goals of an IS design research process, are defined as following (Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010): 

• Constructs (vocabulary and symbols) 

• Models (abstractions and representations) 

• Methods (Algorithms and practices) 

• Instantiations (implemented and prototype systems) 

• Better design theories 

Herbert Simon (1978) argues for the importance of unrealism of the assumption that actors optimize, meaning to 

employ good-enough solutions when the optimum solution to a problem is not achievable: 

Because real-world optimization, with or with-out computers, is impossible, the real […] 

actor is in fact a satisficer, a person who accepts ‘good-enough’ alternatives, not because 

less is preferred to more but because there is no choice. (Simon, 1978, pp. 28–29) 

Simon (1978) suggests using aspirations levels as a mechanism to compute satisficing: if an alternative meets 

aspiration in all dimensions, it satisfices. Consequently, he finds the design process as one which is concerned with 

finding a satisfactory solution, rather than an optimum one: 

…aspirations along one or more dimensions drift down gradually until a satisfactory new 

alternative is found or some existing alternative satisfices. A theory of choice employing these 

mechanisms acknowledges the limits on human computation and fits our empirical observations of 

human decision making far better than the utility maximization theory. (Simon, 1978, p. 30) 

Therefore, design science, as conceptualized by Simon (1978), supports a pragmatic research paradigm that calls 

for the creation of innovative artifacts to solve real-world problems, and thus requires high relativity in the 

application domain. Scientific theories may explain existing or emergent organizational phenomena related to 

organizational forms and artifacts but they cannot account for qualitative novelty achieved by human creativity 

and innovation (Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010). This means, the process of understanding “what is”, science, may 

not be sufficient for design science, which is the process of understanding “what can be” (Hevner and Chatterjee, 

2010). Since the purpose of this research is to develop a model and an instantiation (proof of concept) for 

automation of IS-DPS interactions, a design science research approach seems appropriate. However, what is 

important is not what the name of the approach is, but that it appropriately supports the research toward achieving 

the purpose. 

The source of the findings in this research was based on design science research efforts conducted in three design 

cycles concerning the interaction of ISs and DPSs and literature studies discussing current challenges. During the 
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three design cycles, a number of common challenges and problems emerged, some of which have been used as an 

input to the research question for literature studies. Therefore, the description of design science research and its 

cycle has a greater weight in this chapter. 

3.2 Design Science Research (DSR)  

A design science research approach (Hevner et al., 2004) has been used for papers 1 to 5. Below, first, the design 

science research is described and why it was used.  

3.2.1 The DSR approach 

Design science research has been practiced in Information systems, software engineering, and computer science 

for decades (Iivari, 2007). Many of the early scholars in information systems focused on system development 

approaches and methods (e.g. Bostrom and Heinen, 1977; Langefors, 1968; Mumford, 1983). However, during 

the last 35 years, the stream of IS research has lost its design science origin (Iivari, 2007), mainly because of the 

North American business school oriented IS researchers’ hegemony over the leading IS publication outlets such 

as MIS quarterly, founded in 1977, ICIS, founded in 1980, and Information Systems Research founded in 1991. 

The dominant research path has been developing theory-based research to make prescriptions rather than theory 

with practical implications which apparently has failed to produce results that are interesting in practice (Iivari, 

2007). However, the rising interest in design science (Hevner et al., 2004; March and Smith, 1995; Nunamaker Jr 

et al., 1990; Walls et al., 1992) has changed the situation. One can expect that this will make future design science 

research more rigorous. 

IT research studies artificial as opposed to natural phenomena (March and Smith, 1995). “Artificial” is defined to 

be “man-made” as opposed to natural (Simon, 1978). Artificial phenomena can be both created and studied while 

scientists can contribute to both of these activities. However, rather than creating conflict, both activities can be 

enclosed in two dimensions, natural science and design science (Simon, 1978). Natural science is concerned with 

how and why phenomena are. Design science is concerned with “devising artifacts to attain goals” (Simon, 1978, 

p. 133). Natural science is often considered to have two activities: discovery and justification (Kaplan, 1974). 

Discovery is the process of introducing or proposing scientific claims such as theories. Justification, on the other 

hand, includes activities by which those claims are tested for validity (March and Smith, 1995). Whereas natural 

sciences strive to understand reality, design science strives to develop artifacts that serve human purposes. Design 

science consists of two basic activities: build and evaluate (March and Smith, 1995). The building is the process 

of constructing an artifact as a solution for an “important business problem” (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 84). Evaluation 

is a determination of how well the artifact performs.  

To clarify the natural science and design science distinction, a comparison of those is going to be described below. 

Design science creates artifacts whereas natural science can address both natural and artificial phenomena (March 

and Smith, 1995). For example, when natural scientists try to understand the functionalities in an organization, 

they manage natural science activities taking an artificial phenomenon as their object. Rather than being driven by 

the research topic, the natural vs design science research distinction is based on the research objectives (March 

and Smith, 1995). Also, the distinction between basic and applied science is relevant (March, Smith 1995). The 

two concepts of natural and design science research are not seemingly parallel since natural science is basic science 

and design science is applied science (March and Smith, 1995). Another relevant topic in the distinction between 

the two concepts is the intent of the research. Natural science is descriptive and explanatory in intent whereas 

design science suggests prescriptions and creates artifacts that follow those prescriptions (March and Smith, 1995).  

 It is important for the researcher to thoroughly analyze the past knowledge and refer to the literature to guarantee 

that the design process is a contribution to the knowledge base. The Design Science Research process includes six 

activities forming a “design cycle”. A design cycle is a series of research activities containing the construction of 

the artifact, its evaluation, and subsequent feedback to further refine the design (Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010). 

The nature of this cycle is generating design alternatives and evaluating them against requirements until a 

satisfactory alternative is achieved (Simon, 1978). The six activities included in a design cycle in a nominal 

sequence, as shown in Figure 3-1, are problem identification and motivation; definition of the objectives for a 

solution, design, and development; demonstration; evaluation; and communication (Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010; 

Peffers et al., 2007). The results of the evaluation will determine whether more iterations of the relevance cycle is 

needed in case the resulted artifact has some deficiencies in functionality or fails to address the problem expectedly 

(Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010). Following, a description of those steps is provided together with the way the steps 

are implemented by the researcher in this thesis. 
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Activity 1. Problem identification and motivation - This step includes defining the specific research problem 

and justifying the value of a solution (Peffers et al., 2007). The problem definition is going to be used for 

developing a solution for that problem; therefore, it is important to conceptually atomize the problem so 

that the solution can capture its complexity. By justifying the value of a solution, two aims are followed: 

motivating the researcher and the audience of the research project to accept the results, and helping to 

understand the reasoning behind the researcher’s understanding of the problem (Hevner and Chatterjee, 

2010; Peffers et al., 2007).  

Activity 2. Definition of the objectives for a solution – This step includes deriving the solution’s objectives 

from the problem definition and gaining knowledge on what is possible and feasible (Hevner and 

Chatterjee, 2010; Peffers et al., 2007). The objectives can be either quantitative or qualitative. 

Quantitative objectives are those terms in which a solution would be better than current solutions whereas 

qualitative solutions describe how a new artifact is going to address a problem that has not yet been 

addressed (Hevner, Chatterjee 2010). Knowledge required for deriving solution objectives comes from 

the state of the problem and knowledge about the current solutions if any. 

Activity 3. Design and development - This step includes developing the artifact by determining its 

functionality and architecture and then creating the artifact (Peffers et al., 2007). 

Activity 4. Demonstration - This step includes demonstrating the use of the artifact to solve one or more 

instances of the problem (Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010; Peffers et al., 2007).   

Activity 5. Evaluation - This step includes observation and measurement of how well an artifact supports a 

solution to a problem (Peffers et al., 2007). This activity involves comparing a solution’s objectives to 

actual observed results from putting the artifact in use in the demonstration. At the end of this step, the 

researcher can decide whether to go back to step three and try to improve the artifact or continue to 

communication step and leave further development to subsequent research projects (Hevner and 

Chatterjee, 2010; Peffers et al., 2007). 

Activity 6. Communication - This step includes communication of the problem and its importance, the 

artifact, its utility, and its design to researchers and other relevant audience through scholarly research 

publications (Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010; Peffers et al., 2007).  

3.3 Research process 

The following describes the design cycles for the full development of middleware, its action-based and 

administrative components, and its internal workflows for automated many-to-many interactions between ISs and 

DPSs. The solution artifact of this thesis, i.e. the middleware as a whole, is broken down into three “sub-parts” 

(Gregor and Jones, 2007, p. 325) designed and developed in three design cycles to reduce the complexity of the 

whole design process as a whole. Figure 3-2, Figure 3-3, and Figure 3-4 depict the steps of the DSR process model 

(Peffers et al., 2007) for each design cycle based on the DSR process model depicted in Figure 3-1. Each design 

cycle feeds the proceeding cycle with emerging knowledge about the complexity of the identified problem and 

objectives for the upcoming solution to be designed. Noteworthy is that the artifacts resulted from the three design 

cycles are put together and function as a whole to form the middleware which is the primary solution artifact of 

this research. 

3.3.1 Design cycle I – pre-Ingest workflow  

This design cycle includes the design and development of a pre-ingest workflow to perform automatically in the 

middleware. The design of the middleware and its components is initiated mainly to serve a workflow as such, i.e. 

pre-ingest and/or post-access. Thus, the design of an automated link for interactions between ISs and DPSs starts 

by designing a workflow embedded in a middleware, which is why the design cycle for the middleware and pre-

ingest are not separate processes but bonded together. Figure 3-2 illustrates the steps of the DSR process model 

for design cycle I based on the DSR process model depicted in Figure 3-1 (Peffers et al., 2007). 
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Figure 3-2 DSR process model for Design Cycle I based on (Peffers et al., 2007) 

3.3.1.1 Activities 

Activity 1. Problem identification and motivation – For the researcher in this thesis, the main motivation 

for the research project towards its results is to make sure that the specific problem is identified because 

of 1. There is a necessity for studying the problem based on the recent demands for a solution, and 2. If 

the problem is addressed, the results can bring substantial improvement. Keeping the above-mentioned 

factors in mind, the researcher can narrow down various problem areas to one important problem to be 

the focus of this research. To do so, maximum knowledge of the state-of-the-art in the relevant field and 

topics of interest is needed to be gained by the researcher. Therefore, reviewing literature in detail together 

with reviewing various projects in this field is planned. Through this literature review, the researcher will 

identify the shortcomings of the existing solutions, the solutions that other scholars specify as necessary 

to be developed, and possible future work in the state-of-the-art. It is noteworthy that the more recent 

literature was published, the more relevant its problem statement is to the time of this thesis, hence the 

importance of a solution for that problem. The researcher’s role in problem definition started by 

conducting a literature review according to Webster and Watson (2002) to highlight the gap and identify 

the existing problem in the IS-DPS interaction. The researcher performed this process by finding several 

published academic articles, assess their relevancy, identify the key contributions in the relevant 

literature, and categorize them according to their contributions summarizing the results in a table. Later, 

the researcher, analyzed the results gathered in tables and looked for gaps regarding the matter of study 

in the collected scholarly articles and defined the problem to be studied in this cycle. The relevant 

literature provided a conceptual and paradigmatic basis for this research (Peffers et al., 2007). The 

literature review also motivated a solution that makes the interaction of the two systems possible.  

The literature was studied taking the approach introduced by Webster and Watson (2002) in addition to 

keeping an inclusive and unbiased mindset. Egger et al. (2003) assert that including an unbiased sample 

of relevant studies is central to the validity of literature reviews. In addition, Okoli and Shabram (2010) 

state that a detailed methodological approach is necessary for any kind of literature review. They also 

mention that the study of all available literature should be open-minded and transparent in how the study’s 

focus may have changed during the study (Okoli and Schabram, 2010). It is not sufficient to merely 

compile a simple summary of other articles, but also there must be an element of analytical criticism 

(Okoli and Schabram, 2010). During the literature review, the common current challenges were used to 

define search strings and concepts to look for at the starting point of the literature review process. The 

reason for doing the literature study was that the challenges found were of high interest for problem 

definition and by investigating if the challenges were relevant compared with existing literature, a second 

conceptual search session could be added completing the study. The decision of approach for the literature 

study was made resulting from learning more about the particular topics, problematizing, and also 

reviewing what relevant literature existed. 

In continuation of the literature review, the researcher looked for different scholarly articles that could 

help to identify a gap regarding automated IS-DPS interaction. Many research papers were found the aim 

of which is automation of the pre-ingest process by automation of metadata creation. Some projects, also, 

have taken the effort to automate a specific process in DPS. However, the focus of reviewing literature at 

this stage was to find out methods/models that have proven to be functioning for automation and 

discovering their shortcomings. Finally, PAIMAS (CCSDS, 2004) was identified as the leading existing 

solution for interaction between an IS and a DPS. Therefore, the deficiencies in PAIMAS regarding 
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automation of such interaction formed the basis of the problem identification.  

Activity 2. Definition of the objectives for a solution – To define the objectives for the solution that is to be 

the result of this thesis, the researcher will use the knowledge coming from both the state of the problem 

and the existing solutions, as mentioned in the description of activity 2 in section 3.2.1The DSR approach. 

Knowledge about both topics is gained during performing activity 1 while the objectives for the solution 

are to be defined to improve the situation using relevant tools. Accordingly, the researcher will define the 

objectives for the solution to fulfill the following: 

 The solution should improve the state of the problem or at least parts of it. This is the primary 

goal leading the definition of every other objective which in turn strives to accomplish this 

dominant goal. 

 The solution should be aligned with the context in which the problem is identified. In this 

research, the identified problem domain is focused on the technical implications of IT 

(Information Technology) in communication between IS and DP.  

 The solution should be able to adapt to the existing solutions, meaning that the artifact resulted 

from this research should be able to function together with existing solutions and be able to 

communicate with them. This objective also influences the selection of tools to be used to 

develop the artifact in the next activity. 

 The solution should be expandable for future improvements; thus, scalability is a major concern 

that also affects the selection of tools for the development of the artifact in activity 3. 

The objectives of the solution artifact for this research are built upon the related literature (Peffers et al., 

2007), therefore, they should be defined in a way that they address the gap that was previously identified 

in the literature. Accordingly, a few processes are expected to perform to make the automation of 

interactions between the two systems possible by aiming at:  

a. Automating pre-ingest activity between information systems and digital preservation systems,  

b. Automating post-access activity between digital preservation systems and information systems, 

and 

c. Automating administration of pre-ingest and post-access activities between information systems 

and digital preservation systems. 

Considering the aims of the processes and following the idea of SHAMAN (Birrell et al., 2010) and 

Protage (Rosa et al., 2009), a mental model (Peffers et al., 2007) was first created illustrating a middleware 

including three different processes: pre-ingest, access, and administration. The mental model for the 

middleware gives an understanding of what processes are needed to be put in place to achieve automation 

of interaction between the two systems.   

The focus of this design cycle is limited to only one of the processes in the three groups mentioned above: 

pre-ingest. Referring to similar solutions in the literature provided details on initiating an interaction 

between an IS and a DPS. The Producer Archive Interface Methodology Abstract Standard (PAIMAS) 

(CCSDS, 2004) describes what requires to be considered during the establishment of a “contract” between 

an IS and a DPS (OAIS) (CCSDS, 2012). However, the complexity of this model makes it impractical to 

be provided for assistance to individuals and organizations who are unfamiliar with the formal processes 

involved (Keitel 2008). On the other hand, the PAIMAS model together with the OAIS model hands over 

a sufficient guide for identifying steps that can be automated and information that requires to be collected, 

preferably in an automated way. Therefore, based on both PAIMAS and OAIS model, the initial mental 

model for the middleware was further developed with relevant components that would serve the pre-

ingest workflow fulfilling the following objectives: 

a. Defining the scope, data, and structure of each content collection to be managed by the 

middleware,    

b. Automation of technical and contextual metadata management. It is required to formalize the 

scope, sources, and structure of data which is the reason for including the first objective 

(objective a) in this design cycle. This also includes the adaptation and implementation of the 

software components needed to support this process,   

c. Applying open interface protocols to support communication and transmission of content 

between different systems deployed on various technological platforms, 

Activity 3. Design and development – In this activity, the researcher’s role is separate from that of the 
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development team. The researcher was not directly involved in the implementation of the solution. The 

development team developed the necessary programming code for implementing the designed solution 

as a working computer application. The researcher conceptualized the results into a scientific article 

published later in academic outlets (paper 3). Details about the software application as the result of the 

design and development activity are provided in the Results section. 

Activity 4. Demonstration – The middleware is tested to carry out an instance of the identified problem by 

preparing personal photos of individuals for preservation through a pre-ingest workflow. Supported by 

semantic desktop, the middleware is connected to Personal Information Model (PIMO) (Sauermann et 

al., 2007), a personal preservation system, including file systems in which users’ photos are embedded. 

The middleware uses the semantic desktop interface to retrieve photos for preservation, while the 

preservation process is performed in the background where users are not aware of it taking place.  

Manual preservation by users is initiated if a user selects “preserve” in the context menu of a photo while 

browsing through the photos. In such a case, preservation of the photo is performed with no further 

interaction of the user with the system or the middleware. The information achieved from the manual 

preservation is later used to create a preservation strategy for each user which is embedded in the semantic 

desktop to perform preservation automatically on existing photos in PIMO (Sauermann et al., 2007). The 

results of the automated preservation are then evaluated by the users of the semantic desktop using 

questionnaires to identify the accuracy of automated preservation. 

Activity 5. Evaluation – A formative evaluation of the pre-ingest workflow was conducted by a partner 

team of this research and, since the researcher of this thesis had no role in that study, only a brief 

description of the evaluation process and results is presented here. 

The evaluation settings involved 10 hired employees that were previously unknown to the research team. 

They were supposed to use a personal preservation photo management system (PIMO), representing the 

IS side of the interactions, which was connected to the middleware equipped with pre-ingest workflow 

functionality to transform their photos to a particular DPS. To discover the participants’ preservation 

strategy, they each responded to several questions in a survey before starting the experiment. This 

preservation strategy was later used to perform automated preservation. The participants were able to 

monitor the end-result of automated preservation through the middleware and manually alter the 

automatic decisions. Data about those alterations were logged and later analyzed to evaluate the accuracy 

of automated preservation. Each participant brought 40-80 photos to use in this experiment. 

The participants performed three sessions of different experiments involving PIMO, semantic desktop, 

and pre-ingest workflow middleware. The first session required the participants to simply use PIMO to 

transfer their photos to a DPS, while in the second session they were asked to perform some simple tasks 

on their photo collections such as applying filters or changing preservation preferences. In the third 

session, they reviewed the end-result of the automated preservation of their photos including the evidence 

gathered by the semantic desktop during sessions one and two. 

Activity 6. Communication – The problem definition and the modeling of the middleware are 

communicated to the research community and related audience through papers 1 and 2. The design and 

development of a pre-ingest workflow are communicated to the research community and related audience 

through paper 3.  

3.3.2 Design cycle II – Context-aware Preservation Manager (CaPM) 

The following describes the design cycle for the development of the Context-aware Preservation Manager (CaPM) 

within the middleware for automated interaction between many ISs and many DPSs. The need for CaPM, as a 

separate component, to function as the administrative unit to automatically manage action-based components’ 

processes and the status of workflows emerged during conducting design cycle I. Figure 3-3 illustrates the steps 

of DSR process model for design cycle I based on the DSR process model depicted in Figure 3-1 (Peffers et al., 

2007). The details about problem identification and objectives for such a solution are presented below.   
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Figure 3-3 DSR process model for Design Cycle II based on (Peffers et al., 2007) 

3.3.2.1 Activities 

Activity 1. Problem identification and motivation – The problem identification and motivation of design 

cycle II are mainly driven by those of design cycle I. In the problem identification for design cycle II the 

literature review conducted for design cycle I have a significant impact. The gap in the literature became 

obvious during the design and development activity in design cycle I. As the modeling and design of a 

pre-ingest workflow progressed, the lack of a supporting component with administration responsibilities 

became more visible. According to the pre-ingest workflow explained in the same activity in the previous 

design cycle, there is a need for an administrative component managing the flow of digital objects in the 

workflow. In addition to noting the gap during the design cycle of the pre-ingest workflow, the researcher 

conducted an additional literature review to figure out the main deficiencies in the performance of existing 

preservation processes. The results showed a need for support for preservation planning decisions.  

The administrative component within the middleware, named Context-aware Preservation Manager 

(CaPM), ensures to form the SIPs according to the context information of and specific requirements for 

each digital object submitted to the middleware. The context information and metadata requirements for 

digital objects are provided to the middleware via Submission Agreements (SA) between an IS and the 

middleware before the start of a pre-ingest workflow to clarify what should be recorded for preservation. 

Some of the requirements in SAs are generated as defaults, while some of them need to be provided for 

each digital object at the time of pre-ingest. The literature study in this research shows that, at the time, 

the possibility of updating the content of SA at pre-ingest is lacking. This part of the problem 

identification motivates developing a task for processing the content of SA at the time of ingest. 

Having SA makes it possible to adjust the execution of preservation activities in the middleware based 

on an organization’s/individual’s preservation requirements and policies by modifying the steps in the 

pre-ingest workflow accordingly. Organizational/individual preservation policies can change over time, 

hence altering the types and amount of metadata that is needed to capture or created for digital objects. 

As described in the design cycle I, the middleware is capable of using services for automated metadata 

extraction and linking to external digitized knowledge bases for creating additional contextual metadata 

(Solachidis et al., 2016). The decision to carry on such procedures is made based on rules in SA stating 

when an external service should be executed and what kind of external sources to use. Other examples of 

the impact of the SA rules in the middleware execution path could refer to image duplication identification 

and quality analysis mechanisms as additional required measures or processes to be carried out in 

handling digital objects. Such examples are those of preservation activities that run during the pre-ingest 

workflow and could be adjusted based on content classification or purpose of use. The importance of SA 

in the preservation planning, preservation activities in the middleware, and metadata extraction creates a 

need for an administrative component in the middleware that can analyze the content of the SA and set 

up the pre-ingest workflow for each digital object. Such administrative component also needs to monitor 

the process of each action-based component to make sure of the fulfilment of SA’s requirements. If the 

requirements of SA for a digital object is not met by completion of an action-based component’s process, 

the administrative component needs to update the digital object’s pre-ingest workflow with an alternative 

workflow to create a complete SIP.  

Planning preservation activities often results in recommended migration pathways and tools in case of 

identification of file formats at the risk of becoming obsolete. Preservation planning also includes aspects 

of security, access, storage, and decision on migration pathways and tools should be made according to 
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policies of ISs. If a decision made for migration, the SA should state if the migration action is executed 

for a specific object only. Moreover, Since DP is aimed to sustain for a long period of time, DP activities 

should be able to perform through changes in both IS settings and middleware environments. Such 

circumstances mean that SA should be able to evolve or to be replaced by a new one.  

Activity 2. Definition of the objectives for a solution – The main objective of the middleware is to achieve 

an automatic transition of digital objects in and out of ISs to OAIS-compliant DPSs in a many to many 

interactions. For that purpose, according to the problem identification, there is a need for a component 

residing inside the middleware to support middleware’s action-based components and services. Such 

support mainly consists of providing structure and rules for pre-ingest and post-access processes based 

on an agreement between ISs and DPSs. In addition to supporting activities inside the middleware, such 

components should facilitate interactions between middleware and ISs on one side and middleware and 

DPSs on the other side. The basis for developing a solution should be to support the pre-ingest workflow 

represented in design cycle I. Based on this workflow the functional features of the potential solution 

would evolve to a number of separate functional components trying to fulfill four crucial objectives: 

a. To monitor the process of pre-ingest workflows in the middleware solution and potentially 

modify the workflow path based on the outcome of each component,  

b. To support the establishment of SAs that interconnect ISs’ submissions with expected content 

and metadata management procedures, 

c. To monitor the use of file formats for detection and computation of format obsolescence issues 

to support preservation planning decision making, and 

d. To support aggregation of data from the middleware processes that can contribute to future data 

management decisions in the middleware, as input to maintenance decisions in a digital 

preservation system. 

Activity 3. Design and development – The foundation for designing Context-aware Preservation Manager 

(CaPM) component is based on a thorough literature review. CaPM is designed to facilitate automation 

of the middleware activities for pre-ingest workflows. The researcher was not directly involved in the 

development of CaPM. The development team developed the software application while the researcher 

was conceptualizing the development of a scientific article to be published. Details about the design and 

development of CaPM are available in the Results section.  

Activity 4. Demonstration – The middleware containing pre-ingest workflow functionality together with 

CaPM as a whole was demonstrated by the project implementation team in the final review of the project. 

The candidate was not involved in the demonstration of this part.  

Activity 5. Evaluation – An evaluation of the final artifact, i.e. the middleware containing pre-ingest 

workflow functionality together with CaPM as a whole was not performed.  

Activity 6. Communication – The problem definition and the design of the CaPM are communicated to the 

research community and related audience through paper 4. 

3.3.3 Design cycle III – Error-handling in pre-ingest workflow8 

The following describes the design cycle for the development of a method and a proof-of-concept for handling 

errors in a pre-ingest workflow designed in the design cycle I. Figure 3-4 illustrates the steps of DSR process 

model for design cycle I based on the DSR process model depicted in Figure 3-1 (Peffers et al., 2007). 

 
8 Design and implementation of this artifact is out of the context of ForgetIT project and initiated by the researcher aiming to 

promote automation of pre-ingest workflow designed in the previous design cycles. 
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Figure 3-4 DSR process model for Design Cycle III based on (Peffers et al., 2007) 

3.3.3.1 Activities 

Activity 1. Problem identification and motivation – It is important to target different types of procedures 

and events in a system to yield a maximally automated solution. Referring to the research question of this 

thesis, the automation of activities in the middleware is indeed of great importance. However, when an 

error occurs in the middleware’s processes, the handling of its consequences is left to a human actor, 

reducing the level of automation in the middleware activities. Such shortcoming in the middleware’s 

design is the encouraging factor for the design and development of an automatic error handling workflow. 

A few existing solutions state the need to address the situation created by errors in their designed and 

developed pre-ingest tools or workflows (Faria, 2011; Kärberg, 2015; Lehtonen et al., 2017; Ross, 2012). 

However, only UAM (Kärberg, 2015) provides actionable support for a failure in the pre-ingest workflow 

as the consequence of error(s). Even so, the UAM’s approach to handle an error in the workflow is limited 

to enlisting human-understandable waning messages to assist in the identification of a failure’s 

whereabouts and type (Kärberg, 2015), while making adjustments and corrections to restore the system 

and sort out the potential side-effects of the error are still left to manual work. To compensate for the 

side-effects of an action-based component can be complicated to be performed manually, increasing the 

risk of even more errors in the middleware processes and the contents of a SIP. Therefore, the middleware 

and the resulting SIP will greatly benefit from the automatic execution of compensation and reducing 

human interactions in handling such procedures.  

The middleware, as designed and implemented so far in this research, includes activities performed by 

action-based components and the administration unit during the pre-ingest workflow. Such activities aim 

to provide maximal automation for interactions between many ISs and many DPSs. The middleware uses 

standard communication interfaces for interaction with ISs, DPSs, and external DP services, making it a 

standalone middleware that can be hosted in the cloud while easy to integrate with. Such flexibility is 

accompanied by having to acknowledge the likelihood of the middleware to be installed on different 

platforms with a variety of hardware and network capacities, making the middleware prone to failures the 

types of which are inaccessible to prediction.  

At the time of an error in the middleware designed in this study, the pre-ingest workflow will be aborted 

as the result of CaPM’s constant monitoring of middleware’s processes ensuing in an incomplete digital 

object remaining in the middleware. Additionally, the processes performed by action-based components 

in the pre-ingest workflow before the error happened could have tampered middleware information and 

logs stored for other purposes or the metadata of other digital objects that are together submitted in one 

folder package. Merely informing the IS to re-submit the information package would not be sufficient, 

but to repair the situation created by the error in the middleware as well. This can be done by removing 

the incomplete digital object and its related data from the middleware while reversing and overturn the 

progress that has been made on the digital object so far by every component involved in the workflow 

before the error occurred.  

Activity 2. Definition of the objectives for a solution – Automation of pre-ingest workflow in the 

middleware can be significantly promoted by automating the handling of errors that occur during the 

execution of this workflow. In the existing design and implementation of the workflow, when a 

component fails to fulfill its tasks, the workflow is aborted, and the digital object remains incomplete and, 

in some cases, corrupted. This leads to a need for a human actor to repair the damage in the middleware 

environment. One way to do so is to clear the middleware from the digital object and inform IS that the 
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archival process is not accomplished. The IS can later re-submit the digital object to the middleware. 

However, human interaction with the middleware to recover the situation created by the error lowers the 

level of automation in the middleware. If such corrective procedures were executed automatically, more 

time and human labor would be spared. Consequently, the functional features of the solution to this design 

cycle are identified to reach the following objectives: 

• To automatically remove the corrupted digital object from the middleware. 

• To automatically reverse possible alterations resulted from the workflow running before being 

aborted (i.e. compensation action). 

• To inform IS that pre-ingest activity failed.   

Since the middleware is designed and implemented as a standalone system with the possibility of being 

hosted in the cloud, the prediction of the types of potential errors is beyond reach because of different 

platforms’ hardware and network capacities. Consequently, it is unreasonable to prepare the middleware 

to handle a variety of predictable error situations but to instead design a recovery procedure for any kind 

of error in the pre-ingest workflow, namely compensation action. Compensation action is a series of 

processes, separately defined for each component based on its actions, that would reverse the actions of 

a specific action-based component and remove the side-effects of those actions as well. In the error-

handling workflow, the compensation action for each action-based component will be executed 

automatically until the middleware is fully recovered from a specific error situation. The possibility of 

failure in the execution of error-handling workflow indeed is not ruled out, where manual action will 

eventually be necessary.         

Activity 3. Design and development – Referring to previous activity and the context in which the problem 

is identified, the solution artifact in this research are therefore of the type of computer software. To design 

and develop software as a solution, the researcher is choosing an iterative approach leading to navigate 

through the following steps with iterations for revisions and improvements:  

 Design: Requirements gathering and analysis (taking into consideration security (authentication 

and non-repudiation), compliance to standards and regulation and solution objectives, 

scalability, modularity, interoperability), identifying the minimum viable product (MVP), iterate 

next feature choices as part of development, iterate requirement specification as part of 

development. 

 Development: defining the first iteration, develop, review functionality compared to MVP/plan 

and iterate, test, deploy and monitor. 

Activity 4. Demonstration – The researcher and the co-author of paper 5 have developed a distributed 

application (Activity 2) implementing automatic handling of errors with compensation actions for a safe 

workflow or in case of an error in the pre-ingest workflow. The user interface of the application is 

available at https://capm.azurewebsites.net/. The code for the application can be found on GitHub at 

https://github.com/dpmiddleware/capm. 

The application for demonstration is developed in C# with .NET 4.6.1 and the target framework and the 

demonstration web application are hosted as Azure App Service. The demonstration web application is 

also the host for the CaPM component in Middleware. The other components which are implemented are 

hosted as web jobs in the same App Service. 

The application for implementation of error-handling workflow consists of minimal emulations of an IS 

and a DPS and implementation of the middleware. Details about putting the application in use to solve 

an instance of the problem are available in the Results section. 

Activity 5. Evaluation – The evaluation method for an artifact mainly depends on the type of artifact. A list 

of evaluation methods used for different types of artifacts in the existing Design Science Research 

publications in different fields is already provided by Peffers et al. (2012). Based on Peffers et al (2012), 

the designed artifact in this design cycle is categorized as an “instantiation” defined as “[t]he structures 

and organization of a system’s hardware or system software or part thereof” (p. 401). In the same article 

by (Peffers et al., 2012), the methods used for evaluation of instantiation in previous academic 

publications and the number of times each has been used are given as well. The leading method for 

evaluation of instantiations is “technical experiment” with five times appearance in previous research 

articles. A technical experiment includes “[a] performance evaluation of an algorithm implementation 

using real-world data, synthetic data, or no data, designed to evaluate the technical performance, rather 

than its performance in relation to the real world” (Peffers et al., 2012, p. 402). Nonetheless, the purpose 
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of the evaluation for the artifact designed in this design cycle is not the performance of the algorithm, but 

the extent to which human labor is reduced by the use of this artifact. Usually, the aim with the evaluation 

of an artifact is to pinpoint the progress that is brought about by design, development, and the use of an 

artifact concerning the identified problem and the design objectives (Sonnenberg and vom Brocke, 2011). 

Subsequently, the researcher decides to select an “illustrative scenario” (Peffers et al., 2012, p. 402) to 

evaluate artifact’s effectiveness and efficiency (Sonnenberg and vom Brocke, 2011). Using an illustrative 

scenario, the artifact is applied to a synthetic or real-world situation to analyze its suitability or utility 

(Peffers et al., 2012). This method has been used in prior research (Peffers et al., 2012). Details about the 

evaluation of the artifact using an illustrative scenario are available in the Results section. 

Activity 6. Communication – The problem definition, design, and evaluation of handling of errors for the 

pre-ingest workflow are communicated to the research community and related audience through paper 5. 
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4 RESULTS 

In this section, the outcomes of the conducted research for this thesis are listed along with respective explanations 

and potential contributions.  

4.1 The scarlet thread in this thesis 

The main premise of this thesis is the automation of IS-DPS interaction and how to improve the workflows of such 

interaction. The desired outcomes of the improvement are expected to reduce costs and human labor and facilitate 

access to digital material.  

The interaction of IS and DPS calls for a few considerations. Organizational structure and IS framework in the 

producer side play an important role in the quantity and type of the digital material that an IS produces. Those 

organizational factors also impact the submission agreement, which in turn impacts the pre-ingest process to a 

great extent. Many-to-many interactions between the two systems demand a specific interface for each IS to 

interact with each DPS and vice versa. The situation becomes more complex when preservation services are 

implemented in the cloud with separate interfaces alone. The question of automation, in such context, changes to 

more of a “what” and “to what extent” should be automated. Thus, the models and methods developed in this 

thesis need to work in synergy with the latest available context, as otherwise, the automated preservation system 

will degrade. Papers 1, 3, and 4 make additions to the planned automated preservation system directly, while paper 

5 does so in an indirect way. The papers form a flow of a whole design process to address the two following 

knowledge gaps stated at the beginning of this thesis: 

A. Many-to-many interactions between IS and DPS 

B. The problem of automation of interactions between IS and DPS 

The publications throughout this research fulfill the objectives of the research that are presented in the introduction 

section and address the gaps as described in Table 4-1below. 

 

Table 4-1 research objectives and gaps in relation with papers dealing with them 

Objectives Papers Gaps 

1. Design a model for automation of many-to-any interaction between 

ISs and DPSs. 
1,2 A, B 

2. Design and develop a workflow model and instantiation for pre-

ingest activities, in the designed model, that can be used to increase 

the level of automation of interactions between ISs and DPSs. 

3 A, B 

3. Design and develop a model and instantiation for the administration 

of activities in the designed model for interaction between ISs and 

DPSs that can be used to improve the level of automation of 

interactions between ISs and DPSs. 

4,5 B 

4. Design and develop a model and instantiation for handling errors, in 

the designed model, that can be used to improve the level of 

automation of interactions between ISs and DPSs. 

4,5 B 

 

4.2 Summary of included publications 

4.2.1 Paper1 

Päivärinta, T., Westerlund, P., & Nilsson, J. (2015). Integrating Contemporary Content Management and Long-

Term Digital Preservation:  A Design Problem. In Nordic Contributions in IS Research: 6th Scandinavian 

Conference on Information Systems, SCIS 2015, Oulu, Finland, August 9-12, 2015, Proceedings (pp. 92–107). 

Cham: Springer International Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-21783-3_7. 
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This paper is a literature review on the existing scholarly articles and projects in the field of DPS and ECM 

(Enterprise Content Management) looking for efforts that aim to make the interactions between the two systems 

possible. It is also the first stage of problem identification, finding the knowledge gap and formulation of the 

research question.  A literature review, based on Webster and Watson (2002), is conducted categorizing the 

literature based on the issues addressed in them into three main groups: preservation administration, 

communication from ECM to DPS, and communication from DPS into ECM. The results of the study show that 

very few scholars in the field of ECM address the issue of interactions between ECM and DPS while a few numbers 

of scholars in the field of DP merely mention the need for such interaction, or some have proposed a model for it. 

According to this gap in the literature, this paper proposes a model for a middleware bridging an ECM system and 

a DPS. The middleware contains three main processes: preservation administration, pre-ingest, and access. The 

outcome of this paper contributes to problem identification and definition of objectives for a solution. 

The importance of the paper for the thesis is analyzing the state-of-the-art and identifying the knowledge gap 

leading to the identification of the problem and definition of the research question.  

The researcher’s contribution: The researcher conducted the literature review, analyzed and formulated the results, 

and identified the knowledge gaps. The sections in the paper associated with these activities are written by the 

researcher. 

4.2.2 Paper 2 

Rad (Westerlund), P. A., Nilsson, J., & Päivärinta, T. (2014). Administration of Digital Preservation Services in 

the Cloud Over Time: Design Issues and Challenges for Organizations. In the Proceedings of the 2nd International 

Conference on Cloud Security Management. Reading, UK: Academic Conferences and Publishing International 

Ltd. 

This paper takes the problem of many-to-many interactions between ISs and DPSs into discussion considering the 

factor of shifts and developments of systems over time which is a given issue in designing solutions for long-term 

digital preservation. It should be possible for several ISs to select one or a combination of preferred DP services 

(e.g. on the cloud) to use. Any of the systems or services on either IS or DP side are subject to change over time. 

In this case, the system designed for IS-DPS interactions should be able to identify the changes and take suitable 

actions accordingly e.g. move on to a different service or upgrade the existing service. Altogether, four scenarios 

arise from the discussion above steady IS and steady DP service, steady IS and altered DP service, altered IS and 

steady DP service, and altered IS and altered DP service. Also, this paper suggests seven generic tasks for the 

preservation administration component, which are needed between DP services and ISs and discuss the choices 

for locating the operative responsibilities. The outcome of this paper yields significant clarifications about the 

problem of many-to-many IS-DPS interactions helping to refine the identified problem and make more feasible 

and relevant choices in the definition of objectives for the solution. 

The contribution of this paper in the current thesis is twofold: 1. to problem identification and 2. to design 

principles as an outcome of the thesis. The factor of time is a leading factor in the design of an artifact to serve 

long-term digital preservation activities where changes in the artifact’s environment are inevitable. 

The researcher’s contribution: The researcher contributed solely to the literature review and theoretical 

background, formulating the arguments, and explanation of concepts, whereas all authors contributed to defining 

the concepts and models, initiating the arguments, and discussion of the paper.  

4.2.3 Paper 3 

Westerlund, P., Andersson, I., Nilsson, J., & Päivärinta, T. (2019). Towards automated pre-ingest workflow for 

bridging information systems and digital preservation services. Records Management Journal, 29(3), 289–304. 

https://doi.org/10.1108/RMJ-05-2018-0011. 

This paper is a description of structure, functionality, and testing of the pre-ingest workflow in the middleware 

which is the outcome artifact of the design cycle I in this thesis.  The middleware components involved in the 

workflow and the automated processes of the pre-ingest workflow are presented in detail. The paper starts with 

objectives for such a solution and later argues for a need for an administrative unit in the middleware to carry out 

middleware activities automatically which leads to designing CaPM through design cycle II. The outcome of the 

paper is the first sub-part of the solution artifact of the whole thesis with contributions to the state-of-the-art in a 

few directions:  

• Scalability of the solution by a modular and component-based implementation of middleware which 

makes it easy to update/change,  

• Scalability of the solution by using standard interfaces for communications within and external to the 
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middleware which makes it less sensitive to changes in the environment, 

• Analysis of submission agreement and automatically defining a pre-ingest workflow for digital objects 

accordingly, 

• Dynamic and automated adaptation of alternative paths based on the outcome of components during a 

pre-ingest workflow, 

• Middleware as an external and independent IS-DPS integration link as opposed to previous solutions 

required to be hosted at one side of integrated systems, and 

• Extraction of additional types of metadata (e.g. context metadata) to promote the experience of re-use. 

The researcher’s contribution: The researcher solely contributed by conceptualizing the solution artifact of design 

cycle I and related background, whereas all the authors co-contributed in the design of the artifact, theoretical 

background, and the discussion of the paper. The implementation of the solution artifact of the design cycle I was 

carried out by the co-authors other than the researcher. 

4.2.4 Paper 4 

Westerlund, P., Andersson, I., & Päivärinta, T. (2018). Towards Automated, Context-Aware Management of 

Preservation Submissions. Presented at the 41st Information Systems Research Seminar in Scandinavia (IRIS 41), 

Aarhus, Denmark. 

This publication includes a description of the structure of CaPM, its sub-components and their functionalities, 

CaPM’s overall tasks in middleware, and its communication with other middleware’s action-based components. 

CaPM the solution artifact designed and developed in design cycle II of this thesis. The outcome of this paper is 

another sub-part of the solution artifact for the whole thesis. The objectives for this sub-part that are implemented 

in its functionalities address the leading problem through the following contributions: 

• Format identification for digital objects that are transferred into the middleware from an IS to determine 

the workflow execution path. This functionality is particularly beneficial for digital objects in complex 

formats such as databases or business processes. For digital content formats emerging in the future, as 

well, it will be possible to simply define the additional formats to be identified by CaPM for suitable pre-

ingest workflow. 

• Functionality for including organizational DP policies in submission agreement which could influence a 

digital object’s pre-ingest workflow path in the middleware. 

• Monitoring the results of middleware’s action-based components to confirm successful processing or a 

failure/error in the execution of a workflow. 

• Preservation activity logging with the data gathered from format identification provides meaningful data 

that can be used to identify the digital content formats that are at risk of becoming obsolete, hence 

suggesting migration pathways. 

The researcher’s contribution: The researcher solely contributed by conceptualizing the solution artifact of design 

cycle II and related background, whereas all the authors co-contributed in the design of the artifact, theoretical 

background, and the discussion of the paper. The implementation of the solution artifact of design cycle II was 

carried out by the co-authors other than the researcher. 

4.2.5 Paper 5 

Westerlund, P., & Westerlund, R. (Submitted). Error-Handling Workflow with Compensation for Pre-Ingest in 

Digital Preservation. Records Management Journal. 

The initial model and problem identification were presented as a research-in-progress paper at DESRIST 2018: 

Westerlund, P., & Westerlund, R. (2018). Handling of Errors in Context-Aware Preservation Manager using Saga 

Patterns. Accepted and presented as a research-in-progress paper at DESRIST 2018. Chennai, India. 

This paper suggests a process for automatically handling errors that occur in the pre-ingest workflow and 

compensate for the processes that were performed before the error happened. The study includes design, 

development, and evaluation of an error-handling workflow for pre-ingest that will automatically take over the 

pre-ingest workflow which forms the design cycle III in this thesis. The error-handling process uses Saga patterns 

to reverse the actions that have already been done on a digital object in one or more components before an error 

happening.  
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The outcome of this publication is the last sub-part of the solution artifact of the whole thesis. This sub-part 

contributes by significantly reducing the need for human labor to perform the complicates the task of terminate 

the workflow, find out how far the workflow has already progressed and which parts of data and systems memories 

it has altered, and reverse the alterations.   

The researcher’s contribution: The paper is solely authored by the researcher with technical implementation 

contributions by Robert Westerlund. 

4.3 The evolution of artifacts 

This section describes the resulted pre-ingest workflow, CaPM, and an error-handling workflow and the 

development process of each within the three design cycles that are described previously. Each design cycle 

provides newly emerged knowledge to its following design cycle about the complexity of the problem and to adjust 

the objectives for the upcoming solution.  

4.3.1 Design cycle I – pre-Ingest workflow  

Activity 1. Problem identification and motivation – The problem was defined in two different stages. The 

literature study in paper 1 was initiated as the first step for problem definition regarding the shortcomings 

of current solutions for IS-DPS interaction. Second, the IS-DPS interaction became problematized 

considering the evolution of both systems through time, while aiming for the interaction techniques to 

remain the same (paper 2). Later on, the knowledge gained in the literature study, about the current 

solutions and theories, was used in defining objectives for the desired solution.  

Since this research intends to provide a solution for both individuals and organizations (that are the users 

of ISs) with generally no archiving expertise, the metadata creation requirements are not targeted to the 

users of ISs. Instead, metadata should be retrieved and transferred out of IS into DPS. This responsibility 

is assigned to pre-ingest and ingest workflows, but also requires preservation planning. Additional 

metadata that is not provided by IS should be added to the digital object through its processing within the 

pre-ingest/ingest workflow. Accordingly, the problem was identified in this cycle as overcoming the lack 

of a pre-ingest workflow with specific functionality for transferring metadata from ISs into DPSs. 

Problem identification together with the definition of a gap in the literature initiates a motivation to 

consummate the pre-ingest workflow between ISs and DPSs. 

Activity 2. Definition of the objectives for a solution – The objectives of the solution are defined to address 

the identified problem in activity 1. Accordingly and following the idea of SHAMAN (Birrell et al., 2010) 

and Protage (Rosa et al., 2009), a mental model (Peffers et al., 2007) was created illustrating a middleware 

including three different processes: pre-ingest, access, and administration. Figure 4-1 depicts the mental 

model for the middleware including its three processes that need to be put in place to achieve automation 

of interaction between the two systems. 
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Figure 4-1 The mental model for the Middleware (available in paper 1) 

The subsequent design focus of this design cycle is on one of the processes in the three groups mentioned 

above: pre-ingest. On a high level, the Producer Archive Interface Methodology Abstract Standard 

(PAIMAS) (CCSDS, 2004) describes what requires to be considered during the establishment of a 

“contract” between an IS and a DPS (OAIS) (CCSDS, 2012). This includes 86 steps divided into four 

phases for covering the transfer of a digital object from IS to DPS. The four phases are:  

• Preliminary phase (46 steps) 

• Formal Definition Phase (36 steps)  

• Transfer Phase (2 steps) 

• Validation Phase (2 steps)  

These phases are illustrated in Figure 4-2 which also shows a brief description of the phases. 

 

 

Figure 4-2 PAIMAS main phases (CCSDS, 2004, pp. 2–5) 
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Note the number of steps in Figure 4-2, in addition to the work required in some of the steps. Such an 

amount of activity makes it puzzling for people who are not accustomed to preservation activities. 

Generally, for individuals and organizations who are unfamiliar with the formal processes involved, 

merely providing them with the PAIMAS model to implement is not feasible (Keitel, 2008). However, 

the PAIMAS model together with the OAIS model hands over a sufficient guide for identifying steps that 

can be automated and information that requires to be collected, preferably in an automated way. 

The main objective of the potential solution is to accomplish an automatic pre-ingest workflow starting 

from IS and ending in DPS. Therefore, the initial mental model for the middleware in Figure 4-1 is further 

developed with relevant components that would serve the pre-ingest workflow depicted in Figure 4-3.   

 

 

Figure 4-3 The mental model for the middleware including components supporting pre-ingest workflow 

(available in paper 3) 

The solution artifact of this design cycle is aimed to fulfill the following objectives:  

a. Defining the scope, data, and structure of each content collection to be managed by the 

middleware,    

b. Automation of technical and contextual metadata management. It is required to formalize the 

scope, sources, and structure of data which is the reason for including the first objective 

(objective a) in this design cycle. This also includes the adaptation and implementation of the 

software components needed to support this process,   

c. Applying open interface protocols to support communication and transmission of content 

between different systems deployed on various technological platforms. 

Figure 4-4 illustrates the mental model for the pre-ingest workflow involving the components that are 

needed to be in place to fulfill the objectives of the design cycle I. 
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Figure 4-4 - Pre-ingest workflow mental model (Nilsson et al., 2014) 

In Figure 4-4, Active System and Archival Information System indicate IS and DPS respectively. PoF 

BUS is a component in the middleware modeled in the mental model in Figure 4-3. Archivar represents 

the processes that are performed by the collector/archiver component. The pre-ingest workflow in the 

mental model is described as follows. The pre-ingest process is initiated by targeting a piece of 

information for preservation, either automatically by the middleware (based on organizational/individual 

preservation policies) or manually operated by a user of IS. This triggers IS to send a preservation request 

to the middleware followed by a submission agreement (hereafter SA) including the CMIS-GUID (a 

globally unique identifier) and organizations/individual preservation policies for the information package. 

The archivar retrieves the CMIS-GUID from the SA sending it to ID-manager to establish an ID for the 

expected digital object. Next, the information package is automatically retrieved from the IS repository 

by archivar, assigned the GUID as the identifier, and inserted into a shared area in the middleware to be 

processed by middleware components. The archivar needs to verify such transmission and inform IS in 

case of errors. Figure 4-4, represents only the processes of the contextualizer, but other components may 

need to process the digital object as well. While processing, the extracted or produced metadata by the 

middleware components is inserted into the shared metadata repository. After all relevant middleware 

components complete processing the digital object, the archivar is notified by PoF BUS to initiate the 

packaging of the digital object and its metadata into a Submission Information Package (SIP). 

Activity 3. Design and development – A detailed description of the interaction between the major 

components of the preservation preparation workflow is illustrated in Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-5 Preservation preparation workflow (Andersson et al., 2015) 

The term Active System in Figure 4-5 refers to IS. The steps in the workflow are mainly described as 

follows. 

1. The pre-ingest process is triggered by IS sending a preservation request to the middleware. The 

preservation request is received by the PoF enterprise service bus (ESB) and includes IS 

identifications (IS-ID) and the location of the information to be preserved in addition to the 

submission agreement (SA).  Before initiating the pre-ingest workflow, the middleware figures 

the content value (CV) of the information received. CV represents the content’s long- and short-

term relevancy computed based on preservation value (PV) and memory buoyancy (MB), the 

computation of both are made possible by the thresholds stated in the SA. CV is used to 

determine how the content will be managed.  

2. The PoF-ESB sends the IS-ID to the context-aware preservation manager (CaPM) to decide if 

the content is within the scope of expected submission before initiating the pre-ingest workflow 

for the content. In case of a mismatch, the preservation request will be rejected. Otherwise, the 

ID-manager creates an internal globally unique identifier (PoF-ID) to keep track of the content 

that is flowing in the middleware while being processed.  

3. The collector component retrieves the content, together with information regarding the physical 

(folder) structure, from IS triggered by PoF-ESB. The collector stores the content that are 

transferred from IS to the middleware on the staging server in a folder structure identified by the 

PoF-ID.  

4. The contextualizer and extractor components work together to add context metadata to a digital 

object. The extractor automatically extracts information from the content of digital objects and 

external sources such as DBpedia and Wikidata sending the outcome to the contextualizer which 

is responsible for adding such information as metadata to the digital object. The output of the 

contextualizer is then saved in the metadata repository and staging server.  

5. The collector/archiver starts the process of composing a SIP by putting together the different 

types of extracted/produced metadata stored in the middleware metadata repository and the 

content of digital objects stored in the middleware staging server. The process of composing a 

SIP also includes computing fixity checksums.  
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6. During the pre-ingest workflow, the Context-aware Preservation Manager (CaPM) saves 

information about the activities of the workflow and the components involved. Such information 

includes IS-ID, date and time, fixity checksums, CV, and file format(s), etc... When CaPM has 

completed the logging of PoF middleware data, the collector/archiver triggers the transfer of SIP 

to the DPS.  

7. The DPS receives the SIP from the middleware and starts the pre-ingest process resulting in the 

creation of an archival information package (AIP) out of the respective SIP.  

8. The AIP created by DPS is transferred to the preservation-aware storage service (PASS). PASS 

is responsible for the administration of the content storage. It generates an AIP-ID, computes 

fixity checksums and generates a pre-ingest provenance event record stored as metadata together 

with the AIP.  

9. By completing the pre-ingest process in the DPS, the PoF-ID, AIP-ID, DPS-ID, and a status-

complete are sent to the PoF-ESB and id-manager is triggered to record this information. The 

status-complete aims to confirm that the pre-ingest process was completed or requests a re-

submission of the SIP.  Such a request could start alternative workflows in the middleware either 

by a new retrieval of information from IS or re-package and re-transmission the same previously 

created SIP. Different causes could lead to alternative workflows: detection of a mismatch 

between a computed file checksum in PASS compared to what is specified in metadata, 

identification of a corrupted file, missing expected file, or missing necessary metadata. 

The eu.forgetit.middleware.components.ingest in Figure 4-6 is the code component that 

is called by the PoF-ESB to retrieve information from IS. The Collector initiates the process by calling 

StartCMISClient. After the information is retrieved, other components in the middleware process 

the digital object. After the middleware processes are completed, the Collector starts composing SIP by 

calling StartPackage. When a SIP is created, a submission to the DPS is done through a REST call. 

 

 

Figure 4-6 pre-ingest module, adapted and modified from (Andersson et al., 2016) 

Activity 4. Demonstration – The automated pre-ingest workflow is put into for the preservation of personal 

photos of individuals. The middleware is connected to the Personal Information Model (PIMO) via 

semantic desktop. PIMO is a personal preservation system including file systems containing users’ 

photos.  

The first stage of the demonstration is manual preservation by users while browsing through their photos. 

Users initiate the preservation by clicking on the button “preserve” with no further interaction with the 

system or the middleware.  

On the other hand, for preservation to be performed automatically on existing photos within PIMO, it is 

possible to embed a preservation strategy in the semantic desktop according to which the preservation 

value (PV) is calculated by the middleware to identify whether to preserve an item. The preservation 

strategy is defined by users’ rules and policies together with middleware’s assessment criteria. For such 

an assessment, the middleware needs to clarify the aspects that could contribute to the long-term 

importance of data considering the personal preferences of users stated in their preservation strategy. For 

the scenario here, there are six dimensions to the personal rules and policies that support the assessment 

of PV: 
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• Investment: The amount of effort that is invested in the creation of the resource, improving it or 

making changes to it. The indicators of this dimension are defined as: 

 Number of annotations - a higher number of annotations increases the chance for photos to 

be preserved. 

 The length of wikitext - longer wikitext for a photo increases the likelihood of it being 

preserved.  

 Usage frequency - higher frequency in which a photo is modified increases the chance of 

preservation of that photo. 

• Gravity: A photo’s relation to important events or concepts. The indicators of this dimension are 

defined as: 

 Connectivity – a higher number of connections of a photo to other photos makes it more 

likely for that photo to be preserved. 

 Type-based heuristic - certain photos such as those related to contracts are more likely to be 

preserved. 

 Important projects – photos including information/people involved in a project are more 

likely to be preserved. 

 Closeness to important photos – photos that are related to tasks, processes or events is more 

likely to be preserved. 

• Social graph: Photos’ relations to their relevant social graph, i.e. the number of relevant users to 

the photo, their roles, and closeness to the users. The indicators of this dimension are defined as: 

 Important persons - the higher the number of photos a user is related to, increases the 

likelihood of the photo to be preserved. 

• Popularity: Usage and perception of the users of each photo, for example, how it is rated by users 

(favorite vs. hide). The indicators of this dimension are defined as: 

 Image rating - higher rating will increase the chance of preservation of a photo. 

 Number of views - the more a photo is accessed/viewed, the more likely it will be preserved. 

• Coverage: The factors which place a photo in relation to other photos in the same collection (e.g. 

diversity, coverage of sub-events, ...). The indicators of this dimension are defined as: 

 Cover photo - at least one photo of each photo collection should be preserved. 

• Quality: Quality of a photo. The indicators of this dimension are defined as: 

 Image quality - high-quality images are more likely to be preserved. 

Prior to the preservation of users’ information, evidence should be collected for the six above-mentioned 

dimensions. Once a preservation strategy is created for a user, the user is not required to periodically 

inspect all the resources to check if the photos are preserved.  

The evaluation for the functionality of the middleware in this test is described in activity five (section 

below). 

Activity 5. Evaluation – A formative evaluation of pre-ingest workflow was conducted involving 10 hired 

employees that were previously unknown to the research team using PIMO connected to the middleware 

equipped with pre-ingest workflow functionality to transform their photos to a DPS. Each participant 

responded to a questionnaire to help in discovering their preservation strategy. This preservation strategy 

was later used for calculating the preservation value (PV) for the photos the participants transferred to the 

middleware. The participants could monitor the end-result of the automated preservation of their photos 

and manually alter the automatic decisions. Data about those alterations were logged and analyzed to 

evaluate the automatically calculated PV by the middleware. Each participant brought 40-80 photos to 

use in this experiment. 

The participants were involved in three sessions of experiments. The first session required them to use 

PIMO to transfer their photos to a DPS. In the second session, they were asked to perform a few tasks on 

their photo collections such as applying filters or changing preservation preferences. In the third session, 

they reviewed the results of automated preservation including the evidence gathered by the semantic 
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desktop during sessions one and two. 

Participants’ feedback was received through a survey in addition to a semi-structured interview in session 

two. Regardless of the feedback given about PIMO’s functionality and ease-of-use, the results of this 

study inferred a few suggestions for improvements that are already addressed in the design of pre-ingest 

workflow: 

• The PV to be calculated by middleware inspecting the SA which includes 

individual/organizational preservation policies. 

• The middleware components use standard interfaces to communicate internally with each other, 

externally with other services, or externally with other systems. 

However, a couple of improvement suggestions resulted from this study are taken into account to partly 

form objectives for the solution in the upcoming design cycle: 

• The middleware dynamically and automatically concludes which components and in which order 

is involved in the pre-ingest workflow of each digital object according to the relevant SA. 

• The middleware design allows updates/changes in individual/organizational preservation 

policies.  

Activity 6. Communication – The problem definition and the modeling of the middleware are 

communicated to the research community and related audience through papers 1 and 2. The design and 

development of the pre-ingest workflow are communicated to the research community and related 

audience through paper 3.  

4.3.2 Design cycle II – Context-aware Preservation Manager (CaPM) 

The following describes the design cycle for the development of the Context-aware Preservation Manager (CaPM) 

within the middleware for automated interaction between many ISs and many DPSs. The need for CaPM, as a 

separate component, to function as the administrative unit to automatically manage action-based components’ 

processes and the status of workflows emerged during conducting design cycle I. The details about problem 

identification and objectives for such solutions are presented below.   

Activity 1. Problem identification and motivation – Initially, before the start of a pre-ingest workflow, an 

agreement between the IS user/owner and the middleware administration has to be made to clarify what 

should be recorded for preservation. Such an agreement is made through Submission Agreements (SA). 

Several requirements need to be listed in an SA and although some of them are generated as defaults, 

some requirements need to be provided for each information package separately at the time of pre-ingest. 

Thus, ISs should provide the possibility to obtain information about IS users’ preservation requirements, 

while the middleware providing the possibility of adapting additional requirements for individual digital 

objects.  

The importance of SA in the preservation planning, preservation path through action-based components 

in the middleware, and metadata extraction creates a need for an administrative component in the 

middleware capable of analyzing the content of the SA and create a pre-ingest workflow path for each 

digital object. Such a component should also provide information about digital objects processed within 

the middleware. Information that can be of use for further decision-making activities such as 

recommended migration pathways and tools in case of identification of file formats in the risk of 

becoming obsolete.  

Activity 2. Definition of the objectives for a solution – As presents previously in the description of the 

Research process,  the functional features of CaPM aim to fulfill four crucial objectives: 

a. To monitor the process of pre-ingest workflows in the middleware solution and potentially 

modify the workflow path based on the outcome of each component,  

b. To support the establishment of SAs that interconnect ISs’ submissions with expected content 

and metadata management procedures to define the workflow path for digital objects within the 

middleware, 

c. To monitor the use of file formats for detection and computation of format obsolescence issues, 

and 

d. To support aggregation of data from the middleware processes that can contribute to future data 

management decisions in the middleware, as input to maintenance decisions in a digital 
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preservation system. 

Activity 3. Design and development – The foundation for designing Context-aware Preservation Manager 

(CaPM) component is based on a thorough literature review. Following, a description of interactions 

between the major components of the middleware in a pre-ingest workflow supported by CaPM is given. 

A generic workflow for the pre-ingest process as previously described. Therefore, we focus on 

pinpointing the role and influence of CaPM in an implemented process workflow. Figure 4-7 depicts s 

few highlighted sections and numbered areas which are described below focusing on how the 

functionality of CaPM can contribute to the implementation and management of pre-ingest workflow and 

supporting activity logging at each stage of the process. 

 

 

Figure 4-7 Activity diagram of pre-ingest workflow with the presence of CaPM (Andersson et al., 2016) 

1. Preservation request: This stage is performed before initiating a pre-ingest workflow. Here, a 

preservation broker contract ID is provided by the IS making the SA allocated to the preservation 

request. This could initiate a series of check-ups, for example, preservation storage in the DPS 

assigned to the particular IS which is sending the preservation request to inform the IS if it is 

running out of storage. 

2. Process CMIS metadata (metadata retrieved from the IS together with the information content): 

By processing CMIS metadata that is retrieved from the IS, it is possible to complement the SA 

with information that is not already provided in step1, e.g. information about folder structure or 

the user account the information content belongs to.  

3. Compute Preservation Value (PV): Organizational/individual preservation policies can 

determine to delegate identifying what information package to preserve to PV which is computed 

based on thresholds stated in the SA. It is also possible to specify other particular reasons to 

filter out digital objects in the SA. For example, the SA might specify only a few file formats to 

be accepted for preservation.  

4. Prepare package folders: After assigning unique IDs to each digital object in the middleware, 
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the collector starts the pre-ingest workflow by preparing package folders for each ID based on 

the folder structure stated in the SA. The folders are additionally separated into one folder for 

content and another for metadata.  

5. Fetch the CMIS object: At this stage, the collector then retrieves the information content and 

metadata from IS and stores them in the content and metadata folders respectively for further 

processing.  

6. Enrichment: The purpose of this step is to add more information and context to the digital object 

by processing the content and metadata that is already stored in the content and metadata folders 

in the middleware. The enrichment includes activities such as image analysis and clustering 

performed by extractor and contextualization performed by contextualizer. The SA can be 

utilized here to make decisions on the types of the processes to be done on the digital object and 

which services to use, e.g. what kind of image analysis method should be used or using a 

particular external source for context information. 

7. Prepare SIP: By the completion of the processing of action-based components, the archiver 

component uses the folder structure of the digital object stated in the SA to prepares the SIP.  

8. Enclosing SIP: At this stage, the archiver attaches metadata to the prepared SIP to complete the 

packaging. At this time, the SIP is fully created and ready to be transferred to the DPS.  

9. Transfer SIP to DPS: Based on the information in the SA that allocates the service endpoint for 

the specific DPS to receive the SIP the collector/archiver submits the SIP to the DPS.  

10. Store in DPS cloud storage: DPS uses information in the SA about the type of storage and 

restrictions on where (geographically) the objects are allowed to be stored to place the SIP in the 

DPS cloud storage. At this stage, an AIP is created out of the submitted SIP and is stored in the 

DPS cloud storage.  

11. Run storlets: At times, storlets (running in the Preservation-aware Storage Service) need to 

perform additional processing on the AIPs stored in DPSs such as handling duplicates or 

redundancy. In that case, CaPM provides storlets with transformation rules and restrictions 

available in the SA for the particular AIPs that are subject to being processed. 

The above steps for a pre-ingest workflow describe the design for the role and importance of CaPM in 

that workflow. Indeed, CaPM is capable and in charge of more tasks regarding running a pre-ingest 

workflow (paper 4).  

Activity 4. Demonstration – The middleware containing pre-ingest workflow functionality together with 

CaPM as a whole was demonstrated by the project implementation team in the final review of the project. 

The candidate was not involved in the demonstration of this part.  

Activity 5. Evaluation – An evaluation of the final artifact, i.e. the middleware containing pre-ingest 

workflow functionality together with CaPM as a whole was not performed.  

Activity 6. Communication – The problem definition and the design of the CaPM are communicated to the 

research community and related audience through paper 4. 

4.3.3 Design cycle III – Error-handling in pre-ingest workflow9 

The following describes the design cycle for the development of a method and a proof-of-concept for handling 

errors in a pre-ingest workflow designed in the design cycle I. 

Activity 7. Problem identification and motivation – This design cycle aims to improve automation of 

interactions between ISs and DPSs by designing and implementing proper automated actions in response 

to an error occurring in the middleware. The responsive actions are supposed to automatically react least 

disturbingly for the existing workflows in the middleware. This aim is hoped to be achieved by counting 

in the actions of each component in the middleware and analyzing the effects of instances of errors on 

components performing such actions. 

Activity 8. Definition of the objectives for a solution – To be able to design an automated process for 

handling errors in the pre-ingest workflow, it is important to consider the kind of transactions running the 

 
9 Design and implementation of this artifact is out of the context of ForgetIT project and initiated by the researcher aiming to 

promote automation of pre-ingest workflow designed in the previous design cycles. 
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workflows in the. As mentioned in design cycle I, such transactions take relatively a long time and lock 

resources until they commit, making them of the sort of Long-Lasting Transactions (LLT) (Salem and 

Qeerm, 2015). An LLT is a component of a distributed system that is running interactively, however, 

should be executed as an atomic action (Butler et al., 2005). LLTs should not be interrupted during their 

execution or fail, and they should not be interleaved by other concurrently running atomic actions of the 

distributed system. In practice, the illusion of atomic execution for LLTs is achievable with the aid of 

compensation actions (Salem and Qeerm, 2015).  

Aborting an LLT could negatively influence both response-time and throughput by forcing other 

transactions to wait for a long time to access resources or by increasing the likelihood of aborting the 

whole transaction. The aborted LLT can be re-executed to complete the transaction, however, this 

recovery strategy is costly especially if the LLT fails after most of the transaction is already executed. 

One solution is decomposing an LLT into sub-transactions each of which is supposed to be executed and 

aborted independently from the top transaction to make it possible to abort some parts of an LLT without 

aborting the whole transaction (Salem and Qeerm, 2015). Re-executing an aborted sub-transaction gives 

a semantic form of atomicity to an LLT. Accordingly, the functional features of the solution to this design 

cycle are identified to reach the following objectives: 

a. To automatically remove the corrupted digital object from the middleware. 

b. To automatically reverse possible alterations resulted from the workflow running before being 

aborted (i.e. compensation action). 

c. To inform IS that pre-ingest activity failed.   

By decomposing LLTs into sub-transactions, it is also possible to execute different LLTs concurrently 

because the resources that are locked by a sub-transaction may be released at the time of sub-transactions 

completion. However, if the outcomes of a sub-transaction take effect before the LLT’s commit, 

compensation action will be necessary. Details about such procedures are made available in the design 

and development activity. 

Activity 9. Design and development – Aborted transactions in the middleware are notified by an error when 

a component in the middleware either reports an error in its process or does not respond in time. Breaking 

down LLTs into sub-transactions, such errors will result in only a sub-transaction being aborted. In the 

situation of an aborted sub-transaction, the resulted digital object will be incomplete/corrupted leading to 

a need for compensation action. A compensation action can often be a complicated procedure to be 

performed manually increasing the risk of even more errors in the middleware processes and the contents 

of a SIP. Hence, the compensation should be performed automatically to reduce human interactions with 

the middleware to achieve maximal automation of middleware’s performance. The notion of saga is 

constructed to perform compensation actions (Garcia-Molina and Salem, 1987) by de-composing an LLT 

into a sequence of smaller sub-transactions with pre-defined compensation associated with each of them. 

In the case of sub-transactions in the sequence being aborted, the compensation actions associated with 

all the previously committed sub-transactions are executed in reverse order.  

For the middleware designed in this study, the pre-ingest workflow will be aborted at the time of an error 

during and the digital object remains incomplete in the middleware knowing that the staging server and 

the metadata repository contain the latest version of the digital object. In addition, the hitherto processes 

performed by the middleware components before the error happening could influence the information 

and logs stored for other purposes. Therefore, it is clear that merely informing the IS to re-submit the 

information package would not be sufficient, but to clear the middleware from the incomplete digital 

object and its related data as well as reversing and overturn the progress that has been made on the digital 

object so far by every component involved in the workflow before the error occurred. Accordingly, a 

workflow (hereafter error-handling workflow) is designed as reverse to the pre-ingest workflow to 

compensate for the processes of the components involved in the pre-ingest workflow, clean up the staging 

server and metadata repository and inform the IS about failed pre-ingest workflow. Figure 4-8 shows how 

error-handling workflow takes over pre-ingest workflow when an error happens in the contextualizer 

component while a digital object has already been processed by collector/archiver. 
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Figure 4-8 Error handling workflow replacing pre-ingest workflow (available in paper 5) 

Activity 10. Demonstration – The researcher and the co-author of paper 5 have developed a distributed 

application implementing automatic handling of errors with compensation actions for a safe workflow or 

in case of an error in the pre-ingest workflow. The user interface of the application is available at 

https://capm.azurewebsites.net/. The code for the application can be found on GitHub at 

https://github.com/dpmiddleware/capm. 

The application for demonstration is developed in C# with .NET 4.6.1 and the target framework and the 

demonstration web application are hosted as Azure App Service. The demonstration web application is 

also the host for the CaPM component in Middleware. The other components which are implemented are 

hosted as web jobs in the same App Service. 

The application for implementation of error-handling workflow consists of minimal emulations of an IS 

and a DPS and implementation of the middleware. 

By middleware receiving a preservation request, CaPM retrieves the SA and plans the pre-ingest 

workflow path accordingly. For example, as depicted in Figure 4-9, the pre-ingest workflow consists of 

a pre-ingest start, collector/archiver to retrieve the image, contextualizer to diagnose the digital object 

context information, and collector/archiver to submit the created SIP to the DPS. In the following figures, 

dotted lines indicate a planned step while a solid line symbolizes an executed step. A checkmark means 

that the step executed successfully, while a cross indicates that the step has failed. 
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Figure 4-9 Initial pre-ingest plan used in examples (available in paper 5) 

The CaPM is responsible for coordinating the workflow steps and ensuring that each step is executed 

successfully. In case one component experiences a failure in its processing, it reports CaPM which would 

then switch to an error-handling workflow instead of continuing with the pre-ingest workflow. Figure 

4-10 shows such switching for the scenario in which an error occurs in contextualizer performing its tasks. 
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Figure 4-10 A pre-ingest workflow updated with a component failing in action (available in paper 5) 

 

In the workflow illustrated in Figure 4-10, collector/archiver has retrieved the information package from 

IS and stored it in the staging server. At the time of the contextualizer’s failure, the staging server should 

remove the information package from its memory for which a compensation action is scheduled. 

Activity 11. Evaluation – An illustrative scenario is used for evaluation of the artifact in this design cycle 

aiming to analyze the artifact’s suitability or utility (Peffers et al., 2012). To employ an illustrative 
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scenario, an extension of the software was developed to produce data for analysis to measure the drop in 

the need for human interference in the middleware while utilizing the error-handling workflow. The 

decrease in human interference is measured per the number of ingests, i.e. pre-ingest workflows. Based 

on the information available from current DP systems, HathiTrust Digital Library handles 30,000 ingests 

per day (HathiTrust, 2011), and the National Library of the Netherlands handles 50,000 volumes per day 

(Oltmans, 2007). Thus, the number of 100,000 submissions was set as an input to the program, 

considering a highly loaded day experienced by a DPS. Performing an illustrative scenario requires 

making some assumptions, as following for the case of evaluation of error-handling workflow: 1.the 

failure rate for a workflow leading to a compensation action, 2. the failure rate for a compensation action 

which has taken over a failed pre-ingest workflow. Both values were set to 0.01 to produce more 

expressive numerical results for a secure judgment while admitting their extensity compared to real-world 

scenarios. 

The system was executed using 100,000 pre-ingest submissions generating the values presented in Table 

4-2. 

Table 4-2 the output values of 100,000 execution of an extension of the designed artifact 

Result Count 

Pre-ingest Successful 99053 

Compensation Successful 939 

Compensation Failed 8 

The table shows 947 (100,000 minus 99,053) of the pre-ingest workflows ended-up with an error during 

their process, meaning that each component which has a side effect would have required manual work to 

handle 947 cases in the absence of an automatic procedure to do so. On the other hand, with the existence 

of an automatic error-handling workflow, the system was able to automatically handle 939 of these cases, 

leaving only 8 cases in need of any manual work. 

The code for the developed illustrated scenario is available, under the MIT license, at 

https://github.com/dpmiddleware/capm, and the data from the evaluation, also MIT-licensed, at 

https://github.com/dpmiddleware/capm-evaluation. 

Activity 12. Communication – The problem definition, design, and evaluation of handling of errors for the 

pre-ingest workflow are communicated to the research community and related audience through paper 5. 

4.4 Design principles  

The main contribution of this thesis to knowledge is five Design Principles (DP) that emerged during the DSR 

process aiming to solve the identified problem. Providing “prescriptive or design knowledge” (Chandra Kruse et 

al., 2015, p. 4039) in the form of DPs is a greater contribution than the resulted artifact of DSR which is applicable 

only in a limited context of use (Chandra Kruse et al., 2015). That said, the degree of generality of the DPs varies 

from principles for the specific design claiming to work in many different contexts and all circumstances to DPs 

that propose a design to be a close approximation of an artifact working in different contexts (Gregor and Jones, 

2007; Simon, 1978). However, the knowledge gained from the design process, even if only partly possible to be 

expressed in general terms, is an important achievement for applied disciplines such as IS (Gregor and Jones, 2007; 

Rossi and Sein, 2003; Simon, 1978). While the context of the DSR in this thesis is the automation of interactions 

between ISs and DPSs, hence the Design Principles are designed for the specific aim of Digital Preservation, the 

fortunate result would be if the knowledge represented through the Design Principles could be used for the design 

of automation for a middleware even in a broader context.   

A design principle “… is a statement that prescribes what and how to build an artifact to achieve a predefined 

goal” (Chandra Kruse et al., 2015, p. 4040). The DPs resulted from the DSR in this thesis are prescriptive 

statements that emerged from either the objectives for the solution of a design cycle or learning during design 

practice, while each of them points out what actions the middleware performs or permits to its environment. 

Therefore, the concept of affordance (Chandra Kruse et al., 2015; Seidel et al., 2018) is adapted in the formulation 

of DPs. Noteworthy is that since the middleware is designed to function automatically between two IT artifacts, it 

does not seem to be an actionable environment for users, making human interaction with the middleware seem 

remote and turn the view about the artifact towards its materiality (Chandra Kruse et al., 2015). However, 

considering the users of an IS who set up the organizational/individual preservation policy which is reflected in 

the submission agreement and the manual work needed to handle the process of the middleware in case of failure, 
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it becomes clear that the human interaction with the middleware processes it much closer than it seems10. Thus, 

the combination of dispositional and relational (Seidel et al., 2018) approach is taken towards affordance since the 

affordances provided by middleware are embedded in its material properties. The DPs are formulated in the  

following format as proposed by Chandra Kruse et al. (2015): 

“Provide the system with [material property – in terms of form and function] in order for 

users to [activity of user/group of users – in terms of action], given that [boundary 

conditions – user group’s characteristics or implementation settings]” (Chandra Kruse et 

al., 2015, p. 4045).  

The formulation of DPs in the above-stated format implies that the relationships between a specific group of 

system’s users and the system’s material properties can be afforded by those material properties deliberately 

designed as features within the system (Seidel et al., 2018). Consequently, the proposed DPs aim to yield artifacts 

that are designed for a specific purpose and affording the same functions through contexts and time (ibid).        

The design principles that emerged as the collective contribution of the five publications in this research are 

presented in two tables since they are addressing two aspects of the requirements for designing a similar artifact 

in the similar context of this thesis. Table 4-3 lists design principles aiming to decrease the sensitivity of the artifact 

to changes in the environment in which it is functioning  – referred to as artifact mutability (problem identification 

presented in paper 2). Table 4-4 presents design principles that are believed to be necessary for automation of 

many-to-many interactions between ISs and DPSs. 

Table 4-3 Design principles for artifact mutability 

Design Principle Explanation 

DP1. Provide rule-based definition of 

workflow execution path so that the 

middleware affords IS to implement 

their preservation policy and metadata 

extraction requirements.  

The pre-ingest workflow path a digital object takes within the 

middleware is defined based on the submission agreement relevant 

to that digital object. 

Supplementary comment: 

Processing digital objects varies depending on organizational 

preservation policies which are reflected in the submission 

agreement identifying the path through which particular 

middleware action-based components process a specific digital 

object.  

 

DP1. Provide rule-based definition of workflow execution path so that the middleware affords IS to 

implement their preservation policy and metadata extraction requirements. The main objective of the 

solution artifact of this research (middleware) is to achieve an automatic transition of digital objects between ISs 

and DPSs in many-to-many interactions while creating consistent Submission Information Packages (SIP). The 

SIPs are created by action-based components and services in the middleware processing digital content based on 

the organizational/individual preservation policies stated in the Submission Agreement (SA). SA provides 

structure and rules to the preservation preparation and potential future re-activation processes. Therefore, it is 

crucially important that SIPs are created according to the specifications given in the SA, which is written in a Data 

Definition Language (DDL). In the middleware solution aiming at a high level of automation, the pre-ingest 

workflow is designed and implemented to process digital content through a series of action-based components that 

are defined in accordance with the SA. The pre-ingest workflow in the middleware performs establishment of 

“pre-accessioning” (CCSDS, 2004, p. 27) phase in PAIMAS, in addition to reflecting details of the digital objects 

and their relationships in creation of SIPs to support a tighter interaction pattern in a many-to-many relationship. 

DP1 is embodied in the design and development of pre-ingest workflow which defines rule-based execution paths 

for each digital object based on organizational preservation policies submitting the digital object for preservation 

(paper 3). The execution path determines which components the digital object needs to go through during the pre-

ingest workflow in the middleware and in which order. This functionality moves the state-of-the-art forward since 

the pre-ingest workflow can adapt to the diversity and complexity of digital objects to be processed only by 

referring to the submission agreement.  For potentially complex digital objects, such as advanced product data and 

models (Heutelbeck et al., 2009) or workflows with business semantics (Mayer et al., 2012; Page et al., 2012) the 

middleware needs to develop a reusable module or employ an external service for managing rich metadata with 

 
10 In the formulation of Design Principles, the human users of IS at any level is specified as “IS” as a general term. 
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no disturbance in the system. 

Table 4-4 Design principles for automation of many-to-many interactions between ISs and DPSs 

Design Principle Explanation 

DP2. Provide capability of executing 

alternative workflow routes so that the 

middleware affords IS to ensure a 

successful encapsulation and 

submission of SIP. 

The middleware should be capable of monitoring activities within 

and automatically make alterations to already defined routes. 

Supplementary comment: 

In case of a disruption in a workflow or if there is a need for further 

process on a digital object, the middleware needs to be able to 

notice such a state and define an alternative route for the rest of the 

workflow’s execution. This could be referred to as altering the pre-

ingest workflow path during its execution. 

DP3. Provide features for gathering 

preservation data in the middleware so 

that the middleware affords 

preservation planning support. 

The middleware should be capable of logging, grouping, and 

representing data about its preservation activities. 

Supplementary comments: 

Data about preservation activities and the digital objects within 

middleware is valuable and can be used to make important 

decisions regarding preservation planning. Thus, it is crucial for 

middleware to be able to keep logs of that data and represent it in a 

suitable format for human users or other systems or services.  

DP4. Provide an automated error-

handling workflow with compensating 

action so that the middleware affords to 

minimize manual intervention in case 

of errors in a workflow. 

Significant improvement of automation of the system’s activities is 

achieved by an automatic error-handling workflow. 

Supplementary comments: 

An error-handling workflow automatically takes over the initial 

workflow immediately when an error occurs in the process of one 

of the components. The error-handling workflow informs the IS of 

the aborted pre-ingest workflow, removed the corrupted digital 

object from the middleware, and compensates for all the changes 

that have already been imposed on the system as the result of so far 

progress of the initial pre-ingest workflow. 

DP5. Provide capability of executing 

concurrent workflows so that the 

middleware affords IS and DPS many-

to-many interactions via the 

middleware. 

The many-to-many interactions of two systems on both sides of the 

middleware requires the middleware to be able to handle 

concurrent inquiries with no interference of them on each other and 

in an efficient manner. 

 

DP2. Provide capability of executing alternative workflow routes so that the middleware affords IS to ensure 

a successful encapsulation and submission of SIP. This design principle initially emerged as one of the future 

design challenges identified in the experimental tests of the pre-ingest workflow (design cycle I – paper 3) and is 

embodied in the design and implementation of CaPM details of which is available in paper 4. Supporting 

alternative workflows was identified as an obstacle for maximal automation of the pre-ingest workflow since there 

was a need for human interference in case of rejection of digital objects, errors in the pre-ingest workflow, or 

routing DP services (details available in paper 3). Therefore, such considerations were taken into account in design 

cycle II to provide support for passing on the workflow execution path to an alternative workflow in the features 

designed for CaPM. CaPM translates a high-level DP strategy to select and configure digital objects’ management 

and storage. Also, CaPM is designed with a feature for monitoring activities and logging those activities related to 

the objects passing through the middleware. Using this feature, it is possible to monitor middleware processes and 

execute alternative routes depending on the status or outcome of each component and ensure executing activities 

as agreed in the submission agreement.  The feature also provides the ability to check logged errors of a component 

in workflow and identify details about that error. This design principle is addressing knowledge gap B by reducing 

the need for human intervention when an alteration in the workflow path is desired. For example, if the processing 

within a component time out or its outcome is corrupted, the workflow will automatically switch to the error-

handling workflow.  
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DP3. Provide features for gathering preservation data in the middleware so that the middleware affords 

preservation planning support. Another contribution of this research focusing on Knowledge gap B is 

encapsulated in design principle 3 and implemented in CaPM (paper 4).  The activity logging functionality in 

CaPM performs a statistical compilation of file formats that could be used as decision support in the preservation 

planning process. Activity logging supports the logging of processes in different components while processing 

digital objects in the middleware. The logs can later serve as input to preservation planning support gathering 

insights about pre-ingest processes.  

Planning preservation operations often result in recommended migration pathways including identification of 

appropriate file formats and migration tools. CaPM captures statistical data about the use of file formats and types 

of systems in IS-DPS interactions to provide to DPS indicating if the use of a specific file format has been 

drastically reduced. Archivists, through further examination, decide if a planned migration action is needed. The 

migration action can be defined in CaPM to be automatically performed specific digital objects. The statistical 

data achieved from activity logging can be grouped and filtered in different ways and presented in a suitable 

manner for human decision-making such as graph(s) or in a standardized format by a web service interface to be 

used for automated execution of preservation operations, for example. This level of automation, in addition to its 

potential for further to be automated, is a promotion to the existing automated preservation functionalities by 

reducing the need for manual work, either simple or complicated, hence reducing the risk for mistakes.  

DP4. Provide an automated error-handling workflow with compensating action so that the middleware 

affords to minimize manual intervention in case of errors in a workflow. In such a case if a component’s action 

in the workflow fails and reports an error status, the workflow should stop executing the current workflow path 

and create a new path for compensating already executed component actions. This is done to minimize the amount 

of manual intervention needed even when errors occur. As an example, if a given workflow succeeds 99.5% of the 

time and has one million (1 000 000) pre-ingest requests, the workflow will have five thousand (5 000) failures. 

Having to manually investigate each of the five thousand workflow executions for whether any component action 

that was done needs to be compensated for, and then doing the work of compensating for these actions, can be 

very resource-intensive. In the same case, only adding a compensating plan when failures occur, given the same 

success rate, 99,5%, of the compensating plan, result in automatic compensation of 4 975 out of those 5 000 

failures, leaving only 25 pre-ingest requests that need manual investigation. The preservation activity logging can 

be used to keep track of the current status of a workflow which runs multiple components and report the occurrence 

of an error. This functionality is important for pre-ingest workflows in the middleware since they are of the type 

of long-running workflows and workflows with concurrent steps. DP4 corresponds to the objectives for the 

solution of design cycle III and is incorporated in the design and development of the solution artifact resulted from 

this design cycle the details of which are available in paper 5. 

DP5. Provide capability of executing concurrent workflows so that the middleware affords IS and DPS 

many-to-many interactions via the middleware. One other future design challenges that emerged from the 

experimental tests of the pre-ingest workflow (design cycle I -paper 3) was an adaptation of standard 

communication interfaces to achieve a smooth transition of digital content to the pre-ingest execution path. This 

design goal is of essential importance since the intention of the middleware is to perform between multiple ISs and 

multiple DPSs. As a result, the middleware needs to be able to handle the execution of multiple workflows 

concurrently, making sure that each workflow execution is independent of other workflow executions. The main 

consideration to achieve that purpose is that the execution of one pre-ingest workflow is not allowed to influence 

the plan for processing or compensation of another workflow while they are running. Neither should the creation 

of a compensation plan for one pre-ingest workflow have any effect on other concurrently executing workflows. 

Each workflow execution, therefore, needs to keep track of the current plan for that workflow, independently from 

each other. It is also important to consider, in the case of running many concurrent workflows, how resources are 

allocated to component executions. If, for example, with a component using a large amount of memory, it is 

important that running multiple of these workflows at the same time does not cause resource starvation to the point 

of one pre-ingest workflow failing with an out-of-memory error because several other workflows are executing 

the same memory-intensive component at the same time. Automatic handling several concurrent workflows within 

the middleware as such needs to be performed by an administrative component with domination over available 

resources and the processes of different components within the middleware. Hence, DP5 is embodied in the design 

and development of CaPM, the administrative component with the above-mentioned capabilities, in design cycle 

II. Details about CaPM and its functionalities are available in paper 4. 

The rationale for the definition of the above design principles was that no previous literature has mentioned such 

principles, nor has any existing tool, projects, or framework adopted them in their design. Thus, the design 

principles are defined based on promoting the state-of-the-art according to the identified knowledge gap, the 

research question, and the identified problem in this thesis. Considering that the objectives for the solution in each 

design cycle are formulated to address the identified problem in the same design cycle, the design principles 
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contribute to knowledge in line with the objectives for the solutions of different design cycles. On the other hand, 

during the process of design, several factors were involved, and considerations were made that have not been 

predicted to be set as design objectives in the first place. This led to a learning process during the DSR process 

from which more design principles emerged and became embodied in the design and development of the solution 

artifact of this thesis. DP5 emerged during the DSR process without already being determined as an objective for 

the solution artifact. Table 4-5 enlists those design principles that each correspond to an objective for a solution 

artifact that was previously defined in one of the design cycles. The Design Cycle column specifies the design 

cycle in which each objective for the solution is defined.  

Table 4-5 Design principles corresponding to objectives for the solution artifact  

Design Principle Objectives for the Solution Design Cycle 

DP1. Provide rule-based 

definition of workflow 

execution path so that the 

middleware affords IS to 

implement their 

preservation policy and 

metadata extraction 

requirements. 

b. To support the establishment of SAs that interconnect 

ISs’ submissions with expected content and metadata 

management procedures to define the workflow path for 

digital objects within the middleware. 

I 

DP2. Provide capability of 

executing alternative 

workflow routes so that the 

middleware affords IS to 

ensure a successful 

encapsulation and 

submission of SIP. 

a. To monitor the process of pre-ingest workflows in the 

middleware solution and potentially modify the workflow 

path based on the outcome of each component. 

II 

DP3. Provide features for 

gathering preservation data 

in the middleware so that 

the middleware affords 

preservation planning 

support. 

c. To monitor the use of file formats for detection and 

computation of format obsolescence issues. 

 

d. To support aggregation of data from the middleware 

processes that can contribute to future data management 

decisions in the middleware, as input to maintenance 

decisions in a digital preservation system. 

II 

DP4. Provide an automated 

error-handling workflow 

with compensating action so 

that the middleware affords 

to minimize manual 

intervention in case of 

errors in a workflow. 

a. To automatically remove the corrupted digital object 

from the middleware. 

 

b. To automatically reverse possible alterations resulted 

from the workflow running before being aborted (i.e. 

compensation action). 

 

c. To inform IS that pre-ingest activity failed. 

III 
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5 DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a model and proof of concept for the automation of many-to-many 

interaction between ISs and DPSs to improve the current status of DP activities. The problem of automation of 

many-to-many interactions between ISs and DPSs which was brought up in the thesis introduction and further 

described in the background section was addressed through a Design Science Research (DSR) in three design 

cycles. The findings produced during the research process are described in the appended papers. To further clarify 

how the research purpose is addressed, these findings are brought together in this section and explored. Each of 

the three design cycles in the research process is focused on the design and development of one sub-system of the 

whole solution which together aims to fulfill the purpose of the research. The three sub-systems that resulted from 

each design cycle are pre-ingest workflow, CaPM, and error-handling workflow which is put together to form the 

solution artifact for the identified problem in this research. 

Following, the thesis results are gathered to discuss the artifact designed and developed in this research, as well as 

the research process in some respects, for its contributions to finding a solution to the identified problem. The 

solution artifact is, indeed, only a “satisfactory” one rather than “optimum” (Gregor and Jones, 2007, p. 317; 

Simon, 1978, p. 29). According to Simon, the concern of a design process is not to achieve the best (Gregor and 

Jones, 2007; Simon, 1978) but a satisfactory solution since “… the behavior of an artificial system may be strongly 

influenced by the limits of its adaptive capacities its knowledge and computational powers” (Simon, 1978, p. 29).  

5.1 Contributions 

The problem of automation of many-to-many interactions between information systems (IS) and digital 

preservation systems (DPS), which was brought up and further described in the introduction, was addressed using 

a Design Science Research approach. The research presented here aims to promote state-of-the-art by addressing 

the knowledge gaps that are identified by the analysis performed in the literature review at the beginning of the 

research. The two knowledge gaps are the following: A. Many-to-many interactions between IS and DPS, and B. 

The problem of automation of interactions between IS and DPS.  

The two knowledge gaps are addressed through three design cycles, presented in five published papers, ending up 

in the design and development of tree sub-parts of a more comprehensive artifact as the solution. Following, an 

explanation for each contribution is provided to clarify the way each paper’s outcomes, design choices and 

developed functionalities move the state-of-the-art forward. 

The outcome of this research is a model and implementation of a middleware containing action-based components 

and an administrative component (CaPM) with a model and implementation of a pre-ingest workflow to be 

performed automatically. This middleware combines the previously separated perspectives of IS and DPS and is 

designed to bridge between ISs and DPSs. The focus of the previous literature mainly captures the DP side of the 

model. The approach in this research though is to go beyond the plain focus on DP and improve scalability and 

flexibility of all interactions needed between IS and DP.  

The rapid increase in the amount of digital content that needs to be preserved for a long time poses many challenges 

for system integration between ISs and long-term DPSs. The results of the literature review in paper 1 show that, 

so far, IS and DP have been established as relatively separate research fields. However, many scholars have stated 

the need for integrating organizational ISs and DP services.  This research conceptualizes a design problem 

concerning contemporary research and suggests a general-level model for middleware to bridge the many-to-many 

interactions between ISs and DPSs. The middleware includes the following parts: 

• Automated pre-ingest functionality with an administrative unit, 

• standard interfaces to communicate with ISs and DPSs, and 

• solutions for integrated interactions with external DP services. 

Paper 1 and 2 present the model of the middleware containing its action-based and administrative components plus 

additional concerns and coping arguments for the turns and changes in the environment of ISs and DPSs during 

the time. The outcome of these two papers contributes to the state-of-the-art by introducing a model for a 

middleware that advances the existing models and tools developed for pre-ingest in many ways.  

First, the middleware is an independent system that can be hosted in the cloud which reduces the costs and 

complexity of integration with the middleware. This is not the case for the existing developed solutions such as 

the pre-ingest tool by Lehtonen et al. (2017) and UAM (Kärberg, 2016) both of which need to be installed on a 

user’s computer. The middleware approach, which was introduced in the background section referring to Wittek 
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and Darányi (2012) advances the state-of-the-art in digital preservation by a replacement of an expensive server 

with a cloud provider, high flexibility in scale and document process design, easily addressed Ad-hoc peak 

computations, and persistent storage in the cloud (Wittek and Darányi, 2012). 

Secondly, since pre-ingest is not addressed by OAIS and archival systems rarely have control over the construction 

of digital contents, identifying the types of metadata that is needed to be extracted remains a challenge because of 

the growing complexity of digital content. The middleware is a flexible and scalable model that can easily expand 

to adapt to the requirements of each type of digital content. Such functionality currently only exists in the modular 

pre-ingest tool (Lehtonen et al., 2017) whit the possibility of implementing additional components to extract new 

types of metadata. However, the middleware model is designed for easier scalability since it is capable of using 

external existing services for metadata extraction by applying the SOA approach.  

The last contribution exhibited in paper 1 and 2 is the use of standard communication interfaces that yields a 

twofold advantage over the existing solutions. First, the middleware can be an intermediary “plug-and-play” 

process among potentially several ISs and DPSs, rather than having an archival administration inside one OAIS-

compliant DP solution. The middleware can link preservation administration and pre-ingest among ISs and DPSs 

automatically. Such a design feature makes it possible to complement the middleware implementation by 

developing a post-access workflow to provide organizational repositories with seamless access to DPSs as well 

(Grahlmann et al., 2012; Svärd, 2013). Second, using standard communication interfaces makes the middleware 

adaptable to changes or upgrades happening in ISs, DPSs, and the environment in which the middleware is 

functioning. This leads to a flexible and scalable integration between ISs and DPSs including automatic pre-ingest, 

and potentially post-access, functionalities. Also, to make a smooth and scalable system of components, the design 

employs interfaces that support open standard communication protocols between internal middleware components, 

between middleware and external services, and between ISs and DPSs. While in the existing preservation situation, 

some level of automation is provided between steady IS and DP, this research is tackling the scenario of integrating 

ever-changing ISs with multiple DPSs by defining a few specific tasks embedded in different components in the 

middleware which should be ideally automatized to the extent possible. The definition of middleware, its tasks, 

and its automatic administration goes beyond what was introduced in SHAMAN (2010) and Protage (2009) 

projects.  

The pre-ingest workflow presented in paper 3, together with its capability of executing automatically, contributes 

to the previous literature and existing tools by combining the modular implementation, automation, and mutability. 

The middleware’s tasks are implemented in a modular architecture as components in the middleware working to 

automate pre-ingest tasks for transferring digital content from ISs to DPSs by creating consistent information 

packages. The component-based designed and implemented solution made following improvements in pre-ingest 

functionalities: 

• fetching digital content from IS and analyze submission agreement automatically, 

• automating preservation preparation with automated metadata extraction together with adding external 

context metadata; and 

• transferring the resulting SIPs to DPSs. 

The middleware solution for pre-ingest in this thesis, in comparison with the recent similar solutions (Kärberg, 

2015; Lehtonen et al., 2017), promotes automation capabilities especially for preserving complex digital content 

(e.g. databases, workflows), dynamic preservation of digital content, or in case of a need for using multiple DPS 

solutions or services. The middleware is a more suited solution than UAM (Kärberg, 2015) for contexts where 

long-term DP needs to be integrated with dynamic records management, for example, when several systems need 

to be flexibly aligned to potentially more than one DPS. In such a situation, the submission agreement is being 

analyzed to automatically configure workflows through middleware, while in UAM (Kärberg, 2015) the few first 

transfers of each content type to the national archives need more manual work to make subsequent submission 

workflows efficient. Moreover, metadata extraction for different types of metadata is performed in on the single 

process in UAM, compared to the middleware solution which makes the metadata extraction process more scalable 

by, and possibly quicker, by assigning a component for each metadata type. This design choice makes it smoother 

for making changes in the process of metadata extraction or include additional types of metadata that could emerge 

or be required in the future.  

Splitting pre-ingest activities into well-defined components is also illustrated in the design of the pre-ingest tool 

by Lehtonen et al. (2017). However, the pre-ingest tool is not an automatic flow of executable modules, rather a 

set of components for metadata extraction that can be independently executed using component-specific 

commands to later encompass a SIP to submit to a DPS. Besides, the pre-ingest tool needs to be installed on the 

information producer’s computer to be able to integrate with the IS, while the middleware solution is an 

independent system capable of integrating with IS smoothly. 
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Considering the crucial role of CaPM as the administrative component in the middleware, presented in paper 4, its 

contributions to the state-of-the-art appear in several aspects such as the dynamic definition of workflow path 

based on submission agreement, monitoring the process of components and updating the workflow path if 

necessary, and logging important data for preservation planning. The explanation of some of the above-mentioned 

aspects is presented below. 

Compared to the solution designed by Lehtonen et al. (2017), the middleware carries out fetching digital objects 

from IS and automatically defining PV (Preservation Value) for them according to the respective submission 

agreement (SA).  Based on the information in SA, CaPM automatically creates the pre-ingest workflow which in 

turn is automatically executed going through specific components that need to process the digital object. The 

information in SA helps the middleware provide contextual external metadata by image analysis, clustering, and 

contextualization based on individual/organization preservation strategy.  The pre-ingest workflow ends up 

automatically transferring SIPs to particular DPSs according to SAs. While in the component-based solution 

introduced by Lehtonen et al. (2017) the situation where full system integration between ISs and DPSs may become 

too heavy, the middleware solution exactly aims to support a deeper and dynamic integration to the extent possible. 

This makes the middleware solution interesting to contexts where automation of pre-ingest based on submission 

agreement (based on e.g. legal compliance or organizational preservation policies) would be meaningful.  

During the process of different workflows in the middleware, CaPM monitors the status and outcome of each 

action-based component to ensure the accuracy of the workflow path, metadata extraction, and execution of 

components’ processes. The information achieved from monitoring the workflows is used by CaPM to modify the 

workflow path based on the outcome of an action-based component or if additional processing on the digital object 

is needed by another component based on the SA. CaPM can also abort a workflow if the monitoring information 

reports an error or failure in a component’s processing. Such functionalities that are embodied in the design and 

implementation of CaPM and performed automatically have not been applied in previous tools such as the pre-

ingest tool (Lehtonen et al., 2017) or automatic pre-ingest workflows such as UAM (Kärberg, 2015). 

CaPM can contribute to the current stream of research on the alignment of DP services with organizational DP 

policies aiming to facilitate decisions making regarding preservation planning and strategies. CaPM is capable of 

providing logged data, about the digital objects passing through the middleware, that can be used in the process of 

decision making. While decision-making mechanisms provide an organization with the ability to consciously 

decide what information to keep and what to dispose of, it simply is not an easy task. At the same time, it could be 

a mistake to leave the digital preservation or disposal of rapidly growing information to chance since it will lead 

to increasing information management costs and complexity. The data logged by CaPM about digital objects and 

their preservation processes in the middleware can provide an understanding of whether an object is prone to 

disposal. The data can be presented in a human-readable format (e.g. graphs) to be used for decision making 

regarding emulation or migration. 

The last contribution of the solution artifacts is presented in paper 5 is made by the workflow for automatic 

handling of errors that can occur in the pre-ingest workflow, addressing a problem that has not been addressed in 

the previous literature or existing tools. The need for a manual process to make adjustments in case of occurrence 

of errors during a workflow’s process jeopardizes the level of automation in the middleware activities. The error-

handling workflow is designed in the administration unit (CaPM) within the middleware which significantly 

reduces the prohibitive effects of errors in the pre-ingest workflow. The error-handling workflow takes over the 

pre-ingest workflow at the occurrence of an error (of any type), informs IS of aborted process, and compensates 

the hitherto alterations made by the pre-ingest workflow.  

The leading contribution to knowledge is the five design principles that emerged during the DSR process in this 

thesis to provide general means by which an instantiation of an artifact can be implemented or produced (Gregor 

and Jones, 2007; Simon, 1978). Design principles are defined in a general level for an artifact’s architecture and 

design process that, if followed, the developed artifact will fulfill the requirements it is aimed for (ibid). The degree 

of generality of the principles varies from principles claiming for the specific design working in many different 

contexts and all circumstances to those which proposing a design as a close approximation of an artifact working 

in different contexts (Gregor and Jones, 2007; Simon, 1978). However, the design knowledge, even if it is only in 

parts expressed in general terms, is an important aim for applied disciplines such as IS to achieve (Gregor and 

Jones, 2007; Rossi and Sein, 2003; Simon, 1978).  

The design principles that emerged as the collective contribution of the five publications in this research are 

presented in the Results section grouped in two categories addressing two aspects of the objectives identified for 

the solution artifact: artifact mutability and automation of many-to-many interactions between ISs and DPSs. Table 

5-1 provides a summary of the design principles as presented earlier in this thesis. 
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Table 5-1 Design principles emerged from the DSR process in this thesis 

Design Principle Explanation 

Design Principles for artifact mutability 

DP1. Provide rule-based definition of 

workflow execution path so that the 

middleware affords IS to implement 

their preservation policy and metadata 

extraction requirements. 

The path a digital object takes within the middleware is defined 

based on the submission agreement relevant to that digital object.  

Design Principles for automation of many-to-many interactions between ISs and DPSs 

DP2. Provide capability of executing 

alternative workflow routes so that the 

middleware affords IS to ensure a 

successful encapsulation and 

submission of SIP. 

The middleware should be capable of monitoring activities within 

and automatically make alterations to already defined routes. 

DP3. Provide features for gathering 

preservation data in the middleware so 

that the middleware affords 

preservation planning support. 

The middleware should be capable of logging, grouping, and 

representing data about its preservation activities.  

DP4. Provide an automated error-

handling workflow with compensating 

action so that the middleware affords to 

minimize manual intervention in case 

of errors in a workflow. 

Significant improvement of automation of the system’s activities is 

achieved by an automatic error-handling workflow. 

DP5. Provide capability of executing 

concurrent workflows so that the 

middleware affords IS and DPS many-

to-many interactions via the 

middleware. 

The many-to-many interactions of two systems on both sides of the 

middleware requires the middleware to be able to handle 

concurrent inquiries with no interference of them on each other and 

in an efficient manner. 

 

The design principles contribute to the body of knowledge by introducing additional factors to consider when 

designing a solution artifact with objectives and context similar to this research. The design principles that are 

resulted from this research aim for a potential solution’s flexibility to be able to perform for a long time by adapting 

to changes and turns in its environment. In light of such consideration, they also aim for automation of the 

performance of the potential solution artifact.  

DP1 and DP2 move the state-of-the-art forward by providing ways to make a workflow adaptable to the diversity 

and complexity of digital objects that are to be processed, currently or in the future.  Even for complex digital 

content, such as advanced product data and models (Heutelbeck et al., 2009) or workflows with business semantics 

(Mayer et al., 2012; Page et al., 2012) the middleware can refer to the SA to set up the workflow path and, develop 

a reusable module for content-type specific metadata extraction, or employ an external service for managing rich 

metadata with no disturbance in the system. To ensure that the processes on digital contents are accomplished 

according to the SA, DP2 suggests monitoring the middleware processes and execute alternative routes depending 

on the status or outcome of each component.  

The rest of the design principles aim at maximizing the level of automation in the solution. DP3 suggests the 

capability of logging data about several matters, such as statistical compilation of file formats, to use for decision 

support in preservation planning and strategy. DP4 states the importance of automatic procedures for handling 

errors occurring in the middleware workflows to significantly reduce the amount of manual intervention needed. 

And, DP5 brings up a necessary functionality for a middleware that is supposed to be placed and function between 

multiple systems on both sides. The middleware system needs to be able to handle the execution of multiple 

workflows concurrently independent from each other. This means that the execution of one workflow, or its 

workflow of compensation action, is not allowed to influence the processing or compensation of another workflow 

while running. This includes the proper allocation of middleware resources to different components’ executions. 

The proposed design principles that are already embodied in the solution artifact of this research promote the state-

of-the-art by automation of creation/upgrading the SA, automation of a flexible and scalable pre-ingest workflow 
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with the automation of error-handling, and automatically validating the SIPs before transferring them to a DPS. 

The overall contributions of the solution artifact of this research (the middleware with pre-ingest workflow) in 

comparison with the latest existing solutions for pre-ingest are summarized in Table 5-2 to highlight the areas of 

the state-of-the-art that are promoted by the research outcomes.   

Table 5-2 The middleware’s contribution to PAIMAS pre-ingest phases in comparison to existing solutions 

 PAIMAS main phases 

Existing solution or tools 
Preliminary 

Phase 

Formal Definition 

Phase 
Transfer Phase Validation Phase 

The middleware with pre-

ingest workflow (This 

research) 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

Automatic 

definition of 

simpler SA via 

GUI + manual 

creation of more 

complex SA 

Automatic 

metadata 

extraction and 

creation of SIP in 

a workflow 

defined based on 

SA 

Automatic 

validation of SIPs 

including 

checksum 

validation 

CAST (Andersson et al., 2011) 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

Manual set-up of 

submission 

agreement 

Automatic 

harvesting of 

webpage content 

and metadata 

extraction 

Automatic 

validation of 

content and 

metadata before 

the transfer of SIP 

UAM (Kärberg, 2016) 

Manual 

description of IS 

into UAM 

Automatic 

creation of 

classification 

scheme with 

additional manual 

steps 

Automatic pre-

ingest workflow 

using pre-defined 

rules 

Validation based 

on pre-ingest 

workflow’s 

success  

Pre-ingest tool (Lehtonen et al., 

2017) 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

Automatic 

metadata 

extraction and 

creation of SIP, 

however lacking a 

workflow 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

RODA (Kaljuvee et al., 2017) 

Manual process of 

content definition, 

technical 

feasibility, and 

legal issues 

Manual creation of 

transfer agreement 

Automatic data 

selection and 

metadata 

extraction for 

ERMS + manual 

compilation of 

none ERMS 

content (e.g. DB) 

Automatic post 

packaging control 

Rosetta SIP factory (NLZ, 

2017) 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

Automatic 

metadata 

extraction and 

creation of SIPs 

for a directory of 

files and folders 

Not included in 

the scope of the 

solution 

 

Using middleware for many-to-many integrations among systems is not indeed a new approach (Linthicum, 2000). 

However, the aim of this research is to particularly contribute to the field of long-term DP in a few aspects: using 

standard interfaces to communicate with several types of systems on both sides enabling the capability of many-

to-many communications, dynamically configuring workflows based on submission agreement, and performing 

these tasks automatically. 
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5.2 Implications in theory 

The knowledge that is generated as the result of conducting this research is captured and presented in this section. 

Considering that the science of design should be “…partly formalizable, partly empirical, [and] teachable doctrine” 

(Simon, 1978, p. 113), formulating the design knowledge gained in this thesis as theory is worth to pursue. Here, 

the Information Systems Design Theory (ISDT) framework proposed by Gregor and Jones (2007) is used to present 

the design in this research. This framework proposes eight components comprising the full specification of an 

ISDT: 1. the purpose and scope, 2. the constructs, 3. the principles of form and function, 4. the artifact mutability, 

5. testable propositions, 6. justificatory knowledge, 7. principles of implementation, and 8. expository instantiation 

(p. 322). An IDST is formulated to provide principles to be used to design artifacts of the same type to attain 

similar goals (Gregor and Jones, 2007; Simon, 1978) for an artifact of either type of products or methods (Gregor 

and Jones, 2007). The artifact type resulted in this research is a product, however, an ISDT aims to formulate 

principles inherent in the shape of the designed artifact and the shape of the design process (Gregor and Jones, 

2007; Simon, 1978). Keeping in mind that a theory of design might only be partly formalizable (Simon, 1978), the 

following explains five of the eight components for the ISDT for the design in this thesis. 

5.2.1 The purpose and scope 

In this IDST component the boundaries of the theory are defined (Gregor and Jones, 2007). This ISDT component 

also states what the artifact is designed for by identifying a set of meta-requirements that are specific to the artifact 

and defining the boundaries of the theory (Gregor and Jones, 2007). While the meta-requirements should be 

identified concerning the environment in which they operate, they are not specific to one instance of the artifact 

designed in this research, rather be used to design similar artifacts that are typified by these requirements (ibid).  

In this thesis, the purpose of the ISDT is defined as “automation of many-to-many interactions between ISs and 

DPSs”. IS is inclusive for different types of information systems for organizational or personal use while DPSs 

are to be OAIS-compliant to fit into the boundaries of the ISDT here. The essential and major part of requirement 

identification is presented in papers 1 and 2. Paper 1 has an important role in setting the purpose for this research 

while paper 2 is an additional step in understanding the importance of solution artifact’s mutability.  

5.2.2 The constructs 

In Herbert Simon’s (1978) seminal work, The Science of Artificial, designing an artifact aims at describing it by 

its organization and functions while breaking complex artifacts into smaller, less complex artifacts that can be 

designed semi-independently while they can still influence each other’s functions. Such “sub-systems” (Gregor 

and Jones, 2007, p. 325) that have their separate design theory can form a construct in an ISDT (Gregor and Jones, 

2007). However, it is not needed for the designer to understand the design of single constructs (ibid). The constructs 

in this thesis that are entities of interest for the ISDT here are: Context-aware Preservation Manager (CaPM), pre-

ingest workflow, and error-handling workflow. One important characteristic of consideration in defining the 

constructs is that, as stated in the previous ISDT component, they should apply to a class of artifacts typified by 

these constructs, not merely the specific artifact for this research. These constructs are the sub-parts of the solution 

artifact of this thesis as a whole, the middleware, aiming to address the problem of automating many-to-many IS-

DPS interactions. 

5.2.3 The principles of form and function 

This component defines the function of the designed artifact together with its structure (Gregor and Jones, 2007). 

For an ISDT, the shape of both the design process and design product are essential parts (Simon, 1978). Here, the 

form and function of the designed artifact are defined at a high level for the ISDT to cover more of the products 

of its type. The theory defines the artifact as a middleware designed to receive digital objects from potentially 

many ISs, automatically process them into SIPs, and ingest SIPs into potentially many DPSs. The architecture of 

the middleware requires the inclusion of three main functioning parts: a) action-based components, b) 

administration unit and c) standard interfaces. Figure 5-1 depicts the structure of the three main functioning parts.  
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Figure 5-1 The structure of the three main functioning parts of the middleware 

The three functioning parts, or parts of them, are employed to form the three constructs mentioned in the previous 

ISDT component. It is important to note the reliance of the constructs on the functioning parts and that each 

construct can employ more than one functioning part in its design and development. To clarify, referring to the 

design principles, introduced in the Results section, could help: 

DP1. Provide rule-based definition of workflow execution path so that the middleware affords IS to implement 

their preservation policy and metadata extraction requirements. 

DP2. Provide capability of executing alternative workflow routes so that the middleware affords IS to ensure a 

successful encapsulation and submission of SIP. 

DP3. Provide features for gathering preservation data in the middleware so that the middleware affords 

preservation planning support.  

DP4. Provide an automated error-handling workflow with compensating action so that the middleware affords to 

minimize manual intervention in case of errors in a workflow.  

DP5. Provide capability of executing concurrent workflows so that the middleware affords IS and DPS many-to-

many interactions via the middleware. 

Embodying the above-mentioned design principles in an artifact is highly dependent on a unit that could carry out 

administrative tasks, however, not yet possible without the employing action-based component to execute different 

functionalities and standard interfaces for interactions. On the other hand, the action-based components will not 

be able to form a workflow path, update the workflow path, or carry out the execution of concurrent workflows by 

assigning the middleware resources, hence requiring an administrative unit (i.e. CaPM in this thesis).     

5.2.4 The artifact mutability 

The mutable nature of IS artifacts enforces them to be almost constantly in change (Gregor and Jones, 2007). Since 

making predictions about the possible turns and developments of evolving artifacts is beyond achievable, Simon 

(1978) recommends to design IS artifacts that can adapt to changes in the environment they function in. However, 

the degree of the mutability of designed IS artifacts usually allows the artifact to evolve/adapt only to a particular 

extent (Gregor and Jones, 2007). Accordingly, designing for future is not based on a prediction of possible 

prospective developments and events, but based on warrants by building adaptive mechanisms into the design that 

could make the artifact relatively insensitive to changes in the environment (Gregor and Jones, 2007; Simon, 

1978). The design of the middleware and pre-ingest workflow makes it possible for them to be altered or further 

developed depending on the turns in technology or organizational change within the environment they are used in 

meeting the two following factors:  

• Applying modular system architecture – Having a modular system architecture makes it possible to easily 

adapt the system module-by-module, instead of making a rewrite of the whole system for each time a part 

of the system needs a revision. The design of the middleware is intended to use a service-oriented design. 

This keeps each module isolated from each other creating a system in which only those modules affected 

by the environment changes need to be updated while the modules not affected by the environment change 

remain unmodified. The modular architecture also enables each component to be either internal or 

external to the middleware. Components that are internal to the middleware are hosted within the 

middleware processes using system resources provided by the middleware host. On the other hand, 

external components are either entirely external, in which the external system receives and responds to 

the message-based communication by the middleware, or they are partly external in which there is an 
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adapter component hosted internally in the middleware which then handles communication with the 

external system to provide the required functionality. 

• Using standard interfaces for communications – A central argument to the design of middleware is that 

communications within the middleware and those of the middleware with external systems or services 

should embrace the concept of service-orientation by stretching out the impact and use DP services 

applicable to pre-ingest functionalities. Also, external services need to include access rights definitions, 

storage options, and information needed for restructuring digital objects to adapt to changes in the 

environment. Such considerations in designing the middleware encompass a contribution of this research 

as the latest modular implementations of workflows have been regarded as monolithic and not easily 

configurable for changing source systems (Kärberg, 2016; Lehtonen et al., 2017). The Estonian UAM 

tool (Kärberg, 2015) for pre-ingest needs to be installed on the computer of the agencies delivering 

records to the national archive, while the implementation of the Finnish solution (Lehtonen et al., 2017) 

that is adaptable to interaction with many ISs, is only modular for metadata extraction. 

Adhering to standard communication protocols and interfaces ensures stronger longevity of the 

middleware by reducing the amount of work to adapt to changes in the environment. This is achieved 

based on two possibilities provided by standardization. First, standardized protocols and interfaces are 

less likely to change very frequently since it is understood by standard committees that all who implement 

the standard will be affected by any change to the standard. Secondly, as changes or obsoletion of 

standardized protocols affect a lot of systems with the same need to adapt, clear migration paths to newer 

standards or replacement standards are often clearly identified and documented and in some cases adapter 

layers are provided by the community relying on the standard. The above-stated reasons provide a quick 

and smooth transition to newly standardized protocols, hence securing artifact mutability to a great extent. 

5.2.5 Expository instantiation 

An instantiation of the solution artifact is available to be included in the ISDT here to facilitate the communication 

of design principles in the ISDT (Gregor and Jones, 2007). A proof-of-concept for the middleware including CaPM 

and pre-ingest workflow is implemented and improved in two design cycles. Furthermore, an error-handling 

functionality within CaPM performing together with action-based middleware components is implemented in a 

third design cycle.  

The software program code for the middleware, its components, CaPM and pre-ingest workflow is available at 

https://github.com/eurix/PoF-Middleware. The software program code for the error-handling with compensation 

action is available at https://github.com/dpmiddleware/capm. 

To sum up the implications of this thesis, in theory, the components of ISDT for automation of interactions between 

ISs and DPSs emerged from this research are summarized in Table 5-3. 

Table 5-3 Components of design theory for automation of interactions between ISs and DPSs 

Component Description 

1. Purpose and scope 
The aim is to design a software component for automation of many-to-many 

interactions between ISs and DPSs. 

The software component is a middleware designed for system integration 

and is appropriate for DPSs that are OAIS-compliant. The middleware is 

capable of being further developed based on future requirements. 

2. Constructs 
Examples: CaPM, pre-ingest workflow, error-handling workflow 

3. Principles of form 

and function 

A middleware is designed to automatically process digital objects received 

from many ISs to SIPs ingested to many DPs.  

The architecture of the middleware includes a) action-based components, b) 

administration unit, c) standard interfaces.  

4. Artifact mutability 
Suggestions for facilitating expansion and improvement of the solution, and 

its adaption to the environment are given a) Applying modular system 

architecture b) Using standard interfaces for communications 
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5. Expository 

instantiation 

A proof-of-concept for the middleware encompassing CaPM, error-handling 

functionality within CaPM, and the pre-ingest workflow including action-

based middleware components is implemented in three design cycles. 

5.3 Implications in practice 

The solution artifact of this research contributes to practice in a few ways when employed: 

• Promoting automation capabilities, especially for preserving complex digital content. 

The type, complexity, and the number of digital information that organizations aim to preserve changes 

over time. The simpler types of preserved digital content such as text files or pictures have changed to 

workflows, business plans, databases, and many more. As the number and complexity of types of digital 

content required to be preserved increases, the importance of automation of the archiving processes 

become crucial. The middleware in this research provides an automated workflow for creating SIPs for 

different types of digital content and thus provides flexibility in adding support for preserving upcoming 

types of digital content. 

Additionally, by supporting dynamic alterations of the workflow paths, while the workflow is being 

executed, additional steps could be added to a workflow based on the content of digital content. An 

example of such a dynamic update of workflow path could refer to a digital content where a Microsoft 

Visio is file embedded inside a Microsoft Word document, which could be extracted from the Microsoft 

Word document during the pre-ingest workflow. Consequently, additional steps will be added to the 

workflow for handling the embedded file correctly. To handle different types of complex digital content 

it is possible to make configuration specifications in the submission agreement to provide information to 

set up custom workflows for specific digital content types. The custom workflows can be specialized 

based on the preservation strategy of an organization or individual. 

• Scalable many-to-many integration of ISs and DPSs.  

Having a scalable system that can handle several concurrent workflows is paramount for having many 

ISs that are dependent on the middleware for their preservation needs. Since the middleware needs to be 

installed neither on the platform containing IS or DPS to be able to integrate with IS or DPS, it can provide 

the required functionalities while hosted in the cloud. The cloud-based middleware is seen as an 

advantage since it reduces the bar for adopting the desired preservation strategy by removing the cost and 

friction of installing and configuring a system on a company’s servers. 

The middleware also enables an IS to target multiple DPSs, for example choosing which DPS to preserve 

the content based on multiple decision-making factors. For instance, several ISs handling sensitive 

information, such as patients’ information or research data, within multiple organizations, would choose 

to preserve their content in one specific DPS or a DPS residing within a region or country.  

• Promoting scalability of the metadata extraction process. 

Since the middleware components are implemented to be isolated, it is easy to add new components. 

Therefore, the complexity of adding new components to the middleware to execute additional 

functionalities (e.g. to extract a new type of metadata) is low. For example, adding a component for 

extracting access rights metadata would not need any changes to other components, to the CaPM or any 

of the interfaces used in the pre-ingest workflow for the digital content. Each new component merely 

needs to fulfill the responsibility of performing the given process together with the compensating action 

at the time of the error, if the process of such component has side-effects. 

• Handling of errors with compensation action. 

In the case when errors occur during a workflow, the middleware generally cleans up faulty workflows 

automatically, including any side-effects caused by the execution of the initial workflow, without any 

manual investigation or action needed. This is highly important in a system that is made to handle a large 

number of requests for pre-ingest or other actions since any manual action needed will instantly become 

cumbersome.  

The automation of handling errors is achieved by two capabilities in the middleware, namely the dynamic 

alterations of workflow paths and compensating the action of components whose process has side effects. 

Thus, when an error occurs, the CaPM updates the workflow path to cancel the originally planned 

component executions and instead adds a path for compensating actions of the already executed 

component actions.  
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• The capability of using external services. 

A component does not need to have all its functionality executed within the bounds of the middleware 

system. A component could also depend on external services which provide additional functionality or 

services to a component, or potentially even an entire functionality of the desired component. 

As an example, the condensator component which runs image recognition, would not need to have the 

entire functionalities required for complex image recognition, rather implemented as a thin component 

that calls external services for additional functions. This is beneficial for supporting the preservation of 

digital content of proprietary formats or for custom organization-specific data objects. The owner of the 

proprietary format could then provide a service for extracting metadata from the object and a thin extractor 

component which calls the proprietary service could be added to the middleware, adding support for this 

proprietary format. 

• Logging of preservation data. 

The middleware is capable of logging data about the digital content that passes through the middleware, 

data that can be used for several different purposes such as decision making for preservation planning by 

noticing trends in the usage of specific data types. The logged data can be presented in human-readable 

forms by other applications. This will help in preservation planning in several cases, for instance, planning 

for migration if the flow of a specific data type has a strongly negative trend. 

5.4 Delimitations 

There are some elements that are not included in the process and results of this research. First, this research started 

by addressing the automation of many-to-many interactions between ISs and DPSs in both directions: from IS to 

DPS (pre-ingest) and from DPS to IS (post-access). However, it concluded its results with the design and 

development of a solution artifact for interactions from ISs to DPSs only, covering the issue of pre-ingest but not 

post-access. While the pre-ingest workflow in the solution artifact contains measures and capabilities for the 

extraction of additional types of metadata that will promote the post-access, or access, experience in general, the 

design and development of a post-access workflow are lacking in this research. However, the middleware, as the 

solution artifact of this research, is designed and implemented to provide a high level of flexibility and scalability 

to be able to host a potentially implemented post-access workflow as well. 

A summative evaluation of the solution artifact is not performed in this thesis (Venable et al., 2012). A formative 

evaluation (Venable et al., 2012) of a sub-part of the solution artifact is performed to gain more knowledge for 

further development of upcoming sub-parts, and simulation is used for evaluation of another sub-part of the 

solution. However, the artifact as a whole is not evaluated in the real-world environment within the lifetime of this 

research despite the evaluation being planned and the efforts made. Several attempts were made to contact 

companies that were believed to be keen to put the solution artifact in trial use, nonetheless, failed to receive the 

companies’ collaboration. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This study is shaped around the knowledge that OAIS at its level of generality is not in itself enough to ensure 

long-term reliability, consistency, and cross-compatibility of DPSs (Nicholsson and Debreva, 2009). Therefore, 

successful preservation of digital material requires an additional system as well as OAIS-compliant DPSs which 

is implemented to ensure reliability in preserved digital material and is scalable and well-integrated to ensure long-

term consistency of DP processes. Indeed, creating such systems is not straightforward, making it a work-in-

progress for researchers in recent years with an ever-increasing number of issues to address. The fact that activities 

before the ingest of digital objects (pre-ingest) and after their access from DPSs to make them useable for 

consumers (post-access) are not addressed in OAIS makes the grounds for conducting important research to 

provide solutions to performing such activities. However, DP activities are proven to be labor-intensive and thus 

costly, impediments that are intensified by the rapid increase in the amount and complexity of digital information 

to be preserved. Pre-ingest is of great importance because of the capability of integrating with digital information’s 

lifecycle and embedding organizational/individual preservation policies in the preparation for preservation, which 

in turn can enhance the experience of access e.g. because of the completeness of metadata extracted at pre-ingest. 

Accordingly, a few solutions have focused on automation of pre-ingest activities to reduce the need for manual 

work for DP (Andersson et al., 2011; Kärberg, 2015; Lehtonen et al., 2017; NLZ, 2017). That said, the level of 

automation in existing solutions is still suffering in a few aspects: the pre-ingest tool is not a workflow but a 

collection of metadata-extracting components, the pre-ingest tool is locally accessible on user’s system without 

the capability of many-to-many interactions between ISs and DPSs, lack of automation for handling errors, lack 

of pre-ingest processes for complex digital objects,  …. Accordingly, the knowledge gaps for this research were 

identified as follows: 

A. Many-to-many interactions between IS and DPS 

B. The problem of automation of interactions between IS and DPS 

The research question was defined after investigating the state-of-the-art that shows little automation support for 

interaction between ISs and DPSs: “How to establish an automated many-to-many interaction between 

Information Systems and digital preservation systems?” 

Thus, the purpose of this research was set to develop a model and proof of concept for the automation of many-

to-many interactions between ISs and DPSs broke down into the following four objectives: 

1. Design a model for automation of many-to-many interaction between ISs and DPSs. 

2. Design and develop a workflow model and instantiation for pre-ingest activities, in the designed model, 

that can be used to increase the level of automation of interactions between ISs and DPSs.  

3. Design and develop a model and instantiation for the administration of activities in the designed model 

for interaction between ISs and DPSs that can be used to improve the level of automation of interactions 

between ISs and DPSs. 

4. Design and develop a model and instantiation for handling errors, in the designed model, that can be used 

to improve the level of automation of interactions between ISs and DPSs.  

To accomplish the purpose, a Design Science Research (DSR) method is used to identify the problem areas and 

subsequently define objectives for the solution artifact. The DSR is carried out in three design cycles including six 

activities based on the method proposed by Peffers et al. (2007). The three design cycles result in a model and an 

instantiation of a pre-ingest workflow, a middleware administration unit (CaPM), and an automated error-handling 

workflow as sub-parts of the solution artifact which is a model and an instantiation of middleware as a whole. In 

addition to addressing automation of pre-ingest workflow, the middleware is a suitable platform for incorporating 

post-access processes developed in the future, with the purpose of automation of many-to-many interactions 

between ISs and DPSs. The middleware is designed to be scalable and adaptive to changes in the environment it 

functions in to ensure long-term consistency of DP activities.  

The solution artifact resulted from the DSR process contributes to the state-of-the-art and practice in the following 

aspects: 

• Compared to the latest solutions and tools such as pre-ingest tool by Lehtonen et al. (2017) and UAM 

(Kärberg, 2016), both of which need to be installed on the user’s system, the middleware is designed and 

implemented as a standalone system that can be hosted in the cloud reducing the complexity of integration 

with the middleware. The integration complexity is further reduced by the middleware using standard 

communication interfaces to communicate with other systems or services making the middleware also 
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adaptable to changes or upgrades in the environment it is functioning in. Such capability of the 

middleware in handling many-to-many interactions goes beyond what was introduced in SHAMAN 

(2010) and Protage (2008) projects.  

• To compare the middleware solution for pre-ingest in this thesis with similar recent solutions (Kärberg, 

2015; Lehtonen et al., 2017), automation capabilities are promoted by the middleware especially for the 

preservation of complex digital content (e.g. databases, workflows), automatic execution of the pre-ingest 

workflow, handling occurrence of an error in the pre-ingest workflow, or in case of a need for using 

multiple external digital preservation solutions or services.  

• The administrative unit in the middleware (CaPM) monitors the execution of workflows and can update 

or abort a workflow path if needed. Automation of such functionalities has not been applied in previous 

tools (Andersson et al., 2011; e.g. Kärberg, 2015; Lehtonen et al., 2017; NLZ, 2017). In case of an error 

in the pre-ingest workflow, the aborted workflow will automatically be replaced by an error-handling 

workflow with compensation action, increasing the level of automation while being a new approach for 

handling errors in automated pre-ingest workflow with side-effects. This approach for handling errors in 

the pre-ingest workflow as it is designed and implemented has not been considered or applied in other 

existing solutions. 

• CaPM can also contribute to the current stream of research on decisions making regarding preservation 

planning and strategies by providing logged data about the digital objects passing through the middleware 

that can be used in the process of decision making. 

The knowledge gained by conducting the DSR in this thesis is presented in the form of five Design Principles as 

prescriptive statements of what artifact to build and how to build such an artifact for a purpose similar to that of 

this research. The DPs emerged from either the objectives for the solution of a design cycle or learning during 

design practice, each of them pointing out what actions the middleware performs or permits to its environment, 

adapting the concept of affordance (Chandra Kruse et al., 2015; Seidel et al., 2018) in the formulation of DPs. The 

DPs are listed as below: 

DP1. Provide rule-based definition of workflow execution path so that the middleware affords IS to implement 

their preservation policy and metadata extraction requirements. 

DP2. Provide capability of executing alternative workflow routes so that the middleware affords IS to ensure a 

successful encapsulation and submission of SIP. 

DP3. Provide features for gathering preservation data in the middleware so that the middleware affords 

preservation planning support. 

DP4. Provide an automated error-handling workflow with compensating action so that the middleware affords to 

minimize manual intervention in case of errors in a workflow. 

DP5. Provide capability of executing concurrent workflows so that the middleware affords IS and DPS many-to-

many interactions via the middleware. 

A middleware with automated activities between ISs and DPSs in itself does not guarantee automation of 

interactions between the two systems. Automation of interactions between IS and DPS is still a challenge since 

human intervention is necessary for the configuration of middleware workflows and taking care of the preservation 

administration process. More importantly, since a machine is not “allowed” to make decisions to delete a digital 

object or define new metadata types, full automation seems close to impossible. In contemporary research, IS-DPS 

integration may continue to develop tailored solutions for more automated pre-ingest and post-access workflows. 

However, in addition to improvements to pre-ingest and post-access processes in integration between IS and DPS, 

the research efforts should pursue systematically towards more generic solutions to support the overall preservation 

management as well. Therefore, promoting the intelligence of automated processes to ease the tasks of preservation 

administration and reduce human intervention will remain important for further research. 

The artifact designed and developed in this study carries some limitations regarding information security aspects 

and automation. There is a need for applying security mechanisms for digital content when transferred from IS to 

middleware for the authenticity of content on-hold during middleware’s process. DPSs are required to carry out 

procedures to authorize and secure the authenticity of content, services, and users they are interacting with, together 

with protecting intellectual property rights and privacy (Lavoie and Dempsey, 2004). Such issues need to be 

considered in the design and implementation of the middleware processes as well, however, lacking in the solution 

of this research.  Also, it is of great importance to verify that the digital content to be transferred from IS to 

middleware is in accordance with its respective submission agreement specifications before the transfer takes 
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place.   submission agreement has an essential role in making decisions regarding what processes are going to be 

executed on a digital object. The variety of potential content types and their process requirements for transfer to 

the middleware may lead to more specific submission agreements that impose conditions not yet considered in this 

study.  

This thesis opens some new avenues for further research some of which are mentioned as following. One 

significant addition to the artifact of this study is developing an automatic workflow for post-access in the 

middleware to prepare the preserved information that is fetched from a DPS for re-use. This study provided a 

middleware as a suitable platform to embed such workflow with the particular benefit of extracting additional 

types of metadata at pre-ingest (paper 3) that could improve the access experience of digital objects by far. 

However, since the many-to-many IS-DPS integration developed in this study in only from IS to DPS (pre-ingest), 

to make bi-directional interactions between the two systems achievable, the post-access workflow must be 

available in the other direction. The post-access procedures in the middleware mainly include setting up a digital 

object from DPS according to its metadata, re-create the experience of the original digital object, and make it 

available to its designated community within an IS. 

The challenges for research and development of automated pre-ingest solutions for many-to-many interaction 

between ISs and DPSs are addressed based on the experimental tests conducted in the context of the ForgetIT 

project. 
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Abstract. The fields of long-term digital preservation (DP) and enterprise
content management (ECM) have remained, until recently, rather separated.
Along with increasing amounts of digital content and evolving DP services, there
is a need for maximal automation of preservation processes from ECM systems
instead of continuing current resource-consuming practices. This paper aims at a
design problem definition on the integration of ECM and DP solutions. In order
to motivate and to define the problem in more detail, we conducted a review on
ECM and DP literatures touching the issue. The review reveals a research gap
addressing a need for designing new middleware solutions for interactive
processes between ECM and DP. We suggest a general-level model of three such
processes between ECM and DP: preservation administration, pre-ingest, and
access. The article concludes with avenues for future research on novel solutions
for integrating DP with contemporary ECM and other information systems in
organizations.

Keywords: Long-term digital preservation · Enterprise content management ·
System integration

1 Introduction

The field of digital preservation (DP) focuses on keeping digital information objects,
which involve benefit for organizations and the society [9], to be ready for access and
use over “long periods” of time [9, 27]. DP includes the tasks of maintaining the semantic
meaning of the digital object and its content, its provenance and authenticity, and
retaining information about contexts of information production and use [39]. A “long
period” here means “[a] period of time long enough for there to be concern about impacts
of changing technologies, including support for new media and data formats” [9, p. 1-1].
The related topics of research and development include DP strategies [30, 34, 39],
systems, solutions and services [46], and processes to preserve digital information
objects [23]. Beyond the sectors with long traditions of information preservation, such
as (mostly governmental) archiving institutions, culture institutions, and libraries, the
penetration of digital preservation practices is still low and few organizations are willing
to use resources on the preservation activities [39]. Therefore, also research on digital
preservation in organizational contexts in the field of information systems is still in its
infancy [7, 49]. At the same time, the issue of digital preservation is emerging especially
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in the field of e-government [11]. For example, in Sweden alone, investments in elec‐
tronic archiving solutions and services including 117 state-level government organiza‐
tions are expected to rise up to between 1,1 and 1,7 billion SEK between 2014 and 2016
[40], while this estimate does not cover the rest of Swedish state-level organizations or
municipalities and regions, which have similar challenges [38].

While the amount of digital content to be preserved expands, the diversity of methods
to capture, store and organize the content for preservation raises a challenging problem
[42]. Moreover, modern preservation tasks may involve rather complex digital objects,
such as relational databases [18], advanced product data and models [22] and even whole
workflows with business semantics [30, 34]. As a result, modern preservation systems
need to operationalize both advanced data models for the content to-be-preserved and
rich (and varying) models for managing metadata, i.e., add-on data about the content [9]
itself. Hence, current information systems and their repositories rarely, if ever, provide
methods for automated preservation workflows or support for preservation metadata. This
makes digital preservation, still, a manual and labor-intensive task [42]. This issue is right
now rather acute among governmental organizations, which plan for intermediate
digital preservation repositories and jointly developed electronic archiving services
[11, 45]. However, manual or tailored preservation of the rapidly increasing volumes of
digital content has already become practically unsustainable [32] and digital preservation
should thus be as transparent and automated as possible. Tailored preservation projects
from contemporary information systems to preservation services are also costly. For
example, it is estimated that each one-time preservation project to transform information
from an enterprise system to a DP solution will cost between 100 and 400 kSEK [39].
While an example from ten Swedish municipalities alone revealed hundreds of systems
from which such preservation project would be needed sooner or later, a need for inno‐
vative solutions for automated preservation from organizational information systems to
DP solutions is obvious [39].

Aiming for such automation causes a need to develop the contemporary information
systems as well. In the field of information systems, enterprise content management
(ECM) has been suggested as an integrative concept of information management, which
highlights the management of structured, semi-structured, and unstructured information
content altogether [23, 37, 44, 49]. While longer-term issues of information preservation,
such as records management and archiving, have sometimes been mentioned as areas
of enterprise content management [e.g. 49], actual digital preservation challenges have
been largely left out from the ECM research discussions and frameworks [49]. The same
applies also vice versa [25] – the prevailing standards for digital preservation, such as
the OAIS (Open Archival Information System) reference model [9], address little, if at
all, the issue of integration between information systems and digital preservation. In
order to contribute to this gap of research and development between ECM and digital
preservation [25, 49], our study focuses on reviewing and summarizing existing
academic research on the problem of integrating digital preservation with ECM systems.
Below, we will discuss about literature on ECM and digital preservation which has
suggested at least partial concepts, models and solutions to this issue. We form a general-
level model for conceptualizing the problem further and relate the existing pieces of
research to the model. As such, this article represents a literature-based problem
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identification and motivation phase of a wider design research project [35] developing
synergetic solutions for digital preservation from ECM systems to DP services [1, 17].

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The next section elaborates our
understanding of the current gap between ECM and DP giving motivation for our
research. Section 3 declares the literature review method and Sect. 4 describes the
resulting integrative general-level model between ECM and preservation systems.
Section 5 discusses about the contributions of the review and outlines potential areas of
future research. Section 6 concludes the article.

2 Background: Gap Between ECM and DP

In the field of ECM, preservation and records management are mentioned as relevant
functional areas of interest from early on [49]. However, preservation issues have rarely
been demonstrated or evaluated as parts of the reported cases of implemented ECM
systems [20] or analysis methods [51]. In the reviews on the field of ECM, digital pres‐
ervation of enterprise content is barely visible [2, 20, 21].

From the viewpoint of digital preservation, Korb and Strodl [25] have identified and
highlighted gaps between ECM systems and OAIS-compliant preservation systems. On
one hand, the OAIS reference model does not determine how other information systems
are technically supposed to interact with preservation systems. As human intervention
in digital preservation decreases, most of the actions to preserve and to utilize preserved
information are expected to take place automatically, and most likely initiated through
actively used ECM systems. On the other hand, ECM systems still need to be prepared
for integration to DP services because such integration does not readily exist [25].

Moreover, contemporary ECM systems provide little or no preservation planning
functionalities [25]. It remains unclear how to integrate the long-term preservation plan‐
ning with administration of ECM systems. In records management, records need to be
migrated over time to new media and sometimes to new formats. In ECM-related records
management systems, migration has mostly taken place in the form of migration of data
from one storage medium to another, and focused less on the problem of migrating file-
formats when the old ones have become obsolete due to a change in an ECM system
[25]. Hence, there is a gap between the administration of ECM systems in relation to
preservation services. In ECM systems the functions which capture content to the system
often also gather metadata (automatically, in a few systems). However, the capture
functions of ECM systems rarely, if at all, provide metadata for preservation, which
could be utilized later on by a preservation system [25]. While an ECM system has
captured and collected context-related metadata, the digital preservation system needs
to add it to the preservation-related metadata [25]. This should be based on preservation
planning and administration policies [15]. The preservation system needs to store
descriptive metadata separately from the actual content. In ECM systems, these are often
tightly coupled [25]. Moreover, ECM systems are rather integrated in the organizational
IT-infrastructure [20, 33], while preservation services often are less intertwined with the
operational systems [13]. Organizational information systems and external preservation
services thus also lack administrative alignment [25].
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Figure 1 illustrates this gap. On the ECM side, Fig. 1 depicts the general-level func‐
tional areas of an ECM system [20, 44]. Access relates to channels and functions of
accessing an ECM system for information retrieval. The ECM process usually includes
further elements of workflow management, collaboration, and data analysis. The service
component includes capture, management, use, and publication functionalities. Finally,
the repository component involves auditing support, content storage, metadata,
taxonomy, and version management functionalities [20].

Fig. 1. Gap between ECM and DP

In OAIS-compliant preservation systems, the ingest component represents a collec‐
tion of tasks that together have the responsibility for accepting submitted information
package and preparing it for storage in archive [29]. Currently, creation, configuration
and transfer of information packages from enterprise systems to the OAIS-compliant
ingest function requires tailor-made and relatively expensive projects [38, 39]. Services
by which users of an archive locate the information that resides in archival storage,
request it, and receive delivery, are managed by access process [19, 27]. Data manage‐
ment and archival storage are responsible for maintenance of databases of descriptive
metadata and management of long-term storage, respectively [27]. Data management
also manages the administrative data that supports OAIS’s internal functionality [27].
Preservation planning arranges OAIS’s preservation strategy [28]. Finally, archival
administration is needed to coordinate tasks of the five above-mentioned processes, in
addition to manage OAIS’s daily operations [27].

As indicated above, the gap between ECM and DP systems has been identified in
the literature [25] but the problem has remained largely unsolved. However, a few
potential parts and elements of workflow solutions that provide seeds for better inte‐
gration of ECM and preservation in a few domains have been suggested. This initial
observation provided us a further motivation for conducting a literature review to collect
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the pieces of research related to interaction between ECM systems and DP into an inte‐
grative, general-level framework, which will be presented below.

3 Literature Review Process

We conducted a literature review with the following question in mind: What
processes and solutions for integration between ECM and DP systems have been
discussed and suggested? Aiming at identifying the relevant literature for our
purpose, we followed the review approach introduced by Webster and Watson [52].
We investigated literature and articles in such areas as digital preservation workflow
and content management, looking for discussions about integration of ECM systems
into DP systems. We obtained a list of relevant scholarly articles through three
stages, each starting by a search session. We chose Google scholar as the search
engine due to the multi-disciplinary nature of the area of study allowing us to access
multiple journals and conference proceedings from different research areas at the
same time. Search for articles, identifying relevant articles, and making the concept
matrix has been done by one of the authors and the results have been discussed with
other authors in group at every stage in the process.

First, we searched the literature by using such words as “content management
system” (657 hits), “enterprise content management” (195 hits), and “long term digital
preservation” (87 hits) as keywords in the title of articles since year 2000. Out of these,
we identified 15 as useful. We identified an article as useful if it contained information
about one or more of the following issues: DP components, ECM components, DP
components in relation to ECM and the other way around. We first read the abstract and
conclusion of an article. In case that those parts were unclear, we read the whole text.
The first review round led us to identify an additional number of keywords that we found
relevant to our topic. On the second search session, we used a similar procedure and
identified 14 useful articles (out of 84 hits) when the additional keywords were “digital
preservation workflow” (9 hits), “digital preservation architecture” (16 hits), and “digital
preservation metadata” (59 hits). Finally, we identified 10 useful articles with such
keywords as “digital preservation management” (71 hits) and “digital preservation
outsourcing” (1 hit). We added recent European research projects on digital preservation
that were identified by Strodl et al. [46] where they tried to consider all major contri‐
butions of the recent research projects in the area of digital preservation. While the major
proportion of the “preservation workflow” articles focused on the digital preservation
workflows inside an OAIS–compliant archival system, being thus outside of our scope
and therefore excluded, we found altogether 39 articles and project reports (among the
hits with the above-mentioned keywords) that focus on interaction between archival
services and ECM. In total, our review includes articles that are published at latest in
September 2013.

Referring to the OAIS reference model [9] and the functional areas of ECM [20],
we identified seven thematic areas of interaction between DP and ECM systems to
organize our analysis (Preservation administration, Repository, Pre-ingest, Ingest;
Access (in DP), Access (middleware), and Access (ECM) (Table 1). We followed also
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the idea introduced by the Protage [41] and SHAMAN projects [e.g. 6], which have
reported conceptual frameworks and prototypes for middleware to be placed between
preservation services and ECM systems. We categorized each of the two processes that
lead interactions from ECM to a DP system, and back, under “Communication from
ECM to DP” and “Communication from DP to ECM” (Table 1), respectively. We
continued to identify the scopes of suggested contributions in each article. To create the
concept matrix [52] of our review, we analyzed each article or report and labeled each
according to the type of the suggested contribution as our analysis suggested. Twelve
articles simply mentioned (Men) one or more areas of our interest without addressing
much scrutiny on solutions or challenges. Furthermore, we identified articles repre‐
senting a literature review (Rev) on one or more areas of interaction, or propositions
(Prop) for, methods (Meth) of, models (Mod) of, applications (App) for, or evaluations
(Eval) of suggested solutions (Table 1).

4 Results

In this section, we suggest first a model for interaction between ECM and DP. Secondly,
we provide an overview on current solutions, models, and suggestions for the problem
based on the reviewed articles and reports. As depicted in Table 1, many of the contri‐
butions in the literature remain at the level of the mention, while only a few of them
introduce a model or method, and only one runs an evaluation of current models. More‐
over, we found only 13 academic journal articles related to these issues, while the major
part of the literature consists of technical conference and workshop papers (19) or plain
project reports (7). Altogether, this addresses the relative immaturity of academic liter‐
ature on the problem.

As mentioned above, we follow the idea of Protage [41] and SHAMAN [6] projects
for a middleware to be placed between preservation services and ECM Systems. For
example, the SHAMAN [6], project, Lavoie and Dempsey [27] and Wittek and Daranyi
[54] define and discuss about processes and sets of preservation activities that would
either precede the ingest process or succeed the access to preserved information in an
OAIS-compliant preservation system. We called such processes as pre-ingest and access
(middleware), respectively.

In addition, we identified a group of processes that are needed for management of
communications between ECM and DP, and we decided to name this group of
processes as preservation administration (Fig. 2). Altogether, we thus suggest three
areas of interactive processes, which a middleware between ECM and DP needs to
support. Figure 2 illustrates on a general level how our suggested middleware’s
processes are supposed to communicate with the components of ECM and DP. SIP
(submission information package) is an information package that is delivered by the
producer of information to the preservation system [9]. DIP (dissemination information
package) is an information package that is sent by an archive to a consumer in response
to a request to the preservation system [9].
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Table 1. Concept matrix, categorization of literature

Article Interaction between DP and ECM 

Preservation
administration

Communication from ECM to DP Communication from DP to ECM

Repository
Pre-
Ingest

Ingest
Access
[DP]

Access
[middleware]

Access 

[1]
[ECM]

Prop
[3]

Prop
App

[5]
App

[6]
Prop
App App App App

[7]
App

[8]
Prop

Mod
[9]

Mod
Mod

[10]
Mod

App Men
[12]

Men
App App

[13]
App
Mod

[14]
Mod

Men
[16]

Men
Men Men Men Men

[18]
Men

Prop
[20]

Prop
Rev & 
Mod

Rev & 

[21]
Mod

Mod
[22]

Mod
Men Men

[23]
Men

Men
[24]

Men

[25]
Prop

[26]
Men
App App

[27]
Men

App & 
Meth

App & 

[29]
Meth

App, & 

[30]
Eval

Men
[31]

Men

[32]
Mod

Mod Mod Mod
[34]

Mod
Mod

[36]
Mod

Men Mod
[39]

Mod
Men

[41]
Men

[42]
Mod
Mod Mod

[43]
Mod

Men Men
[45]

Men
Prop Prop Men

[46]
Prop

Men Men Men Men
[48]

Men
Men Men

[49]
Men
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The three areas of middleware processes, namely preservation administration, pre-
ingest, and access, should automate interactions between ECM systems and DP services
to the extent possible. When information is communicated from ECM to DP, a piece of
information starts its journey from repository in an ECM system through pre-ingest in
the middleware, which prepares the information for preservation and sends a SIP
forward to the ingest component of digital preservation. On the way back, the access
component of the preservation system packs the information object and metadata to a
DIP which the middleware access function delivers to the access function of ECM. In
addition to the ingest and access processes, we also need to plan and administrate for
integrating (potentially more than one) ECM systems with (potentially more than one)
preservation services [4]. In the following, current research on these areas of interactive
processes is declared in more detail.

Pre-Ingest. DP research has mainly focused on particular techniques for packaging and
ingesting information into a digital preservation system. However, less research has
covered preparations for the ingest process before the preservation system would take
over the SIP. As shown in Table 1, 17 out of 39 reviewed articles relate to processes and
tasks of pre-ingest. Three articles suggest a model or method aiming for an enhancement
in this area, two articles report an application developed for pre-ingest purposes, whereas
12 articles stay at the level of reflecting on existing literature. In the field of ECM, we
need to keep in mind that contemporary ECM systems provide little, if any, support for
producing preservation description information and implementing longer-term preser‐
vation appraisal in the active production/storage systems [25]. The content management
interoperability (CMIS) standard [8], however, provides a specification for sharing
information objects between ECM repositories, which could be potentially usable also
in connection to DP services.

Fig. 2. Model for interaction between ECM and DP
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In the field of DP, a few targeted and automated techniques have been developed to
extract preservation metadata from particular types of content [e.g. 29]. The PAIMAS
standard [9] was created already a decade ago to recommend practices for a producer-
archive interface communications. The definition of “consumer” in PAIMAS refers to
persons or client systems, which implies the necessity of a human actor to interact with
a DP system [9]. The PLANETS project has provided a set of pre-ingest and preservation
workflow support techniques. PLANETS provides also testbeds for pre-ingest processes
and tools for data/metadata management [43]. The SHAMAN project [6] has also
created initial workflow support and tools from creation of objects and context data,
through assembly of objects with metadata to form submission information packages.
In addition, Heutelbeck et al. [22] highlight the definite need for automatic extraction
of metadata and validation of manually entered metadata in the field of engineering and
design. However, as an approach contradicting the goal of full automation, the Prome‐
theus project [12] has continued to develop tools for easing human interaction with
archival services during pre-ingest and ingest workflows, especially for the needs of
libraries.

Access. Alike in the case of ingest, few DP studies address an access concept beyond
the OAIS specification that represents a viewpoint of one archival service or system.
Hence, few studies discuss how other systems could have an integrated access to digital
preservation services in general. At such a general level, Nguyen et al. [32] suggest
architecture of a system of concept servers to enhance scalability and flexibility of access
to differentiated service levels of long-term preservation. As well, ECM systems usually
pay little, if any, explicit attention for receiving and processing DIPs automatically [25].
Altogether, 10 articles (out of 39) discussed the access-related tasks and processes. Three
of those articles develop models for access, whereas the others simply mention or discuss
about the area at a more general level.

The CMIS standard [8] provides several useful specifications for enhancing access
between ECM repositories. As above in the context of pre-ingest, CMIS can also become
a potential approach to enhance the system integration for access from DP to ECM. After
the early focus on preservation and preservation planning workflows, the SHAMAN
and PLANETS projects have as well provided their own toolsets, such as PLANETS
Digital Object manager, graphical user interfaces and pluggable access components [43]
and SHAMAN’s “Multivalent browser” [6] to access preserved information resources.
SHAMAN also provides tools for “adoption” of objects, including their descriptive
metadata, context metadata, and preservation metadata through a graphical user inter‐
face so that the objects can be processed for reuse [6].

Preservation Administration. As Korb and Strodl [25] addressed, research and devel‐
opment on integrating preservation planning and ECM administration are rare. In order
to make such integration take place, we suggest that an additional middleware element
and a set of tasks for preservation administration are necessary (Fig. 2). This element is
important especially in any environment where one organization could use more than
one DP services. Within our review results, a half of the articles at least mentioned the
issue of preservation administration, whereas 75 % of those remained merely at the level
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of initial conceptual reflections or propositions. Nguyen and Lake [32] and Schmidt et
al. [42] suggest models for interactive processes in this area. Archival storage could be
chosen to be implemented with delayed access and near-line storage or rapid access and
high-performance storage [32]. Content servers could be implemented to function either
just-in-time or to be always active [32]. The decision of the preferred service level
furthermore will impact the actual workflows, tasks, and the experienced seamlessness
of the preservation and access workflows. Here, the design details will depend on the
application demand.

The workflows of preservation planning, administration and policy implementation
have not been comprehensively discussed in the literature. However, we could recognize
a few elements in the previous research which are worth considering while designing
more detailed workflow solutions in the future. The SHAMAN project [6] developed a
preservation management and planning interface to manage the pre-ingest phase. The
PLANETS infrastructure provides a web portal framework that integrates a set of end
user applications with a number of data repositories and a federation of grid/web and
other services [43]. Tarrant et al. [48] discuss about possibilities of connecting the pres‐
ervation planning element of the PLANETS project, Plato, and digital repository inter‐
faces. Laleci et al. [26] introduce a semantic backend for ECM Systems, which could
be useful for creation of relevant ontology mapping between content repositories,
including ontologies for preservation.

All in all, the currently suggested ideas and solutions for pre-ingest, access, and
preservation administration processes between ECM systems and DP remain, at best, at
the level of prototypes which are so far (reportedly) created mainly in research projects
for research purposes. As the analysis of the literature (Table 1) suggests, no single
solution covers all of the necessary processes for integration between ECM and DP.
Especially, it remains unclear how the distribution and execution of the preservation
administration in relation to pre-ingest and access processes should be organized.

5 Discussion

Our review suggests three types of processes needed for integrating ECM systems
with DP services. The review provides an overview on the existing literature. The
literature mostly only mentions issues of ECM-DP integration. Very few research
efforts suggest concrete methods, models, applications, let alone evaluations, and no
suggested method, model or solution so far covers all of the identified integration
aspects (Table 1). The most, if not all, arguments for better integration between ECM
and DP have been provided by the DP scholars. In the field of ECM, DP-related
issues are sometimes mentioned, but the field lacks concrete methods, models and
solutions for proceeding with the integration between ECM and DP. The field of
information systems seems still to largely ignore the research focus on long-term
aspects of information as well.

In addition to addressing the design problem, our work contributes by suggesting a
general-level model for processes and middleware for bridging (potentially many) ECM
systems with (potentially many) preservation services. The model combines the previ‐
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ously separated perspectives of DP and ECM. The previous literature has mainly focused
on the DP side of the model (Table 1). For example, Nguyen, Lake and Huber [31],
focus on increasing flexibility and scalability of a DP solution in itself. We argue for a
need to go beyond the plain focus on preservation and add to the scalability and flexibility
of all interactions that are needed between ECM and DP. Our work also highlights that
in addition to focusing on archival administration inside one OAIS-compliant DP solu‐
tion [9], preservation administration as a whole needs to become an intermediary
process that will need to “plug-and-play” among potentially several information systems
and DP services over time. One organization can, on one hand, use many DP services,
while, on the other hand, a particular preservation service can accept submissions and
access requests from several ECM applications [3]. The suggested middleware to
support such processes should be able to link preservation administration, pre-ingest
and access among ECM systems and DP services as seamlessly as possible in the future.
This represents a new design challenge in the field of digital preservation.

As such, the identified design challenge suggests a complementary view also to our
understanding of ECM functionality [20, 47] by addressing the need for making a clear
distinction between contemporary content management repositories and long-term DP
solutions. That is, we suggest that a separate logical layer of “long-term digital preser‐
vation” going beyond the simple repository or storage component should be added to
the functional ECM frameworks and architectures, such as the one proposed by Grahl‐
mann et al. [20]. Our work also addresses the need for designing preferably standardized
solutions for integrating and interfacing the DP layer to the repository and access layers
[20] of operational ECM solutions.

Designs of specific solutions for pre-ingest, access and preservation administration
processes depend a lot on the actual domain of information and the related metadata
standards and models. Hence, the subsequent development may require several appli‐
cation processing interfaces between the middleware and particular types of ECM and
other information systems. Having that in mind, and to provide impetus for the devel‐
opment of more detailed studies in digital preservation field, we suggest a stream of
design research related to such middleware in the future.

Hence, our study altogether suggests a motivation and problem definition for a signif‐
icant and timely design research program [35] on ECM-DP integration and supporting
middleware. We suggest that future design research and development efforts of such
middleware should focus on the challenges of linking several ECM systems to several DP
services since the need for implementing this many-to-many system interaction pattern is
ultimately expected. Specific integration and interaction challenges between particular
types of content production systems and digital preservation services create another path
for future research. In addition to “ordinary” ECM systems, we may also need to preserve
data from other organizational information systems, for example, product life-cycle
management (PLM) systems [53], enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems [45], engi‐
neering systems [22] or e-health systems. Information systems and DP systems will both
change over time. A stream of future research should thus aim at solving challenges and
design issues for seamless integration and enhanced automation related to continuing
management of changes in information systems and preservation services [1]. This issue
is addressed, e.g., in a large, on-going European design research project [17].
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Our review has also its limitations. A closer technical evaluation of the software
prototypes and evaluation results was not in focus within this review. More detailed
models of tasks and workflow implementations and analyses of the existing partial
solutions within the particular functional areas need still to be conducted. We aim at
creating a more detailed task list under each of the process types of our preliminary
model. Actual implementation of the middleware will still need considerable design
research and development efforts. Another shortcoming is our dominating focus on the
academic literature. Specialized vendors of ECM systems and cloud-based preservation
services may already provide solutions for the interaction between information systems
and preservation services, which are not covered by our review.

Plain construction of middleware between DP and ECM per se guarantees no
automation of system interaction. Even in the near future, interactions between ECM
and DP will remain challenging without a human actor who is in charge of config‐
uring the middleware workflows and, especially, taking care of the preservation
administration process. In contemporary practice, this requires rather expensive and
tailored projects [38]. In the contemporary research prototypes, the integrations will
still continue to be developed in a tailored manner for a while in order to create the
first pilots of more automated pre-ingest and access workflows. Several inter-system
queries, such as a request generated by ECM for deletion of an object in an archive,
may still need to be checked by a human intermediary. However, alongside the first
prototypes for better integration of pre-ingest and access between ECM and DP, the
research efforts should pursue systematically towards more generic solutions to
support the overall preservation management as well. Addition of intelligence to
automated processes or services that could ease tasks of preservation administration
and decrease human intervention thus continues to be an important subject for
further research.

6 Conclusion

The rapidly increasing amount of digital content that needs to be preserved and accessed
over long time poses new challenges for system integration between enterprise content
management and long-term digital preservation systems. Enterprise content manage‐
ment and digital preservation have been so far established as relatively separate research
fields, whereas the need for integrating organizational content management and digital
preservation services in practice has started to emerge. To concretize and to position the
problem in relation to contemporary research, we identified and analyzed 39 articles and
suggested a general-level model of ECM-DP interactions based on the literature. The
model conceptualizes a novel design problem and argues further for three types of inter‐
action processes which need to exist between ECM and DP systems (From ECM to DP,
From DP to ECM, and preservation administration). Based on the model, we propose
five avenues for future research and development:

• middleware which could connect (potentially many) ECM systems and (potentially
many) DP systems to each other with increasingly automated functionality of pre-
ingest, access, and preservation administration,
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• standardized interfaces to integrate the DP layer architecturally to the repository and
access layers [20] of ECM,

• solutions for integrated interactions among DP services and also other types of
systems than traditional ECM, such as ERP, engineering, PLM, and e-health systems,

• solutions and practices for preservation administration to manage changes that will
take place unavoidably in information systems and DP services over time in order to
sustain the established system interactions, and

• intelligence and automation to decrease hitherto necessary human intervention in
ingest, access and preservation administration among information systems and DP
services.

As modern DP systems and services need to deal with rapidly increasing amounts of
digital content and increasingly complex and heterogeneous digital objects, such as
relational databases, product data, and digital workflows, the design research and devel‐
opment efforts on enhanced interactions between digital preservation and information
systems will remain as a non-trivial field within the foreseeable future.
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Abstract
Purpose – This paper aims to automate pre-ingest workflow for preserving digital content, such as records,
through middleware that integrates potentially many information systems with potentially several
alternative digital preservation services.
Design/methodology/approach – This design research approach resulted in a design for model- and
component-based software for such workflow. A proof-of-concept prototype was implemented and
demonstrated in context of a European research project, ForgetIT.
Findings – The study identifies design issues of automated pre-ingest for digital preservation while using
middleware as a design choice for this purpose. The resulting model and solution suggest functionalities and
interaction patterns based on open interface protocols between the source systems of digital content, middleware
and digital preservation services. The resulting workflow automates the tasks of fetching digital objects from the
source system with metadata extraction, preservation preparation and transfer to a selected preservation service.
The proof-of-concept verified that the suggested model for pre-ingest workflow and the suggested component
architecture was technologically implementable. Future research and development needs to include new
solutions to support context-aware preservation management with increased support for configuring submission
agreements as a basis for dynamic automation of pre-ingest andmore automated error handling.
Originality/value – The paper addresses design issues for middleware as a design choice to support
automated pre-ingest in digital preservation. The suggested middleware architecture supports many-to-many
relationships between the source information systems and digital preservation services through open
interface protocols, thus enabling dynamic digital preservation solutions for records management.

Keywords Workflow, Middleware, Long-term digital preservation

Paper type Technical paper

Introduction
Pre-ingest is the preparatory stage for transferring digital records from information systems
(ISs) to one or more long-term digital preservation systems (DPS) (Kärberg, 2015). During
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this stage, contents are prepared to comply with the requirements of the ingest function of
an archival system (CCSDS, 2012) that receives the preserved content in a DPS. The pre-
ingest phase is crucial because it affects all subsequent preservation activities (CCSDS,
2012). However, preparing digital content for submission to a long-term preservation
repository requires both time and effort. Content producers are often reluctant to make
investments to meet detailed preservation and submission guidelines, while incomplete
information and insufficient metadata documentation are causing excessive costs on the
side of archives (Rosenthal et al., 2005). A manual approach to pre-ingest is not a suitable
strategy for preservation of digital material in the long term (Ross, 2012). Producers of
digital records and preservation organizations need to co-operate for long-term digital
preservation (DP), aided by tools that automatically capture metadata and support the
appraisal process (Hedstrom et al., 2008). While the literature addressed the issue of pre-
ingest automation a while ago, projects to develop pre-ingest tools and elements of
varyingly automated solutions started to emerge not before the mid-2010s (Päivärinta et al.,
2015; Kärberg, 2016; Lehtonen et al., 2017).

Lehtonen et al. (2017), in context of establishing a national DP service in Finland,
addressed the need for developing modular, flexibly modifiable and easy-to-integrate pre-
ingest workflows, to receive digital content from several producer organizations and their
potentially many ISs. Moreover, the employed DPSs will change over time as well (Afrasiabi
Rad et al., 2014). That is, a DP solution should help to configure, automate, and manage DP
workflows in a context of potentially many-to-many integrations needed to bridge ISs
producing digital content and long-term DPSs. Päivärinta et al. (2015) suggested an overall
conceptual model for a supporting middleware for such a context and denoted the design
problem of supporting automation of information transfer from ISs to DPSs and vice versa.
The objective of this research is to develop and demonstrate a workflow in such middleware
for automating pre-ingest tasks in the context of (potentially) many-to-many interactions
between ISs and DPSs. This paper presents the designed three main functionalities of the
suggested pre-ingest solution: selecting digital objects from a source system in harmony
with automated fetching mechanisms for preserved materials, preservation preparation
with automated metadata extraction and creation and transfer of submission information
packages (SIPs; for standard definitions according to terminology of the Open Archival
Information System (OAIS) model (CCSDS, 2012). The future challenges for research and
development of automated pre-ingest solutions are addressed based on the experimental
tests conducted in context of the ForgetIT project (Gallo et al., 2018). The key contributions
include a proof-of-concept for a solution for the above-mentioned three functionalities with
identified design challenges, software components and their interaction patterns.

In the remainder of the paper, we first outline the related work on pre-ingest solutions
after which we introduce the major design issues and challenges given in the project that
formed the basis for our work. Thereafter, the paper reports design of the pre-ingest
architecture and workflow describing the interaction patterns between its software
components with the results of preliminary tests. The paper rounds up with a discussion on
the contributions and future research.

Related work
With an increasing amount, size and complexity of digital content, it is not feasible to
manually deal with the preparation of material for DP, considering the cost of staff as well
as the complexity of manual processes (Ross, 2012; Kärberg, 2016; Lehtonen et al., 2017).
Therefore, there is a need for automating the pre-ingest processes while involving archiving
staff only when a human decision is necessary (Hedges et al., 2009).
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As a fundament for developing solutions for preserving digital content transferred from
other ISs, standardization efforts for metadata and interchange of digital formats have
enabled the development of interoperable DP solutions. The producer-archive interface
specification (PAIS 2006) is a standard for formally defining the process of transferring
digital information objects between data producer and archive. PAIS is a concrete
implementation of the main part of the formal definition phase and the transfer phase
defined in PAIMAS (Huc et al., 2004). The main contribution of PAIS is a definition of an
abstract SIP but it still requires specific mapping to metadata standards used by the
receiving archives, such as PREMIS (PREMIS working group, 2015), MODS (Guenther,
2003) andMETS (McDonough, 2006).

Several works suggest the need for automating the early stages of the preservation
process. A number of early efforts aimed to support extraction of metadata (Ross and
Hedstrom, 2005; Greenberg et al., 2005; Ross and Kim, 2005) whereas typically neglecting
other tasks of pre-ingest workflows (Kärberg, 2016). The Chronopolis project (Hutt et al.,
2008) represents an early effort for developing preservation metadata in a grid-based
preservation system. The project suggested a workflowmodel for determining the materials
to deposit, agreeing on the submission format, and establishing source and transfer
mechanisms. The Chronopolis pre-ingest workflow allows the submitted data to be non-
compliant with the standardized SIP definitions (Hutt et al., 2008). The PROTAGE
(Preservation Organizations using Tools in Agent Environments) project identified issues in
the pre-ingest phase among agencies and archives to facilitate their work, automated
metadata creation and extraction, use of automated tools and standards, automation in
creation of submission packages, and support in the appraisal and transfer processes (de la
Rosa et al., 2009). The idea of PROTAGE was to link digital objects to long-term DP
processes by using agent-based software technology (Hägerfors et al., 2009). The
PROTAGE agent prototype did not gain momentum for further development because of its
technical complexity (Kärberg, 2016).

The Estonian National Archives created a pre-ingest tool, the universal archiving module
(UAM), that allows archivists in government agencies to prepare digital records for
archiving. The UAM resides in the archivist’s computer and supports format identification
and characterization, automatic generation of file level metadata and migration (Kärberg,
2016). CAST is another pre-ingest tool designed to collect websites and support a semi-
automated delivery process of submission packages between a producer and an archive
(Andersson et al., 2011). Recently, Lehtonen et al. (2017) described a pre-ingest tool aiming at
modular and flexible workflow configuration in context of delivering digital content to a
Finnish national solution for DP. Both Kärberg (2016) and Lehtonen et al. (2017) address
emergence of tools for creating SIPs for different kinds of long-term preservation
repositories since mid-2010s. The examples include such software as RODA-in (Kaljuvee
et al., 2017), Rosetta SIP Factory (NLZ, 2017), and the DURAARK Workbench UI
(DURAARK, 2017). However, the workflows of the previous solutions have been regarded
as either monolithic or narrow, i.e. not easily configurable for changing source system
contexts or target services or complex (Kärberg, 2016; Lehtonen et al., 2017). The Estonian
UAM tool (Kärberg, 2015) needs to be installed on the computer of the agencies delivering
records to the national archive, while the Finnish solution (Lehtonen et al., 2017) takes good
steps towards configuring pre-ingest workflows to be integrated between the Finnish
national archive and many source organizations and systems with a modular solution for
metadata extraction.

Additional implementation and evaluation efforts are needed to improve functionality
and automation level of pre-ingest methods and tools for long term preservation of records
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beyond the solutions of the national archives – to cover parts of the pre-ingest workflow
beyond the task of metadata extraction and to be possible to integrate dynamically also with
potentially varying service providers of DP.

Design
Design challenges
This paper relates to the ForgetIT project that focused on DP issues of organizational and
personal knowledge and suggested mechanisms for managing forgetting and
contextualized remembering of digital information (Kanhabua et al., 2013a, 2013b; Niederee
et al., 2015; Gallo et al., 2018). The project involved both academic and industrial European
partners, with the budget of ca. e9m in 2013-2016. (For more detail, see www.forgetit-project.
eu/). The task of our research group, as a part of the project, was to develop support for
smooth transition of digital content from ISs to DPSs (Andersson et al., 2015) under the
overall object of synergetic preservation that aimed at development of new solutions for
“smooth bi-directional transitions” of knowledge between active use of information and
management of DP. However, because of the inherent long-term perspective of preservation
related solutions, the aim was not to build a strongly integrated, monolithic system for
transition workflows, but rather a middleware solution based on dynamically interacting
components on which pre-ingest workflow can be configured.

This development took place simultaneously with, but independently from, the work by
Lehtonen et al. (2017), who also address the importance of modularity and component-based
software solutions for pre-ingest automation. The well-known benefits of component-based
software design include the increased reuse of software at the component level, more flexible
further development and maintenance of the component-based system, decreased
production cost and shorter implementation cycles (Lau and Wang, 2007). The middleware-
orientation in our design is needed to establish a hub between potentially many source
systems with potentially more than one DP services (Afrasiabi Rad et al., 2014; Päivärinta
et al., 2015). Such design is needed to avoid the “spaghetti” structure (Smith and McKeen,
2002) that would result from point-to-point, rigid integrations directly between many source
systems and DPSs. That is, we reasoned for developing a messaging middleware solution
that would allow systems to interface to the integration broker, each, which would also
perform such additional functionalities as metadata packaging, messaging logic and
management of the transactions among the integrated systems and DP services (Smith and
McKeen, 2002; Lam, 2005).

One challenge in automated pre-ingest is to decide which digital objects are candidates
for preservation. Not every object in a collection needs preservation, such as outdated
documents, duplicated images, or images of low quality. Another approach is to do an
evaluation based on the use of a digital resource. If a digital resource has remained unused
for a specified time, it might be a candidate for long-term preservation. However, other
factors such as assessment of the topicality of a digital resource, computation of its usage
patterns, or other digital objects related to it, could also influence that decision (Kanhabua
et al., 2013a, 2013b). Thus, to detect and distinguish important from unimportant objects,
textual and visual analysis techniques are needed (Mezaris et al., 2014). A key design
challenge from our viewpoint was to make the pre-ingest workflow able to interact
dynamically with software components (developed by other partners of the ForgetIT
project) monitoring the transition of preservation value (PV) of potentially targeted
information objects.

Another major issue is to determine the scope and specification of metadata added to an
archival unit. Contextual metadata could be both manually added at the IS side or
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automatically extracted from digital objects. Context information can be described in a
variety of dimensions such as who, when, where or in other dimensions such as topic, entity
space (persons, organizations, events) and document space (related objects) (Ceroni et al.,
2014).

Other design issues and challenges included the use of metadata standards, use of
established transfer protocols, monitoring the use of DP services and developing a strategy
that manages changes in themiddleware and in DPS over time (Afrasiabi Rad et al., 2014).

While the overall reference model of the ForgetIT results is described in Gallo et al.
(2018), this paper focuses on issue of pre-ingest automation in particular, taking the above-
mentioned pre-requisites into account. A summarized list of initial design challenges that
need to be addressed by the middleware thus included (Andersson et al., 2015):

� automated selection and fetching of candidate content for preservation based on
pre-defined submission agreement, in interaction with software components
supporting evaluation of PV;

� defining the scope, data and structure of content allowed in digital object;
� automation of contextual metadata extraction for SIPs; and
� applying open interface protocols to support communication and transmission of

content between systems deployed on various technological platforms.

Pre-ingest architecture
To address previously identified challenges where there is a need for a broker (middleware)
between potentially many ISs and many DPS, the pre-ingest software component
architecture is made up of three sections: information systems, middleware and digital
preservation system. To get an overview which software components resides where, a
component architecture diagram was created (Figure 1). Most software components belong
in the middleware but also need to interact with components in IS and DPS. A short
description of each software component in Figure 1 follows.

Figure 1.
Pre-ingest – software

component
architecture
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The IS Adapter and Ingest are interfaces between the two systems interacting with each
other. The communication is handled technically with Content Management Interoperability
Services (CMIS) (Brown, 2010) and REST (Fredrich, 2010).

The Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) supports communication between middleware
components as well as with ISs and DPS. The communication is handled by messages sent
to and frommessage queues assigned to specific tasks.

The Collector/Archiver supports fetching digital content from IS to middleware. This
component and the IS need to agree upon an appropriate transfer adapter. The Collector/
Archiver is also responsible for assembling every object and metadata needed for creating
and transferring SIP to DPS (Andersson et al., 2014).

The Extractor retrieves information from different digital sources as input (e.g. text,
image or collections of them) and provides output as text or XML. The functionalities of
extractor include entity extraction from text, concept detection in images, and visual quality
assessment of images.

The Condensator takes in the output from the extractor and original objects to perform
further linguistic text and image analysis, face detection and clustering. Its output is
condensed analysis result in text, XML or image files (Mezaris et al., 2014).

The Contextualizer takes in the output from the extractor as well as original objects for
utilization of sufficient context metadata. If necessary, it makes use of external data sources
on theWeb for enriching the context metadata. Its output is XML encoded data (Ceroni et al.,
2014).

The Metadata Repository is a database management system that stores metadata for
individual objects or collections andmakes them available to other middleware components.

The Staging server is a dedicated physical space on a server that keeps digital objects
which are managed during the middleware process.

The Preservation DataStores (PDS) by using generic cloud storage prepares content that
is to be stored by different storage providers. The PDS includes a storlet engine that can be
plugged into various cloud storages to perform format transformations, redundancy
detection, aggregation processes, and integrity checks (Rabinovici-Cohen et al., 2013).

In addition to the components that relate directly to our middleware concept (Figure 1),
other meaningful components need to be flexibly added to the pre-ingest solution
architecture. As an example the Forgettor component (Niederee et al., 2015; Gallo et al., 2018)
was implemented in the project to assist in the appraisal process by assessment of short-
and long-term value of information resources.

Pre-ingest workflow
Figure 2 presents a graphical representation of the activities within the pre-ingest workflow
process. The diagram is used to get an overview over primary activities and relation
between them. The workflow consists of three main steps (encircled with dashed lines)
labeled in the figure as: Selecting Objects, Fetching and Preparation and Transfer and
Ingest.

Each vertical swim lane represents a participating system. Activities are drawn as
rounded rectangles; a rectangle represents message queues that hold messages until they
can be processed, and a diamond represents decision:

� Selecting objects: The workflow starts with a preservation request from the IS. With
the assumption that a submission agreement for DP is already established,
including information on storage volume paid for, metadata requirements, package
structure etc., a Preservation Task is created by the ESB. This task is put in the
Scheduler.Queue which the Collector/Archiver listens to. The Collector/Archiver
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reads the task from the queue and initiates fetching of metadata for the items. An
Item is a generic descriptor of an object in the IS-Adapter and can thereby point to
different kind of objects. When metadata from the IS-Adapter have been fetched, the
selection of content for preservation commences. Whether an item is selected and
placed in the Preservation. Queue depends on thresholds stated in the submission
agreement, indicated by two measurements. The measurements are based on the
concepts suggested by Niederee et al. (2015). Short-term value, labeled as Memory
Buoyancy (MB) (Niederee et al., 2015), adapts to changing needs and interests,
considering usage patterns and information decay. PV (Niederee et al., 2015) is a
computed value based on several factors such as usage frequency, age of object and
related objects. PV is used to decide, how much to invest into the preservation of a
resource or whether to preserve at all, thereby most relevant value for this part of
the process (for more detail, see Kanhabua et al., 2013a, 2013b; Niederee et al., 2015).
At this stage, objects could also be filtered out for other reasons stated in the
submission agreement (e.g. according to acceptable file formats).

� Fetching and preparation: The Collector/Archiver reads from the Preservation.
Queue and prepares a SIP folder structure according to the submission agreement.
The Collector/Archiver retrieves the objects from IS-Adapter and stores them on the
Staging Server, extracts metadata and stores it in the Metadata Repository. Later,
external contextual metadata can be added to the objects in the Image Analysis and
Contextualization activity, handled by the Extractor, Condensator and the
Contextualizer components. The submission agreement specifies, e.g. which image
analysis method should be used, thresholds for image clustering, and which
metadata specifications to apply (e.g. as a combination of METS, MODS and
PREMIS). The Collector/Archiver finalizes this stage with the creation of a SIP.

Figure 2.
Activity diagram for
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� Transfer and ingest: The submission agreement holds information on the service
endpoint for the DPS and the Collector/Archiver uses this information to submit the
package to the ingest of DPS. The SIP is validated upon reception in the DPS and
then an Archival Information Package (AIP) is created and stored in Preservation
Data Store. When all is done, a receipt is sent back to the Producer (IS-Adapter).

Source code for the prototype is available at www.forgetit-project.eu/en/project-results/code/
(accessed 25 April 2018).

Pre-ingest component interactions
Figure 3 shows a sequence diagram. A sequence diagram shows software component
interactions arranged in time sequence. It depicts the software components involved in the
pre-ingest workflow scenario described in Figure 2 and the sequence of messages
exchanged between them to carry out the functionality needed. Every horizontal arrow in
the figure represents a message being sent between components. These messages are
numbered and briefly described in the textbox. Components are represented as vertical
lifelines showing their duration during execution as a thin white rectangle on the lifeline. An
arrow pointing back to the same lifeline represents an execution of functionality within the
same component. The initial number of each message relates to the same main steps in
Figure 2, namely, Selecting Objects, Fetching and Preparation and Transfer and Ingest:

� The pre-ingest process is initiated by a Preservation Request from the IS-
Adapter to the ESB. A preservation request could be initiated for different
reasons: when content is no longer in use (low MB), upon creation for very
valuable content, by scheduled preservation for all content above a predefined
PV threshold, or by a manually triggered preservation request. Every
preservation task needs a unique identifier (M-ID) provided by the ID-manager.
This ID is used in every subsequent message to keep track of the process and to
hold content together during pre-ingest. Since a preservation request can contain
a collection of items, messages 1.4 to 1.6 iterates (loop) over all items in the
collection, checking PV for each item and adds them to the preservation queue if
the value is higher than the threshold. During this step, there is also a check that
the items are within the scope of expected submission, according to agreement.
When all items have been processed the ESB is notified that selection of items is
finished.

� Having received the message that selection is finished, the ESB initiate fetching of
objects by sending a message to the Collector/Archiver. The Collector/Archiver
prepares a folder structure on the Staging Server for storage of objects and
metadata. The Collector/Archiver then iterates (loop) over the list of objects and
fetches them from the IS-Adapter. During fetching of objects, it also collects related
metadata provided by the IS-Adapter. When all objects are fetched, the ESB is
notified and the process of metadata extraction and image analysis starts. This
process has to be executed in order of Extraction, Condensation, and
Contextualization since they are dependent on the output from previous steps.
When contextualization is finished, the ESB triggers the process of SIP creation and
transfer, with a message to the Collector/Archiver. The SIP is created with structure
and metadata specifications in accordance to the submission agreement.

� When Collector/Archiver finished the creation of SIP, it transfers the package to
the Ingest function of DPS. After validation of the SIP an AIP is created and
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stored. The identifier of the AIP, the identifier of the DPS, and the M-ID is
returned back by a message to ESB to signal a successful ingest. These IDs are
stored by the ID-manager to keep track of where objects from different ISs
reside.

Figure 3.
Sequence diagram of
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Testing and identified future challenges
The scenario for the first test was to pre-ingest content from the PIMO (personal information
management model; Maus and Schwarz, 2014) system to a DPS. The PIMO vendor was a
partner of the ForgetIT project. PIMO supports management of photo collections enhanced
with context information based on a semantic ontology (Maus and Schwarz, 2014). One of
the benefits of the PIMO approach is the integration with user data via dedicated
applications or plug-ins for standard applications such as browsers, address books,
calendars, email, or file system. The Semantic Desktop of PIMO allows extensive logs of
user actions, including whether an object has been annotated or viewed, searches, archive
access, and any external events that were found through integration with browser and email
software (if the users enable this feature).

In an experiment prior to preservation actions, ten participants used PIMO user interface
to Semantic Desktop to manage their photographs. They took 40-80 images, which were
organized into specific events (as photo collections), to the first session. In the second
session, participants performed a few tasks on their two largest photo collections. The tasks
included:

� to review and change preservation preferences;
� to apply one of the detected visual concepts as a filter;
� to add a note describing the collection as a whole with key concepts;
� to annotate individual photographs using concepts to make them more searchable;

and finally
� to search PIMO for a user-defined concept.

In the third and final session, participants reviewed the time capsule generated by the
Semantic Desktop based on evidences gathered in the first two sessions.

Analyzing the data gathered during the experiment, a conclusion was made for
imperative steps required for content transformation to a DPS (in the presence of Semantic
Desktop case of this study). These steps were addressed and demonstrated by the above-
mentioned functionalities of the pre-ingest workflow in the middleware. These results relate
to the four design challenges previously expressed in this paper as follows:

(1) The middleware starts by inspecting settings in the submission agreement, with
PV as the first factor to consider. In this case, PV oriented in the PIMO experiment.
This process addresses the first design challenge (A) as the middleware could
work on the value for the PV metric based on which a content is determined as a
candidate for preservation.

(2) Next, the middleware uses the submission agreement to arrange which
components will be involved in the pre-ingest workflow for this content and the
workflow’s route within the middleware. This step addresses the design
challenge B.

(3) The middleware preserves content automatically according to the submission
agreement. This step covers challenge C in the list of design challenges by
automatically performing the tasks required for creating a SIP and including
extraction of context metadata.

(4) The middleware components interact with each other, other systems, and external
services using appropriate interfaces for metadata extraction. The final challenge
(D) is addressed by this functionality which makes such interactions possible in
the workflow.
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(5) The design allows for revisiting and adapting preservation strategy to check if
enhancements of Semantic Desktop-enabled applications or plug-ins are installed
by the user which leads to new rules in the submission agreement.

The tests in general confirmed the desired functionality of a workflow where a collection of
selected images was automatically fetched from PIMO, according to the submission
agreement and interacting with the Forgettor component functionalities, through the
middleware to a receiving DPS. The test demonstrated an automated process where context
metadata was extracted from the objects as well as from external sources (such as date and
time of the photos, location, etc.). Regarding the automatically generated visual concepts,
participants generally found that they were in line with their own judgment at detecting
aspects of their images. A SIP with structure and content was generated and transferred to
receiving DPSwithout technical interruptions.

The experimental tests identified also a number of additional design challenges to be
addressed by further research and development initiatives:

� Adaptation on the IS side to support the use of selected interoperability interface. DP
services are presented through interfaces to ISs. Interfaces have an important role
especially in many-to-many interactions between ISs and DPSs. Therefore, it is
crucial for both ISs and DPSs to be able to adapt to varying interfaces that are
offered by DP services. Indeed, it is of same importance for the interfaces to follow
some kind of standard for the IS to have to adapt to the same configurations at
different times.

� Determination of where to execute metadata extraction. On the IS side, in
middleware, or in a remote server as a service? In an IS, specific activities that are
central to the ingest function can be handled. For example, in a content management
system, creation of metadata can be provided with the content capture process and
is maintained over the content’s lifecycle (Korb and Strodl, 2010). Such metadata
cannot be directly inserted into metadata section of a digital object since its format
are often not compatible with DP standards (Korb and Strodl, 2010), such as OAIS
(CCSDS, 2012). According to additional requirements in submission agreement,
more metadata might be extracted in the middleware, some of which might be
extracted using remote DP services (e.g. in the cloud).

� Supporting alternative workflows such as error and rejection processes and routing
customization of DP services. This research aims at maximally automating many-to-
many interactions between ISs and DPs. Even though we claim that this can be
achieved through our design of workflow in the middleware, there are still
considerations to be taken. Currently, there is a need for human interference in case
of errors in the workflow, rejection of a digital object, or routing DP services. These
tasks should be automated as well in the production solutions.

� The need for applying security mechanisms at transfer aiming for authenticity
protection of content on-hold during middleware processing. DP mechanisms should
establish the identity of content, services and users interacting within the
environment, in addition to manage intellectual property rights and privacy, and to
secure the integrity and authenticity of content and services (Lavoie and Dempsey,
2004). Such concerns need to be involved in the processes in the middleware and
remote DP services as well.

� Verifying that content (expected file format, number of instances, size, etc.) to be sent
from IS to middleware is according to a submission agreement before transfer takes
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place. A submission agreement has an essential role in making decisions regarding
what processes are going to be executed on a digital object. Accordingly, it is of a
great importance that the content of a digital object is in accordance specifications
of the submission agreement assigned to the digital object.

Discussion and concluding remarks
This study introduced a model for workflow and components in the middleware required to
automate pre-ingest tasks for transferring digital content from ISs to DPSs. Creating
consistent information packages together with improvements in automation of pre-ingest
workflow was demonstrated. The experimental tests of the middleware confirmed that
implementation of the workflow was technologically possible and allowed us to uncover
challenges and new opportunities that will contribute to the further development of pre-
ingest middleware. Our component based prototype for the workflow solution focused
especially on improving the functionality of:

� fetching digital content from the source IS, being able to interact with components
determining the PVs automatically and using the pre-set submission agreement;

� automating preservation preparation with automated metadata extraction together
with adding external context metadata; and

� transferring the resulting SIPs to DPSs.

Comparing our solution with the recent systems developed for national archives (Kärberg,
2015; Lehtonen et al., 2017), we argue that middleware-based solutions could improve
possibilities for pre-ingest automation especially in contexts where organizations need to
preserve their long-term records more dynamically and eventually use a variety of DPS
vendors and solutions. While Lehtonen et al. (2017) suggest that their solution is providing
components also to the situation where full system integration between ISs and DPSs may
become too heavy (as in the cases of national archives in general), our aim is exactly to
support such deeper (but dynamic) integration to the extent possible. For example, a
potential target organization for our solution could be a public sector agency (or private
company) which needs to preserve records from tens of ISs, e.g. based on legal compliance
requirements, potentially to more than one type of DPSs that could be either internal or even
partially outsourced. Anyhow, our solution should be interesting to such contexts in which
automation of pre-ingest based on submission agreement specifications in general would be
meaningful.

Alike Lehtonen et al. (2017), we denote the importance of splitting the pre-ingest activities
into well-defined components. This enables component reuse in alternative workflow
configurations. As well, our design employs interfaces that support open standardized
communication protocols between internal middleware components and between ISs and
DPSs.

While UAM (Kärberg, 2015) demonstrates the possibility for adopting semi-automated
tools for pre-ingest on the archivist workstation, the few first transfers of each content type
to the national archives need more manual work to make subsequent submission workflows
efficient. This study suggests a solution more suited for contexts where long-term
preservation needs to be integrated more with on-going records management. In such
milieus, a submission agreement should automatize further configuration of workflows
between ISs and DPSs through middleware, e.g. in organizational contexts where several
systems need to be flexibly aligned to potentially more than one DPSs. In UAM, different
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types of metadata are extracted through one single process while metadata extraction in our
workflow is distributed among a few components for each type which we estimate to
become both quicker and scalable. Compared to Lehtonen et al. (2017), our solution covers
also the tasks of fetching the digital objects while defining the PV, providing contextual
external metadata by image analysis, clustering and contextualization (if so desired), and
transferring the SIP to the selected DPS according to the submission agreement.

Using middleware to ease many-to-many integrations among systems is of course not a
new approach to systems development in general (Linthicum, 2000). Nonetheless, our study
contributes in particular to the field of DP of records by using standard interfaces to comply
with different formats and standards on both sides, demonstrating capability of many-to-
many communications, representing a step towards configuring workflows based on
submission agreement, and demonstrating how these tasks can be automatically performed.
The variety of potential content types together with producers’ requirements for transfer to
the middleware may lead to more specific submission agreements that impose conditions
not yet considered in this study. One factor jeopardizing automation of pre-ingest is
occurrence of an error in the workflow demanding human intervention to adjust the process.
To achieve higher level of automation, the process of handling errors in pre-ingest should
thus become automatic as well.

Logically, our solution should be able to support configurations of alternative workflow
paths and flexible adaptation of DP services for selection of combinations of services for
specific circumstances. In the future solution, the submission agreement will be the key by
which to configure the subsequent workflow according to the specifications. However, as
the actual configuration and management tasks for submission agreements themselves are
not yet included in the solution reported in this paper, more research and development
efforts are needed to promote the level of automation of pre-ingest and specially to refine
preservation administration tasks based on submission agreements to support and to
flexibly configure other components in a pre-ingest workflow. That is, our first experiment
revealed the need for developing a new component, Context-aware Preservation Manager
that will support more dynamic submission agreements and workflow configurations.
While such a component was included in the ForgetIT reference model (Gallo et al., 2018),
the results from development and experimentation with that component are reported
elsewhere (Westerlund et al., 2018).
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Abstract. Research in digital preservation field has realized the need for au-
tomation of digital preservation activities. Without automation, the preservation 
of digital entities will be a complex and labor-intensive task. A middleware con-
cept has been introduced by scholars to support automation of interactions be-
tween content management systems and digital preservation systems. To boost 
the automation of workflows in the middleware, we introduce a component 
within the middleware, namely Context-aware Preservation Manager (CaPM), 
which is in charge of administration of the inner components of the middleware 
and the workflows for bi-directional interactions between content management 
systems and digital preservation systems. We describe the specifications of the 
Context-aware Preservation Manager and depict its inner components. Further, 
we explain about the processes that are improved, supported or can run automat-
ically as a result of functionalities of Context-aware Preservation Manager.  

Keywords: Long-term Digital Preservation, Automation, Middleware, Context-
aware Preservation Manager. 

1 Introduction 

Companies and public institutions, nowadays, are dependent on Information and Com-
munication Technology (ICT) leading to a massive production of digital material wait-
ing to be either disposed or brought into preservation institutions. The quantity and 
diversity of the digital material creates obstructions for archivists [29]. What seems 
evident is that the automation of digital preservation (hereafter DP) processes is a crit-
ical step in development of preservation solutions [12]. There are a number of efforts 
in the previous literature for automating extraction of metadata (e.g. [30], [15], [31]) 
whereas other functionalities of preservation workflow are less brought into the atten-
tion for automation or semi-automation. 

Päivärinta et al. [26], following Korb and Strodl [20], indicate a gap be-tween con-
tent management systems and preservation systems, especially regarding support for 
ingest of objects and pre-ingest workflow. They also suggest a model for a middleware, 



whose components communicate with an Enterprise Content Management (ECM) sys-
tem and a Digital Preservation system (DPS) in a maximally automated manner. A 
middleware provides a mechanism that allows an entity to communicate with another 
entity [22]. The middleware suggested by Päivärinta et al. [26] includes workflows for 
pre-ingest, ingest, administration and access and aims to automate those workflows. 
Considering that ingest, including pre-ingest, is the number one cost factor for digital 
preservation [5], automation of ingest will benefit from the business perspective as well 
as work load. However, taking an effective approach for automating ingest workflows 
is not straightforward. As it is mentioned above, all the hitherto efforts in automating 
ingest are mainly focused on automating extraction of metadata, while other processes 
included in ingest and pre-ingest stages are undervalued. Bounding a submission agree-
ment between producer and DP system is a pre-ingest process which necessitate auto-
mation. In the middleware model introduced by Päivärinta et al. [26] an interaction 
between many ECMs and many DPSs is proposed. Considering that each of these in-
teractions goes through the middleware and each need a submission agreement, the 
need for automation of contracting a submission agreement becomes more evident.  

The rest of this article is organized as follows. First, a description of the project 
which is context of this study is given. Later, we provide a summary of the related work 
and knowledge gap in the area of this research. Next, we introduce the concept of the 
Context-aware Preservation Manager and its sub-components in detail. Finally, we dis-
cuss our contributions and limitations of this research in short. 

2 Background  

This research is conducted as part of an EU project which in turn is part of the 7th 
Framework Program of the European Union. The aim of the project involves overcom-
ing three different obstacles: managed forgetting, synergic preservation, and contextu-
alized remembering. This paper is aiming to partially address challenges in synergic 
preservation and support for contextualized remembering. 

 



 
Fig. 1. Interaction between DPS, middleware and ECM (adapted and modified from Päivärinta 
et al. 2015). 

Following the ideas of Protage [28] and SHAMAN [10] who have introduced con-
ceptual frameworks and prototypes for a middleware to be placed between preservation 
systems and information producers, Päivärinta et al. [26] suggest further three logical 
elements of such middleware: pre-ingest, post-access, and administration, all of which 
are not already introduced by OAIS [21]. OAIS (Open Archival Information System) 
is a reference model representing a comprehensive and consistent framework for de-
scribing and analyzing digital preservation issues [21]. These elements are related to 
two abstract-level workflows, i.e. ingest and access, that need to be implemented be-
tween maximally automated and smoothly interacting ECMSs and DPSs. Fig. 1 shows 
the overall interaction between a DPS, middleware and an ECMS. Pre-ingest prepares 
information for preservation and sends a Submission Information Package (SIP) for-
ward to the ingest component of digital preservation. SIP is the version of the infor-
mation package that is transferred from ECMS to DPS when information is ingested 
into a digital archive [21]. The post-access function delivers a package from DPS to the 
access function of ECM. Preservation Administration is in place to make integration 
between ECM and DP possible, containing a set of tasks for administration of interac-
tions between middleware components and making adjustments based on submission 
agreement. This element is important especially in any environment where one organ-
ization could use more than one DP service. The Metadata Repository manages 
metadata extracted or computed for individual documents and collections and makes 
them available for other components [2]. The Extractor’s input is the original media 
items while it extracts information that is potentially useful not only for the subsequent 
execution of the Condensator but also for other components or functionalities of the 
overall framework [25]. The Condensator takes the output of the Extractor as input in 



order to generate a condensed output of text and media items [25]. The Collector/Ar-
chiver is the framework component which communicates and exchanges data with both 
ECMSs (performed by Collector on this side) and DPSs (performed by Archiver on this 
side) [3]. The Contextualiser takes original media items (e.g. a text, an image, a collec-
tion of texts or a collection of images) and output from previous components as input 
and determines the wider context within which the item resides [2]. The main objectives 
for the Context-aware Preservation Manager (CaPM) component are [3]: 

• to support the preservation preparation and re-activation workflows in the middle-
ware and increasing the ability for seamless interaction between ECM and DPS,  

• to monitor changes in ontologies by logging logical and physical structures in use 
by ECMs,  

• to monitor the use of file formats for detection and computation of format obsoles-
cence issues,  

• to support establishment of submission agreements that interconnect ECMs submis-
sions with expected content and metadata management procedures,  

• to support matching of content submissions and reactivation purposes to needs of 
digital preservation services, and  

• to support management of various physical package structures for reactivation of 
content from DPS to ECMS.  

In this article, we introduce this administrative component added to the middleware 
performed by a specific component, namely Context-aware Preservation Manager 
(CaPM), and explain its functionality and sub-components in detail. 

3 Related work 

Several attempts for archiving digital materials have been promoted in research and 
design. Tools for metadata extraction (e.g. [6]), preservation planning and strategies 
(e.g. [32]), preservation policies and automation (e.g. [19]) are the most focused areas 
among scholars in DP field. Automation of ingest is mainly covered by automation of 
extraction of metadata (e.g. [24]) whereas actual implementation of the ingest function 
have received comparatively little attention in the literature ([33], [23], [19]). The Pub-
lic Record Office Victoria (PROV) suggests if the ingest function is utilized effectively 
it ensures the consistency of structure of digital objects, their content and compliance 
with relevant business rules [33]. On the other hand, too much flexibility in the ingest 
function leads to an inconsistent collection of digital objects which makes preservation, 
its management and access difficult and expensive [33]. This provokes reflections upon 
other aspects of automation of ingest and pre-ingest functionalities. For example, CAST 
[4] recommends digital object producers about what is expected to be part of the digital 
collection and how to handle deviations from the submission agreement by providing a 
configuration and review support. In addition, CAST provides both automatic and man-
ual inspection processes according to submission agreement before transfer to archive 
[4], including automated validation of digital object types according to metadata sche-
mas. PAIMAS [17] covers the first stage of ingest process as it is described in OAIS. 



This phase results in a preliminary agreement that determines whether to proceed to the 
next phase. However, PAIMAS does not focus on automation of the functionalities but 
aims to identify contacts, exchange of information, and preliminary evaluation of the 
size of data to archive and so on [17]. In an effort for automation of other functionalities 
in a DPS, Ferreira et al. [14] suggest the following services: a format identification 
service, an optimal migration options recommendations service, data loss [10] determi-
nation service, and a service which identifies the formats that are at risk of being obso-
lete.  

A number of research initiatives have emerged in the last decade in the field of 
preservation planning and selecting a preservation strategy [9]. PLANETS [13] ad-
dresses preservation planning as one of its core issues which creates a service-oriented 
architecture (SOA) for DP. In addition, PLANETS’ preservation planning methodology 
has been identified as an aid in reaching well-founded decisions [32]. The same method 
has also been evaluated in a few case studies (e.g. [8], [7], [16]). Later, Becker et al. [9] 
suggest a systematic preservation planning in which they introduce a method for mon-
itoring and updating preservation plans in a transparent, accountable and well-docu-
mented manner. 

One methodological framework that has an important impact on the design of CaPM 
is the Producer-Archive Interface Method Abstract Standard (PAIMAS) [17] which 
could be used as a “checklist” that provides structure to the interaction between an 
ECMS and a DPS. PAIMAS focuses on submission agreements that need to be estab-
lished at pre-ingest. A submission agreement is a contract that needs to be established 
between a producer and a DPS and specifies a data model which identifies digital ob-
jects including any logical constructs produced by the active system and how they are 
represented in each transmission session [17]. Any agreement defined by PAIMAS 
comprises the digital objects’ size, structure, format, quantity, communication proce-
dures, packaging, metadata, delivery schedules, and quality aspects. PAIMAS is useful 
as a checklist of what should be considered before submissions to DPS and it is an 
“abstract standard” which requires concrete implementation that shows how to execute 
an agreement.  

A set of technical recommendation to actualize PAIMAS are formed as Producer-
Archive Interface Specification (PAIS) [18]. PAIS provides an XML-based description 
of data to be sent to a DPS. It includes syntax to define digital objects along with their 
inter-relationships that could be aggregated into SIPs and syntax on how to instantiate 
them as a data packages using XML Formatted Data Unit (XFDU). PAIS is useful for 
concretizing an agreement concerning digital object specifications and their internal 
relations as a basis for creating SIPs. It also provides a contribution towards agreements 
concerning the transfer of SIPs between ECM and DPS.  

4 Context-aware Preservation Manager (CaPM) 

The foundation for the design characteristics of the Context-aware Preservation Man-
ager (CaPM) component is based on different sources starting at a literature review, 



which identified a need for support for content-based information systems to manage 
the increasing amount of digital information that needs to be preserved [26].  

In a middleware, pre-ingest is defined as preservation preparation tasks before ingest 
to a DPS, and post-access is defined as tasks related to request of objects from a DPS 
and preparation of these objects for re-activation in an ECM. Preservation administra-
tion is defined as supportive tasks for managing the pre-ingest and post-access work-
flows between ECM and DPS. Pre-ingest could further be elaborated as processes 
where digital objects are evaluated and prepared for compliance with DP standards, 
according to content and metadata requirements. A common approach to perform pre-
ingest activities is to provide a separate workflow for preparation of submissions. One 
example of such solution has been developed as part of the HathiTrust initiative [34] 
that provides support to determine the standards and prepares content for ingest by 
transforming it to meet those standards. A study by Afrasiabi Rad et al. [1] shows that 
there are initiatives that developed partial solutions that support the integration of 
ECMS and DPS. They also claim that close integration between ECMS and DPS in a 
many-to-many “brokered” relationship is in its infancy [1]. 

The tasks to support the preservation administration should be interpreted as a trans-
lation of organizational preservation policies to DP requirements, hence mapping them 
to adequate DP services. In the middleware, such DP services support a seamless tran-
sition of objects from ECMS, automated creation of metadata, and finalizing creation 
and transfer of SIPs adapted to receiving DPS. Fig. 2 depicts those components of the 
middleware in place to ensure a maximally automated and seamless interaction between 
ECMS and DPS in addition to internal components of CaPM. Afrasiabi Rad et al. [1] 
also identified the need of support for post-access activities that includes re-activation 
of preserved information resources back to active information systems that possibly is 
not the system that initially preserved them. These are the basis that influence the start 
of identifying the characteristics of CaPM. 



 
Fig. 2. Context-aware Preservation Manager inner components 

The main objective of the middleware is to achieve a seamless transition of digital 
objects in and out from ECMS to DPS in many to many interactions. CaPM is a com-
ponent that resides inside the middleware with the purpose of providing support to ac-
tion-based components and services located in the middleware by providing structure 
and rules to the preservation preparation and re-activation processes based on an agree-
ment between the information producer and DPS. In addition to supporting activities 
inside the middleware, CaPM also facilitates the interaction between the middleware 
and an ECM on one side and a DPS at the other side.  



CaPM acts upon agreement between the information producers, consumers, and the 
preservation service providers by logging digital content passing through the middle-
ware and logging components’ activities. In addition, it supports the creation and up-
hold of submission agreements based on preservation policies and is able to suggest 
actions to be taken e.g. in re-activation of content. CaPM also assists in preservation-
planning scenarios by providing a user interface that displays graphs with statistics 
based on the number of objects passing through the middleware per time period. There 
are three major subparts in CaPM that support its overall role: preservation broker con-
tract, preservation activity logging and preservation planning support. These will be 
described in separate sections as follows. 

4.1 Preservation broker contract 

In a middleware broker solution with the aim of achieving a high level of automation, 
we suggest development of a preservation broker contract. This component, in addition 
to provide details of the digital objects and their relationships, supports a tighter inter-
action pattern in a many-to-many relationship by executable service endpoint specifi-
cations. It also addresses the need for support in the appraisal of preservation candidate 
objects and provides rule-based execution paths that reflect organizational preservation 
policies. We argue that an agreement between ECM and DPS should embrace the con-
cept of service-orientation [27] by stretching out the impact and use of DP services 
applicable to pre-ingest and ingest procedures of a DPS. A preservation broker contract 
has features to translate a high-level DP strategy to be reflected in the selection and 
configuration of digital objects’ management and storage. In addition, we have deter-
mined that an agreement could be useful in a re-activation process (post-access). In 
addition, CaPM is designed with a feature that supports monitoring of activities and a 
compilation of logged objects that pass in the middleware. This feature provides the 
ability to monitor middleware processes, execute alternative routes, depending on the 
outcome of each component, and ensure executing activities as agreed in the preserva-
tion broker contract. It also allows statistical compilation of file formats which could 
be used as decision support in preservation planning process and deciding upon suitable 
migration pathways. 

The preservation broker contract provides structure and rules for interaction between 
ECMS and DPS, in both directions. In order to support those transitions, the preserva-
tion broker contract should contain rule-based execution paths reflecting organizational 
preservation policies, executable service endpoint specifications, and digital object 
management configurations such as migration pathways. Also, it needs to encompass 
access rights definitions, storage options, and information needed for restructuring of 
digital objects in order to adapt to changes in the environment. Besides the machine-
readable instructions, the preservation broker contract should also function as a formal 
agreement between the involved participants. As an example, consider the identifica-
tion section of preservation broker contract. The identification section contains infor-
mation about the preservation broker contract, such as identification of the contract, 
preservation level which identifies the template from which the contract is generated, 
and a preservation value that defines the threshold level for appraisal.  



4.2 Preservation activity logging 

Activity logging supports logging of processes in different components while pro-
cessing digital objects in the middleware, for example events that take place and sys-
tems that are involved. This provides the ability to monitor middleware processes, to 
execute alternative routes depending on the outcome of each component, and to docu-
ment those activities that are executed as agreed in the preservation broker contract. 
The logs also serve as input to preservation planning support. The features of this com-
ponent make it possible to plan an alternative workflow depending on the status of a 
component’s procedure. The feature also provides the ability to check logged errors of 
a component in a workflow and identify details about that error, which can be useful 
feedback to developers of that component. In addition, the preservation activity logging 
can be used to keep track of current status of a workflow which runs multiple compo-
nents concurrently. This functionality could be important in the case of a long-running 
workflow or a workflow with concurrent manual steps. The information created by the 
CaPM-activity logging could be queried by a third-party system, for example a preser-
vation planning support system gathering insights about an ingest process and its step-
wise execution or a machine learning algorithm suggesting improvements to a work-
flow or its configuration.  

4.3 Preservation planning support 

Preservation operations are routines that are required for continuous access to Archived 
Information Package (AIP), an information package, consisting of content information 
and associated metadata, which is preserved within DPS [11]. Planning these operations 
is part of preservation planning, and often results in recommended migration pathways 
which incorporates identification of appropriate file formats and migration tools. 
Preservation planning can also include aspects of security, access, storage, and handling 
practices according to policies. Decision on migration pathways should be taken with 
a good basis. For CaPM, having a position residing between many ECMSs and many 
DPSs gives an excellent opportunity to capture the use of file formats and types of 
systems in bi-directional interactions. To elaborate a bit further on this process, a tech-
nology watch mechanism, residing in every OAIS compliant DPS, obtains statistical 
data from the middleware that indicates if the use of a specific file format has been 
drastically reduced. Before taking any actions, archivists, notified by the file format 
alert, decide to examine this further supported by a graphical decision support interface 
that enable scrutinizing based on different statistical computations and filtering of data 
linked to a format registry. If a decision results in a planned migration action, the preser-
vation broker contract could define if the migration action should be executed for a 
specific digital object. After performing migration, preservation broker contract could 
also identify how to handle the results (original and their copies) depending on different 
quality thresholds. 

The preservation planning support assists in decision making process for preserva-
tion planning. Based on the input from activity logging, statistical data can be grouped 
by MIME type classifications and filtered in different ways if desired, e.g. by systems, 



system types, or contracts. This information should be presented in a way that is suitable 
for human decision-making, for example in the form of graph(s). The statistical com-
putation of digital object metadata can also be accessed in a standardized format by a 
web service interface, possibly to be used for automated execution of preservation op-
erations.  

5 Discussion and conclusive points 

In this article, we have identified the gap in the current research regarding automation 
of digital preservation functionalities and many-to-many interactions between ECMSs 
and DPSs. We have introduced an additional component in the middleware called Con-
text-aware Preservation Manager (CaPM) which facilitates automation of interaction 
between ECMSs and DPSs using its internal components. CaPM including preservation 
broker contract, activity logging, and preservation planning support form a new im-
proved solution for addressing the problem of automation of interactions between 
ECMs and DPSs.  

Resulted from the arguments by CAST project [4], deviation from submission agree-
ment leads to confusion, additional processes, and sometimes aborting an ingest work-
flow. Our design of CaPM, makes sure to minimize such accidents by developing func-
tionalities in Preservation Broker Contract.  This component analyzes contents of sub-
mission agreement to rule-based functionalities identified for each component that is 
involved in a digital object’s ingest workflow, which in turn is uniquely set up for each 
digital object entering the middleware according to metadata and preservation require-
ments stated in the digital object’s submission agreement. The design and implementa-
tion of CaPM in this study responds to the services in need of automation suggested by 
Ferreira et al. [14] and Birrell et al. [10]:  

• a format identification service – preservation broker contract employs existing for-
mat identification services for each digital object at their entrance to the middleware. 
This information is used for determining a specific rout for the digital object in the 
middleware defining its ingest workflow. The information is also used to identify to 
type of metadata to be extracted for each digital object and what external services 
are needed to be employed for performing different tasks in workflow components 
in both directions. 

• an optimal migration options recommendations service – preservation broker con-
tract contains information on content producer’s organizational policies including 
digital object management configurations such as migration pathways.  

• data loss determination service – preservation activity logging monitors output of 
each component during every workflow in the middleware. This functionality makes 
it possible to figure out if data has been corrupted after being processed by a com-
ponent in a workflow.  

• and a service which identifies the formats that are at risk of being obsolete – format 
identification capability in preservation broker contract together with preservation 
planning support within the middleware provide statistical data to DPS indicating if 
the use of a specific file format has been drastically reduced. 



Our design employs interfaces that support open standardized communication pro-
tocols between internal middleware components and between those components and 
CaPM components. By automating workflow administration tasks, creating consistent 
information packages together with an improvement in the level of automation of work-
flows in both directions have become possible, alleviating the burden of handling in-
formation packages on both sides of the preservation process. 

Design and implementation of CaPM is an endeavor to maximize automation of dig-
ital preservation workflows, ingest and access, in the middleware. However, at the time, 
full automation of middleware processes seems remote, while the current level of auto-
mation can still be improved. One area for improvement is complements to submission 
agreement and automation of their analysis. The variety of potential content types to-
gether with producers’ requirements for transfer to the middleware can result in more 
specific submission agreements that impose conditions that are not considered in this 
study. Another factor disturbing automation of middleware workflows is occurrence of 
an error in the workflow demanding human intervention to adjust the process. To 
achieve higher level of automation, the process of handling errors in workflows in both 
directions should become automatic as well. 
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Error-Handling Workflow with Compensation for Pre-

Ingest in Digital Preservation 

Abstract 

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is the automation of an error-handling workflow that, in case of failures, 

will take over a pre-ingest workflow which is originally designed for preserving digital content through a mid-

dleware for many-to-many interactions between Information Systems and Digital Preservation Systems. 

Design/methodology/approach – A Design Science Research (DSR) approach is taken resulted in a model and 

proof-of-concept for an automatic error-handling workflow with compensation action. The proof-of-concept was 

demonstrated and evaluated through several simulation scenarios. 

Findings – This study pinpoints the elements of consideration in designing a workflow for maximally automating 

handling of failures in a pre-ingest workflow. The error-handling workflow automatically takes over the original 

workflow and executes a backward path to compensate for the side-effects of components that have processed 

digital content before the failure occurred. The proof-of-concept, demonstrated and evaluated, verifies the tech-

nological feasibility of implementing the model. The evaluation of the model shows a considerable reduction in 

manual work and its complexity for handling errors. Three design principles are proposed as a contribution to the 

knowledge of design to afford a similar purpose.   

Originality/value – The approach introduced in this study for automatic error-handling in a pre-ingest workflow 

has not yet been applied in existing solutions. 

 

Keywords Long-Term Digital Preservation, Error-Handling, Pre-Ingest, Automation, Workflow 

Paper Type Technical paper 

Introduction 

Transferring digital records from Information Systems (ISs) to Digital Preservation Systems 

(DPSs) requires gathering relevant metadata enough to be able to recreate the digital records to 

be independently understandable at the time of access. Therefore, the transfer process should 

be integrated with the complete life-cycle of digital content in ISs (Meghini, 2013; Wittek and 

Darányi, 2012), while DPSs have been designed to function as insulated systems (Nicholsson 

and Debreva, 2009). Therefore, additional processes are needed that precede ingest, i.e. pre-

ingest, including features not already presented in the ingest functionality within DPSs. Pre-

ingest is the set of procedures addressing the need for detailed knowledge on the digital content 

before it is ingested to a DPS (Innocenti et al., 2009; Kärberg, 2015), for closer integration 

between ISs and DPSs.  

Automation of pre-ingest has been the focus of scholars resulting in developing a few solu-

tions and tools (Kärberg, 2016; Lehtonen et al., 2017; Päivärinta et al., 2015). For example, 

Lehtonen et al. (2017) developed a modular and scalable pre-ingest tool for Finnish national 

Archives which receives digital content from several organizations, automatically extracts the 

metadata, and creates a Submission Information Package (SIP). SIP is an information package 

delivered to the DPS the information of which is further processed to be preserved or used to 

update already preserved information (CCSDS, 2012). While the pre-ingest tool (Lehtonen et 

al., 2017), and few similar solutions (Andersson et al., 2011; Kaljuvee et al., 2017; Kärberg, 

2015; Lehtonen et al., 2017; NLZ, 2017; Westerlund et al., 2019), address important challenges 



   

 

   

 

for automation of pre-ingest, they still have shortcomings such as being limited to the machine 

they are running on or limited level of automation in performing their operations. One of the 

main such shortcomings is that the level of automation suffers due to the lack of an automated 

procedure, or none at all, for handling a situation of failure in the pre-ingest process, demanding 

manual interaction for recovery. The only solution addressing such a disturbance is UAM 

(Kärberg, 2015) by providing a report of the type and whereabouts of the error while leaving 

the recovery activities to human actors. Considering the volume of digital content being pre-

served and the complexity of pre-ingest activities, a failure recovery process is still a taxing and 

time-consuming task, even after having granted the information about the failure. 

 Considering the evolution of ISs, DPSs, and services and storage facilities on cloud over 

time (Afrasiabi Rad et al., 2014), most of the pre-ingest tools that need to be installed on users’ 

systems serve limited purposes and cannot expand their functionality. Thus, a DP solution 

should facilitate configuration and automation of DP activities in a context where a many-to-

many integration between ISs and DPSs is desired (Westerlund et al., 2019). The middleware 

solution introduced by Päivärinta et al. (2015) suggests a middleware for such context to act as 

a bridge for integrating many ISs on one side and many DPSs on the other side. Embedded in 

the middleware, an automated pre-ingest workflow is designed, including action-based compo-

nents and an administrative unit (Westerlund et al., 2019). The objective of this paper is to 

introduce a workflow to take proper actions in response to a failure in the pre-ingest workflow 

in the middleware to automatically react least disturbingly for other concurrent workflows. Tak-

ing a Design Science Research (DSR) (Peffers et al., 2007) approach, this study designs a model 

of an error-handling workflow that automatically takes over the original pre-ingest workflow 

and executes a backward path through the components who have processed the digital content 

before the failure occurred. The error-handling workflow executes each component’s specific 

compensation action to clear up the side-effects of components’ processes and removes the 

corrupted digital content. A proof-of-concept for this solution is implemented, demonstrated 

and evaluated. The main contributions include the model, proof-of-concept, and three design 

principles that emerged during the DSR process. 

The rest of this article is organized as follows. First, a description of existing solutions and 

remaining challenges is provided leading to the specification of the problem area of this study. 

The next section describes the DSR process including problem identification, identifying ob-

jectives for a solution, and designing the solution artifact. Later, the design principles are listed 

and explained followed by a discussion on the contributions of this study and suggesting possi-

ble future research avenues. 

Related Work and Problem Area 

DP processes involve many manual stages, hence utilizing programs to support automation of 

DP activities can facilitate DP tasks by far. The integration of DPSs with external information 

sources, through well-defined interfaces, provides robust preservation capabilities (Becker et 

al., 2015). Among all, a few solutions have been developed for the automation of pre-ingest 

such as the pre-ingest tool (Lehtonen et al., 2017), UAM (Kärberg, 2015), RODA (Kaljuvee et 

al., 2017), and Rosetta SIP Factory (NLZ, 2017).  

UAM (Universal Archiving Module) (Kärberg, 2016) is developed for the Estonian National 

Archives providing an automated pre-ingest workflow with support for format identification 

and characterization, automatic generation of file-level metadata, and migration (Kärberg, 



   

 

 

 

2016). Lehtonen et al. (2017) described a pre-ingest tool aiming at a modular, flexible and au-

tomatic metadata extraction for delivering digital content to Finnish national archives, however, 

lacking an executable workflow. Instead, each component’s process is performed separately by 

manually executing specific scripts for each component (CSC - IT Center for Science Ltd., 

2017). Both UAM and the Finnish tool need to be installed on the computer systems on the DPS 

side.  

 RODA (Kaljuvee et al., 2017) and Rosetta SIP Factory (NLZ, 2017) provide tools for cre-

ating SIPs, however, their workflows have been regarded as either monolithic or narrow, i.e. 

not easily configurable for changing source system contexts or complex (Kärberg, 2016; Lehto-

nen et al., 2017). For example, RODA (Kaljuvee et al., 2017) does not support the creation of 

a Submission Agreement (SA), considering it non-mandatory and leaves the process to be man-

ually handled. SA is the agreement between an IS and a DPS specifying the data model for 

digital objects submitted to the DPS, identifying format, contents, and the logical constructs 

used by the IS (CCSDS, 2012). Rosetta SIP Factory (NLZ, 2017) is a workflow to create the 

SIPs, however, lacking the transfer of SIPs to the DPS with no support for the creation or adop-

tion of an SA or extended metadata types.  

All the above-mentioned solutions state the need for an automatic procedure for handling 

failure in the pre-ingest processes since such procedure is not designed and implemented into 

the provided tools. Only UAM (Kärberg, 2016) provides actionable support for a failure in the 

pre-ingest workflow. However, its approach is limited to enlisting human-understandable warn-

ing messages to assist in the identification of a failure’s whereabouts and type (Kärberg, 2015), 

while making adjustments and corrections to restore the system and sort out the potential side-

effects of the failure are still left to manual work.  

In the context of ForgetIT project (Gallo et al., 2018), Päivärinta et al. (Päivärinta et al., 

2015) suggested a middleware for maximal automation of many-to-many interactions between 

ISs and DPSs, further developed to embed an automated pre-ingest workflow (Westerlund et 

al., 2019) which provides a higher level of flexibility in many-to-many interactions between ISs 

and DPSs compared to the existing solutions. The middleware receives a digital object from IS 

and automatically defines the pre-ingest workflow execution path through middleware’s action-

based components according to the digital object’s SA. The action-based components process 

the digital object, create the SIP and transfer it to the DPS. The administrative unit in the mid-

dleware, namely Context-aware Preservation Manager (CaPM), monitors the execution of the 

pre-ingest workflow and the processing of action-based components (Westerlund et al., 2018). 

Based on the outcome of action-based components, CaPM would upgrade the execution path 

for the pre-ingest workflow to an alternate one, if necessary, or abort the pre-ingest workflow 

in case of a failure in the process (Westerlund et al., 2018). 

The architecture of the pre-ingest workflow is illustrated in Figure 1. Each component’s task 

in the middleware is summarized below (Gallo et al., 2018): 

Collector/Archiver retrieves digital content from IS to middleware, creates submission in-

formation packages (SIP) at the end of the pre-ingest workflow, and transfers them to DPS. 

Extractor performs tasks such as extracting named entity from the text, concept detection 

in images, image visual quality assessment and so on.  

Condensator performs further text or image analysis or face recognition.  

Contextualizer prepares the context information as metadata for the packaging process.  



   

 

   

 

Context-aware Preservation Manager (CaPM) is responsible for the management of ad-

ministrative information that is produced within the middleware about the processes within the 

middleware and/or between the middleware and IS or DPS.  

Metadata Repository a file repository and DBMS which stores metadata that is extracted 

from digital objects and makes them available for other components.  

Staging server a physical space on a server storing digital objects that are processed through 

the pre-ingest workflows. 

 

Figure 1. Pre-ingest software component architecture (adapted from (Westerlund et al., 2019) 

and modified) 

At the time of a failure in the pre-ingest workflow, the workflow will be aborted by CaPM 

resulting in the digital object in the workflow remaining incomplete in the middleware and in 

some cases corrupt. The processes performed by action-based components in the pre-ingest 

workflow before the failure happened could have tampered middleware information and logs 

stored for other purposes or the metadata of other digital objects. Indeed, merely informing the 

IS to re-submit the digital content would not be sufficient, but there is a need to recover the 

situation created in the middleware by the failure as well. This can be done by removing the 

incomplete digital object and its related data from the middleware together with reversing the 

progress that has been made so far by every component involved in the workflow before the 

failure occurred. 

The current design of the middleware requires manual action to repair such a disturbance 

which hampers the maximal automation of processes in the middleware. To compensate for the 

side-effects of an action-based component can be complicated to be performed manually, in-

creasing the cost and the risk of even more errors in the middleware processes and the contents 

of an SIP. Therefore, the pre-ingest workflow in the middleware and the resulting SIP will 



   

 

 

 

greatly benefit from the automatic execution of compensation and reducing human interactions 

in handling such procedures. 

Design 

A Design Science Research (DSR) (Peffers et al., 2007) approach is taken to conduct the design 

of a model for an error-handling workflow, implementation of a proof-of-concept for the model 

and its evaluation. The design process was conducted through a design cycle including six ac-

tivities (Peffers et al., 2007) as illustrated in Figure 2. Each activity provides knowledge for its 

upcoming activity contributing to the decisions and identified objectives. Following, a descrip-

tion of each activity is given as it was performed during this study.  

 

Figure 2. Design cycle for designing an automatic error-handling workflow with compensation 

action based on the DSR process model (Peffers et al., 2007) 

Activity 1. Problem Identification and Motivation 

In case of failures during the pre-ingest workflow in the middleware, the middleware should be 

cleared of the undone digital object and its related data, which are not ample steps to take. The 

processing of the action-based components involved before the failure should be reversed since 

every component’s task can have “side-effects”. For instance, condensator can cause a side 

effect regarding face recognition feature in pictures. Consider that person A was tagged in nine 

previous pictures and now recognized by condensator and tagged on the 10th picture. If the pre-

ingest workflow aborts after the condensator’s process, the condensator has identified person A 

as tagged in 10 pictures while only nine pictures of person A are submitted to DPS. Another 

example could refer to contextualizer when it identifies a few files to be corresponding to the 

new digital object sent from IS, whereas pre-ingest workflow aborts after contextualizer per-

form its task. Consequently, contextualizer has identified correspondence to a file that does not 

exist in the DPS. Therefore, there is a need for a workflow (hereafter called error-handling 

workflow) to reverse, i.e. compensate for, the processing of action-based components in the 

pre-ingest workflow.  

To understand automation challenges in the pre-ingest workflow, the type of transactions 

running the pre-ingest workflow needs to be identified. Since the transactions take relatively a 

long time and lock resources until they commit, they are identified as Long-Lasting Transac-

tions (LLT) (Salem and Qeerm, 2015). An LLT is an interactive component of a distributed 



   

 

   

 

system that should be executed as it is an atomic action (Butler et al., 2005). LLTs should not 

be interrupted or fail during their activities, and they should not be interleaved with other atomic 

actions of other concurrently executing components of the system. In practice, the illusion of 

atomicity is achievable for an LLT with the aid of compensation actions (Salem and Qeerm, 

2015) which will be explained subsequently.  

Aborting LLTs may have a negative effect on both response-time and throughput, especially 

when it forces other transactions to wait to access resources for a long time, causing the whole 

transaction to be undone (Salem and Qeerm, 2015). Re-executing the same LLT to complete 

the transaction is an expensive recovery strategy, especially if the failure happens after most of 

the transaction is executed. A better practice is decomposing an LLT into sub-transactions that 

are supposed to be committed/aborted independently from the top transaction, making it possi-

ble to abort some parts of an LLT without aborting the whole LLT (Salem and Qeerm, 2015). 

An aborted sub-transaction can be re-executed which gives a semantic form of atomicity to an 

LLT, while compensation is needed if the results of a sub-transaction become available before 

the LLT’s commit. Decomposing LLTs could also make it possible to execute different LLTs 

concurrently since resources locked by sub-transactions may be released at sub-transactions’ 

commit time.  

In the case of the LLTs which compose the pre-ingest workflows in the middleware, aborted 

transactions are compared with the notion of failures including cases when components in the 

middleware respond with an error, do not respond in time or do not respond at all. Such failures 

particularly considered the middleware, they will be more related to the infrastructure (network, 

hardware, etc.) that the middleware is supposed to extend, hence, by definition, excluding do-

main-specific/business specific error scenarios. At such failures, the relative sub-transaction 

will abort and the resulted digital object will be unprocessed or corrupted ensuing in a situation 

where compensation will be needed.  

Activity 2. Definition of the Objectives for a Solution 

Since the middleware is an independent system that can be hosted in the cloud running on dif-

ferent platforms with variant hardware and network capabilities, the prediction of the types of 

probable errors is not achievable. Therefore, preparing the middleware to recover from a variety 

of predictable failures is not sustainable, but instead designing a recovery procedure regardless 

of the type of failure in the pre-ingest workflow, namely compensation action, is reasonable. 

Compensation action is procedures that reverse the processes of action-based components by 

removing the side-effects of those processes, separately defined for each component based on 

its specific processes. The error-handling workflow aims to execute the compensation action 

for each action-based component in an automatic workflow until the middleware is fully recov-

ered from a specific failure including eliminating the corrupted digital object from the middle-

ware. The execution path of the error-handling workflow is the reverse of that of the pre-ingest 

workflow. The possibility of failure in the error-handling workflow indeed is not ruled out, 

making manual action eventually necessary. The objectives for the solution artifact of the DSR 

in this study, namely error-handling workflow, are thus defined as follows: 

• To automatically initiate the error-handling workflow. 

• To automatically define the error-handling workflow’s execution path. 

• To automatically reverse possible alterations resulted from the pre-ingest workflow’s com-

ponents running before the failure happened (i.e. compensation action). 



   

 

 

 

Activity 3. Design and Development 

The notion of saga is mainly constructed upon compensation actions. A saga partitions an LLT 

into a sequence of several smaller sub-transactions, where each of the sub-transactions has an 

associated compensation (Garcia-Molina and Salem, 1987). If one sub-transactions in the se-

quence aborts, the compensation associated with the committed sub-transactions is executed in 

reverse order. The saga pattern is applied to design the model for error-handling workflow, 

which is supposed to undo, i.e. compensate, the tasks of the components that were involved in 

the primary workflow. Figure 3 depicts this procedure when a failure occurs in contextualizer 

in a pre-ingest workflow which was planned to start by collector/archiver retrieving a digital 

object from IS, proceed to contextualizer and then to condensator.  

IS
Collector / 
Archiver

Contextualizer Condensator
✓

Inform IS
Compensate 
Collector / 
Archiver

✓

✓

✓



Compensate 
Contextualizer
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Figure 3. Error-handling workflow replacing pre-ingest workflow 

Sagas are a relatively common type of sub-transactions in LLTs (Garcia-Molina and Salem, 

1987). In case of a failure in one of the sub-transactions, i.e. saga, a counteraction is performed, 

called compensation which may not be the exact opposite of the activity that has to be undone 

(Rotem-Gal-Oz et al., 2012). Using the saga pattern, all the services involved notify their state. 

In the pre-ingest workflow, the component facing a failure sends a fault message to CaPM who 

initiates the error-handling workflow by requesting the other components for compensation and 

notifying IS about aborted pre-ingest workflow. The error-handling workflow is designed and 

developed using CaPM’s administrative functionalities, as stated. 

Activity 4. Demonstration 

A distributed application is developed to illustrate the turn-taking of components in the error-

handling workflow. The user interface of the application is available at https://capm.azureweb-

sites.net/ and the code can be found on GitHub at https://github.com/dpmiddleware/capm. 

The demonstration application is developed in C# with .NET Core 3.1 and its web applica-

tion is hosted as an Azure App Service, exposing a user interface written with ReactJS. The 

demonstration web application is also the host for CaPM. The other implemented components 

are hosted as separate processes as web jobs in an Azure App Service. The middleware uses an 

Azure Storage Blob implementation for the Staging Server and an Azure Storage Queues for 

message bus. For a list of supported providers refer to the documentation on the GitHub repos-

itory1. 

The demonstration consists of minimal emulations of an IS and a DPS as parts of a web page, 

well as an implementation of the middleware demonstrating the compensation actions proce-

dure. The IS emulation allows users to select an SA and a failure rate and select an image to 

 

 
1 https://github.com/dpmiddleware/capm#supported-providers 



   

 

   

 

preserve. The DPS emulation stores the submitted SIP in Azure Blob Storage (or can be con-

figured to store it using an in-memory implementation) and displays all stored images. 

With a new pre-ingest request to the middleware, CaPM retrieves the selected SA and failure 

rate based on which a pre-ingest execution path is created to identify which components will 

process the digital object and it what order. Figure 4 illustrates an example of an identified pre-

ingest execution path. The dashed lines and solid lines indicate a planned step and an executed 

step respectively. A checkmark means that the step executed successfully, while an x-mark 

indicates that the step has failed. 

Ingest Start
Collector / 

Archiver
Contextualizer

Collector / 
Archiver

✓

 

Figure 4. Initial pre-ingest execution path used in examples 

CaPM coordinates the workflow and ensures that each step is executed according to the path. 

When CaPM receives a failure report from a component, it creates an alternate pre-ingest path, 

i.e. error-handling workflow, including steps to compensate for the actions performed by con-

cluded components. The alternate pre-ingest path for Figure 4 is depicted in Figure 5 with the 

assumption of a failure in contextualizer’s performance. 
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Figure 5. The alternate pre-ingest path (error-handling workflow) at failure in a component's 

performance 

In Figure 5 the digital object is stored in staging server after being retrieved from IS by 

collector/archiver, thus it should be removed from staging server when pre-ingest workflow 

aborts. The compensation for collector/archiver removes the data stored in the staging server 

and metadata repository. The dashed collector/archiver step never executes since the workflow 

path was updated to the error-handling workflow after contextualizer failed its tasks. 

In case of a failure in performing compensation action by a component, the compensation is 

marked as failed, while continuing to compensate for the rest of the components, to ensure that 

the middleware automatically compensates as many components as possible. An example of 

such a situation is shown in Figure 6 where the Collector/Archiver is compensated, even though 

the compensation for the Contextualizer has failed.  
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Figure 6. An error-handling execution path showing error-handling workflow resiliency 

The code for the demonstration is available, under the MIT license, at 

https://github.com/dpmiddleware/capm 

Activity 5. Evaluation 

Peffers et al (Peffers et al., 2012) provide a list of the evaluation methods used in correspond-

ence with the types of designed artifacts in existing DSR publications, arguing that the evalua-

tion method should suit the type of the designed artifact. The leading evaluation methods in the 

existing DSR publications for a “model” are “technical experiment” and “illustrative scenario”, 

subsequently (Peffers et al., 2012, p. 403).  Since the aim of the evaluation of error-handling 

workflow model the impact of applying the model on the automation level, not the performance 

of the algorithm, an illustrative scenario is selected as the method of evaluation for the solution 

artifact of this study (Sonnenberg and vom Brocke, 2011). After all, the evaluation of an artifact 

aims at determining the progress achieved by designing and using an artifact concerning the 

identified problem and the design objectives (Sonnenberg and vom Brocke, 2011). An illustra-

tive scenario requires the application of an artifact to a synthetic or real-world situation to illus-

trate its suitability or utility (Peffers et al., 2012).  

The simulation mode of the demonstrated system runs a configurable number of pre-ingest 

workflows and analyses the results to identify how many, if any, components need manual pro-

cessing for compensation. To set the number of pre-ingest workflow executions, referring to 

existing DPSs helped by providing information about HathiTrust Digital Library which handles 

30,000 daily ingests (HathiTrust, 2011) and National Library of the Netherlands does so for 

50,000 volumes (Oltmans, 2007). Accordingly, the high number of 100,000 submissions 

through the middleware was set considering a highly loaded day for DPS. The simulation cre-

ates random failure numbers for middleware components based on the thresholds provided by 

the user to control the approximate component Failure Rate during Pre-ingest (FRP) and Failure 

Rate during Error-handling (FRE). To simulate the situation where several components need 

compensations, the simulation was run with five components which all need compensations.  

The values for FRP and FRE were configured to combinations of a few values ranging from 

0.005 up to 0.1 to create different simulation scenarios to demonstrate the significance of the 

extent to which the manual work is reduced by the error-handling workflow even as the failure 

rates change, as long as the FRE value does not get closer to 1. In each simulation scenario with 

a configured FRP and FRE, the failure rate for all components and compensations is equal to 

FRP and FRE, respectively. A partial visualization of the analysis of simulation results is avail-

able in. 
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Figure 7. Visualization of simulation results for 100,000 pre-ingests  

As per the graph, the number of compensations which require manual interaction can be 

dramatically reduced by introducing automated compensation through error-handling work-

flow, and further reduced by compensation resiliency. 

The simulations can be recreated by running the pre-configured simulation using the script 

available at 

https://github.com/dpmiddleware/capm/blob/master/src/invoke-

simulation.ps1. 

Activity 6. Communication 

This publication aims to communicate the knowledge gained during the DSR process of this 

study to the relevant academic audience. 

Design Principles 

The contributions of this study are extended further than the solution artifact, which is applica-

ble in only a limited context of use (Chandra Kruse et al., 2015), by providing “prescriptive or 

design knowledge” (Chandra Kruse et al., 2015, p. 4039) in the form of three design principles 

that emerged during the DSR process. A design principle “… is a statement that prescribes what 

and how to build an artifact to achieve a predefined goal” (Chandra Kruse et al., 2015, p. 4040) 

identifying actions the artifact performs or those it permits to its environment. Therefore, the 

concept of affordance (Chandra Kruse et al., 2015; Seidel et al., 2018) is adapted in the formu-

lation of design principles, while taking the combination of dispositional and relational (Seidel 

et al., 2018) approach towards affordance since the affordances provided by the error-handling 



   

 

 

 

workflow are embedded in its material properties. The design principles are formulated in the  

following format as proposed by Chandra Kruse et al. (2015): 

“Provide the system with [material property – in terms of form and 

function] in order for users to [activity of user/group of users – in 

terms of action], given that [boundary conditions – user group’s char-

acteristics or implementation settings]” (Chandra Kruse et al., 2015, 

p. 4045).  

The above format for design principles helps to present the features (material properties) that 

are implemented into the error-handling workflow to afford user groups’ (the middleware or its 

users) requirements within the context of error-handling workflow’s operation. Since the 

knowledge gained from a design process can only be possible to be partly expressed in general 

terms (Gregor and Jones, 2007; Rossi and Sein, 2003; Simon, 1978), the degree of generality 

of design principles can settle for proposing a design that is a close approximation of an artifact 

working in a few contexts (Gregor and Jones, 2007; Simon, 1978). Table 1 enlists the design 

principles that are also embodied in the design and implementation of the solution artifact, to-

gether with a short explanation of their aim. 

 
Table 1 Design principles for error-handling workflow for an automated pre-ingest workflow 

Design Principle Explanation 

DP1. Provide compensation action for ac-

tion-based components so that the error-

handling workflow affords the middleware 

to automatically eliminate side-effects of 

an aborted pre-ingest workflow. 

For components with side-effects, a com-

pensation action is defined which would 

undo or reverse the alterations made by 

processing of the component that are no 

longer desired/necessary because the pre-

ingest workflow is not completed and no 

SIP is created. 

DP2.  Provide automatic initiation of error-

handling workflow execution at failure in 

a component’s process so that the middle-

ware affords maximally automated pre-in-

gest workflow execution even including 

failures. 

With a failure in a component’s process, 

CaPM automatically creates and initiates 

the execution of an error-handling execu-

tion path which requests each component 

to perform the compensation action it pro-

vides. 

DP3. Provide error-handling workflow re-

silience by logging and skipping failed 

compensation actions that require manual 

process so that the error-handling work-

flow affords maximally automated perfor-

mance of compensation actions.  

If a compensation action fails during exe-

cution of the error-handling workflow, the 

compensation is registered and reported as 

failed where eventually manual work is 

needed to perform the compensation. The 

error-handling workflow continues com-

pensation further components’ actions af-

ter skipping the failed compensation.  

 

DP1 and DP2 are aligned with the objectives for the solution artifact while DP3 emerged 

through learning during the DSR process leading to iterations in the design cycle.     



   

 

   

 

DP1. This design principle is crucial since recovering from a failure in the pre-ingest work-

flow is not accomplished by merely aborting the workflow, but requires corrective procedures 

to restore the middleware to the state before the pre-ingest workflow started. The reason is the 

alterations made by action-based components to the middleware internal environment and data 

of other digital objects. Compensation actions should, therefore, be developed to perform the 

recovery and restore procedure for each component.  

DP2. The essential factors for automation of an error-handling workflow are: 1. the path 

identifying the order of executing compensations for components is defined automatically, 2. 

the execution of this path is initiated automatically. This design principle aims to ensure that 

the compensation actions stated in DP1 start running their operation not needing a human-op-

erated initiation or set-up.    

DP3. The importance of this design principle is to achieve the minimum number of human-

operated compensations even in case of failures in the error-handling workflow. To be closer 

to reality, the probability of failure in compensation actions should be not ruled out. However, 

it is possible to leave fewer compensations to manual processing and perform as many of them 

automatically as possible to deliver maximal automation of pre-ingest and error handling. Dur-

ing the error-handling workflow, a failure in compensation action will not result in an aborted 

workflow. Instead, the execution of the failed compensation is left to manual work, while the 

workflow carries on with automatic execution of compensations for the upcoming components 

in error-handling workflow path. At the same time, the failed compensation is logged and a 

report is created which can be represented in a human-readable format to guide the operators 

about the type of failure in compensation action.    

The rationale for proposing the above design principles is that they are not presented in pre-

vious literature, nor adopted by existing tools or frameworks. Therefore, the design principles 

are proposed aiming to promote the state-of-the-art while contributing to knowledge in line with 

the objectives for the solutions artifact. 

Discussion and Conclusive Remarks 

Taking a Design Science Research (DSR) approach, this paper introduced a model for an auto-

mated workflow for handling failures in a pre-ingest workflow (Westerlund et al., 2019) within 

the middleware solution proposed by Päivärinta et al. (2015) for automation of interactions be-

tween Information Systems (IS) and Digital Preservation Systems (DPS). Considering the pre-

diction of types of potential failures unreachable, the model is designed not based on avoiding 

failures in the pre-ingest workflow, but to automatically manage their outcomes to recover the 

middleware from the disturbance through the least manual needed action. A proof-of-concept 

of the model was implemented, demonstrated, and evaluated as a confirmation of the techno-

logical feasibility of implementation of the workflow. The simulation scenarios for evaluation 

helped to uncover additional required features, which resulted in a few iterations through the 

design cycle and identification of three design principles.  

The error-handling workflow contributes to the functional properties of the pre-ingest work-

flow, by introducing specific features for automation: 

• Automatically taking over the aborted pre-ingest workflow.  

• Automatic execution of the compensation actions for each action-based component in-

volved before the failure happened, in the reverse order of the execution path of the pre-

ingest workflow. 



   

 

 

 

• Maximizing automation by logging and skipping failed compensation actions that require 

manual process, to perform the upcoming compensation actions automatically. 

• Producing monitorable events for compensation failures to be used for providing human-

readable information about the type of manual processes required. 

The problem of handling errors in pre-ingest processes, tools, or workflows has not been 

addressed in the previous literature or existing projects, solutions, or tools. The only pre-ingest 

tool providing actionable support to address error situations is UAM (Kärberg, 2015) by pre-

senting a report of the error types leaving the recovery to manual work. However, with the 

increasing volume and complexity of digital content and detailed and entangled pre-ingest pro-

cesses, manual corrections for failure recovery is a labor-intensive task. The solution in this 

study could improve the level of automation of DP practices especially when submissions are 

received from ISs with organizational/individual preservation policies leading to collective sub-

missions of information or correlated metadata extraction, such as RODA (Kaljuvee et al., 

2017) and UAM (Kärberg, 2015). Moreover, the model designed in this paper can be used for 

solutions that use the implementation of services in the cloud for performing DP processes, such 

as the middleware. In case a service is unreachable, or its execution is disrupted, error-handling 

workflow provides an effective way to automatically recover the disturbance in the workflow 

and inform IS about it. 

The error-handling workflow is designed to be embedded in the administration unit (CaPM) 

in the middleware since its tasks can be efficiently aligned with those of CaPM. The functional 

features of the error-handling workflow significantly reduce the prohibitive effects of failures 

in the pre-ingest workflow. The aborted pre-ingest workflow at the occurrence of an error (of 

any type) is automatically replaced to informs IS of aborted process and compensates the hith-

erto alterations made by the pre-ingest workflow. 

The proposed design principles contribute to the design knowledge by providing prescriptive 

statements considered imperative for designing a maximally automated error-handling work-

flow. Although the context of the design principles is limited to the middleware, the fortunate 

outcome would be if the design principles could be applied even in a broader context. The 

following design principles can promote the current solutions in many aspects.  

DP1. Provide compensation action for action-based components so that the error-handling 

workflow affords the middleware to automatically eliminate side-effects of an aborted pre-in-

gest workflow, and DP2. Provide automatic initiation of error-handling workflow execution at 

failure in a component’s process so that the middleware affords maximally automated pre-ingest 

workflow execution even including failures – The central challenge for an aborted pre-ingest 

workflow is the alterations made to the system and data of other digital objects before failure. 

Addressing such an issue becomes more demanding for complex or collective submission of 

digital objects. By defining compensation for each specific component that are automatically 

initiated and executed, the manual work can be performed automatically no matter its complex-

ity. Compensations can be defined for the modular implementation of pre-ingest tool (Lehtonen 

et al., 2017) or the pre-ingest workflows that can be broken into sub-transactions, such as UAM 

(Kärberg, 2015), RODA (Kaljuvee et al., 2017), and Rosetta (NLZ, 2017).         

DP3. Provide error-handling workflow resilience by logging and skipping failed compensation 

actions that require manual process so that the error-handling workflow affords maximally au-

tomated performance of compensation actions – Since pre-ingest tools are mostly dependent on 

the platform they are installed on and the structure of the data they process, failure in the pre-



   

 

   

 

ingest processes can be a result of shortcomings in the platform’s capacity or distorted data 

structure. Thus, it is impossible to consider failures in the pre-ingest workflow, while ruling out 

compensation failures in the error-handling workflow. This design principle promotes the level 

of automation by skipping the failed compensation, instead of aborting the error-handling work-

flow, and carrying on performing the rest of the compensations automatically.  

The above-stated design principles are proposed considering no prior research has considered 

them nor has any existing solution implemented them in their design. 

The current developed error-handling system has some shortcomings which could be tracked 

for future work. In case of a failure in finishing a compensation action, the system is going to 

retry compensation for a number of times. However, if several retries of the compensation ac-

tion for the same error fail consecutively, running compensation actions is going to stop and 

human intervention will be needed to compensate for the process of particular components. 

Therefore, a perfect elimination of human interaction has not been achieved in the solution of 

this study. Also, the compensation action is implemented for only a few components in the 

current error-handling system and those which are implemented are at a basic level. Another 

limitation in the solution implemented is the mock implementation of the information system 

and the Digital Preservation system. Identification of other limitations for the current imple-

mentation and addressing such could be a path for further research. 
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